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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS CONT.:

The general procedure for this course is as follows:

(1) Read the assigned unit LEG for this course.
(2) Begin and complete the first assigned LAP.

a. Take and score the LAP test.
b. Turn iu the LAP test answer sheet.
c. Determine the reason for any missed items

on the LAP test.
d. Proceed to the next assigned LAP in the unit.
e. Complete all required LAPs for the unit by

following steps (a) through (d).

(3) Take the unit tests as described in the Unit LEG

"Evaluation Procedures".
(4) Proceed to the next assigned unit in this course.

(5) Follow steps I through 4 for all required units

for this course.
(6) Proceed to the next assigned course.

You will work independently unless dirooted to do otherwise. When questions or

problems arise, you are expected to discuss them with the inst ruct or. At all

time remember to follow correct safeLy procedures during the perrormiince activ-

ity.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Introduction to Radio

.02 Crystal Detectors

.03 Regenerative Receivers

.04 The Radio Power Supply Section

.05 Th(i. Radio-7N.udi) Section

.06 The PF,--4 P: Section

.07 Superheterodyne RecLivrs

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Course evaluation is by pre and post t.esting using a muitiple-cnoice type of

test.

In this course, the course test is used as a pretest to determine which units,

if any, the student may be able to validate. The student is considered vali-
dated for a particular unit if 4 out of S items are correctly answered for each

LAP part on the course pretest and that particular unit does not have a perform-

ance test requirement.

4
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For those units w_th performance test requirements, the student must also satis-

factorily complete the performance test to validate that unit. Unit performance

test validation procedures are given in the "Evaluation Procedure" section of

the unit Learning Experience Guide (LEG).

The course test will also be taken by the student as a post test to determine

any changes resulting from taking all or part of the course.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

After completing thi guide, obtain the. tin Y LEC1 t'or 77.03.01., Introduction to

Radio.



Basic Radio Theory & Component Assembly 77.03

Printed Materials

Basic Radio, Parts 1 & 2. Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan, 1960.

2, Electronics Assembly and Fabrication Methods. Duarte and Duarte.

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973.

none

Audio:ViS als

Ect_ri pent_

Alignment tool set.
L. Basic Radio Kit, Heathkit Model LK-2, Hel-thkit Company, Benton Harbor, Michiga

3. Desoldering iron.
4. Drill bits.
5. Drill, power.
6. Ladder, step (6 ft.)
7. RF signal generator.
8. Soldering iron.
9. Soldering tools.

10. Tools, hand: (Service Master Kit 99SM or equivalent Xcelite 99SM Kit,

Jensen Tools and Alloys, 4117 North 44th Street, Phoenix, Arizona.)

tool bag
crescent, 6" (no. 46-C)
cutters, side (55 CG)
extension, X10
hole reamer ;no. 33 and 39)
nut driver handle (99-1)
nut driver shaft (3/16, 7/32, 1/4, 9/32, 5/16,

11/32, 3/8, 7/16, and 1/2 inch)
pl'-rs, noodle nose (52 CG)
screw drive, I'lat blade (811 and 25U)
screw driver, Phillips (821)
STB handle (99-3)
SIB shaft (1/4, 5/16, and 3/3 ins- ,)

11. Vacuum tube vn! t meter.

12. V:)It-ohin wc:ter.

6/24/75
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COURSE POST TEST: BASIC RADIO THEORY AND COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

1. How much insulation shoulj removed from the end of a wire to insure a good
connection?

a. 1/2 inch
b. 3/4 inch
c. 1/8 inch
d. 1/4 inch

2. Why shouldn't you move the wire In a freshly solderod joint that is still
not?

a. you have to reheat the joint anyway
b. you have to add the 'lux at this time
c. you will get a brittle connection
d. your result will be a cold solder connection

3. The best size iron for soldering in electronic circuits is:

a. 25-300w.
b. 10-25w.
c. 125-15C degrees F.
d. 100 -125w.

4. What type of flux do you use in Pleetronie applications?

a. acid flux
b. 60/40
c.

d. rosin flux

5. When a wire is to be soldered to a terminal in n radio, what is the iron
applied to?

a. the terminal
b. the wire
c. the solder
d. the wire and terminal
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COURSE PRETEST: 3ASIC RA'NO THEORY AND COMPONENT ASSEMBLY

1. How much insulation should be removed from tae end c- a wi-e to insure a good
connection?

a. 1/2 inch
b. 3/4 inch
c. 1/8 inch
d. 1/4 inch

2. Why shouldn't you move the wire in a freshly soldered joint that is still
hot?

a. you have to reheat the joint anyway
b. you have to add the flux at this time
c. you will get a brittle connection
d. your result will be a cold solder connection

3. The best size iron for soldering in electronic circuits is:

a. 25-100w.
b. 10-25w.
c. 125-150 degrees F.
d. 100-125w.

4. What type of flux do you use in c' ,,Ictronic applications?

a, acid flux
b. 60/40
c.

d. rosin flux

5. When a wire is to be soldered to a terminal in a radio, what is the iron
applied to?

a. the terminal
b. the wire
c. the solder
d. die wire and terminal
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77.03.01.02

6. How fast do radio waves travel in free space?

a. 186,00 MPS
b. 50,000 MPS
c. 1.80 (10-6) MPS
d. 250 MPS

7. What part of the sky reflects radio waves back to the earth?

a. ionosphere
b. atmosphere
c. sundogs
d. stratosphere

8. Which signal would take the shortest time to get to the same receiver if

they were both transmitted at the ,;ame time?

a. ground waves
b. neither one
c. both of them will
d. sky-wave

9. The abbreviation "KC" stands for how many cycles per second in a radio receiver?

a. 1000
b. 160,000
c. 500
d. 10,000

10. The range of frequencies in radio transmission that are above the audio limit

are called:

a. low range frequencies
b. long range frequencies
c. broadcast ba;,J
d. currclgt

11. The signal which is being broadcast that carries in it the voice intelligence

has:

a. F.M.
b. been filtere
c. been modulated
d. amplitude

12. The of an A.C. current: decc,rmined by the number of cycles that take

place in one second.

a. direcLicn
b. speed
c. pulses
d. frequency
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77.03.01.04

13. In a long-wire antenna where does it have its worst reception?

a. sides
b. bottom
c. middle
d. ends

14. Why do you need a grounding wire on your antenna?

a. better front end reception
b. lighting protection
c. reduce:: interference
d. tunes easier

77.03.02.01

15. A radio detector circuit has a R.F. input signal, with an output of:

a. audio frequency
h. modulated signal
c. A.V.C. signal
d. tuneable R.F. signal

16. In a radio receiver, in order to detect a signal it has to be:

a. rectified
b. audio frequency
c. modulated
d. tuneable

17. What is the biggest diFference between a P.P. amplifier and A.P. amplifior it
a radio receiver audiu circuit?

a. the signal hair, been Luned to A..
b. a deft-c",7)r is involved
c. no 7 4-' Tavol ved

d. UL it,ci

TB. What do you call the function in a radio when iL transforms modulated radio

frequency signal into audio signal?

a. to m od Li 1 a

b. to amplif
c. to demodulate
d. tlo detect

77.03.02.02

19. Why i!-; in di,, yliiim.nt will 11(),./ ii', only diroction?

ct-
h;qh resistanc huh ways

b. high back resi:;tance
c. high front resistance
d. low resistance both way!;
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77.03.02.02 (continued)

20. What is the material inside the glass envelope of a signal crystal diode?

a. germanium
b. connecting lead
c. selenium
d. gas

77.03.02.03

21. When you use a radio amplifier i n a radio chassis, what can ynu use for a
filter to screen out R.F. spikes?

a_ RC network
b. low-pan filter
c. RL network
d. PI network

22. The main step in extracting the audio signal from a modulated broadcast signal

is to:

a. tune it
b. amplify it
c. modulate it
d. rectify it

23. Detection in a superheterodyne radio receiver oc.eurs where in a radio?

a. following the audio AIH
b. antenna circuit
c. preceding the if AMP
d. preceding the audio amplifi[,r

24. Two functions involved in the detection of a R.I. signal in an A.A. radio

chassis are rectification and:

a. modulat_.'n
b.

C. pulsacing
d. filtering

77.03.02.04

25. Why doe a speokrr tend to Hirer the A.1... which 15 supplied tr> it

a. too slow
h. doesn't hav an audio AMP
c. fi0(!Cif; a volume control
d. respond:; only Ve
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77.03.02.04 (continued)

26. What in the voice coil of a speaker or earphone is placed in so it will move
back and forth?

a. A.F. signal
b. crystal
c. cabinet
d. permanent magnet

77.03.02.05

27. If you remove the source of voltage from a capacitor out of circuit is there
still any voltage across the capacitor?

a. yes, if the electrolyte is low
b. maybe, depends on the circuit
c. no
d. yes

22. A change on a capacitor will last indefinitely until a is placed

across its plate.

a. battery
b. circuit
c. another condenser
d. power source

29. What is the term used in a radio receiver when it is referred to as tuned
circuit?

a. selectivity
b. proper frequency
C. resonant
d. I.F. rejection

77.03.02.06

30. The el,-..tctricl characte/isti,2 of I tl,at ;nFluences a kick -back .1ction

in a tuned radio circuit is cailc-d:

a. reactance
b. resistance
c. inductance
d. reluctance

31. The following symbol represents a:

a. potuntometer
b. varible capacitor
c. varible
d. varible coil
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32. What are the two elements that you will find in a diode type tube to make

it function?

a. grid and filament
b. plate and cathode
c. mercury gas and cathode
d. ion gas and plate

33. What is the proper name of the device in a vacuum tube diode that raises

the temperature inside?

a. cathode
b. cylinder oven
c. plate
d. filament

34. Does the filament of a vacuum tube have any relation to how much current
will conduct in a tube?

a. no
b. only if it is connected to the cathode
c. yes, it regulates how much temperature is put on the cathode

d. yes, if it is also heating the plate

77.03.02.08

35. What is a common mistake a person will make when soldering a component?

a. not enough solder
b. too much heat
c. crimping wire
d. too much solder

36. When wiring tube socket pins to the grounded center shield, what kind of wire

do you use?

a. °or:per i:,sulateu

b. bar
c. grounding strap
d. insulated

77.03.03.01

37. If the grid on a triode vacuum tube is connected to a it will act

to assist the plate in attracting electrons across the tube_

a. positive voltage
b. plate.load
c- negativc, voltage
d_ ground
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77.03.03.01 (continued)

38. A high negative grid of a triode tube will actually

a. amplify
b. attract
c. repel
d. accelerate

77.03.00.00.A2-2

the electrons.

39. When the grid of a triode tube becomes highly negative, your across

the plate load disappears.

a. voltage
b. resistance
c. reactance
d. impedance

77.03.03.02

40. What is the purpose of an electrolytic capacitor in a power supply of an

electronic receiver?

a. to provide capacitive reactance
b. to filter D.C.
c. to step up the voltage
d. to put a load on the transformer

41. The original purpose for self-biasing a triode tube in an amplifier

circuit was to make the grid more with respect to the cathode.

a. negative
b. positive
c. resistive
d. powerful

42. In a triode tube amplifier, the plate is positive and the cathode is negative.

Your control grid is also negative. Where do you apply your input signal to

in a ra,C7 rcuit?

a. plate load resistor
b. grid
c. cathode
d. plate

77.03.03.03

43. When you apply a signal to the unbiased control grid of a triode in an

amplifier circuit, o:Lly the of this signal will apear in the plate

circuit.

1. cmly .63G
b. negative half-cycle
c. positive half-cycle
d. only 1.41
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77.03.03.03 (continued)

44. Even though the signal applied to a vacuum tube amplifier swings plus

and minus, the grid remains because of the supply voltage.

a. positive
b. negative
c. :.)lus and minus

d. open circuit

45. When you lose grid bias voltage on a triode amplifier tube, or when it

swings positive, a very charge will occur across the plate load

resistor.

a. uneven
b. positive
c. small
d. large

77.03.03.04

46. In a triode amplifier, the negative half of the signal is amplified
satisfactorily and the positive half of the signal:

a. distorts
b. cancels out
c. doubles
d. amplifies

47. What tube does this symbol stand for?

a. diode
b. triode
c. pentode
d. duo-diode

77.03.03.05

48. The objective for regenerati-n a detector-amplifier circuit is to
increase the amplification of The circuit but not to cause:

a. oscillation
b. motor bosting
C. resonant
d. boot-strapping

49. What is another term for feedback control used in a R.F. amp-circuit
in an electronic device?

a. BFO control
b. RL control
c. regeneration control
d. oscillation control
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50. The feedback control installed in a regenerative feedback circuit does
what main function in this circuit?

a. varies the frequency
b. changes the inductance of the coil
c. controls amount of feedback
d. changes frequency of the RLC network

77.03.03.06

51. In the diagram, which winding is the primary winding?

a. 2

b. 4

c. 3

d. 1

52. Where, in the diagram for question 51, will you find the tickler

winding?

a. 4

b. 2

c. 3

d. 1

53. The following electronic symbol stands for a:

a. varible transformer
b. varible resistor
c. a fixed 1/4w resistor
d. varible capacitor

77.03.0 x.01

54. How hot should the serviceman allow the joint to get while soldering?

a. as hot as he can get it
b. just hot enough to allow the solder to flow smoothly
c. hot enough to fill t,le entire hole of the terminal
d. hot enough to make the solder drop off the joint

55. when desoldering a component or making- a temporary connection, which

type of joint should be used?

a. crimp, joint_

b. lap joint
u-joint

d. hooked joint
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77.03.04.01 (continued)

56. Why should the lead of a wire be held with a plier while it is being
stripped of insulation?

a. to keep from breaking it
b. to keep from fraying
c. to keep it clean
d. to make soldering easier

77.03.04.02

57. A step-up power transformer in a radio or TV chassis has:

a. a frequency input and a high frequency output
b. a voltage input and high voltage output
c. a power input and high power output
d. a current input and a high current output

58. In air-core coils, the coil is wound around a:

a. powered iron core
b. coil form
c. winding
d. core

59. If a 3:1 ratio step-down transformer has 3A of current in the primary, what
is the current in the secondary?

a. 9A
b. 6A
c. lA

d. 3A

60. The extent of coupling between two inductors is expressed by the terms:

a. varyinL; r-grrent

b.

C.

a. coefficient of coupling

77.03.04.03

61. What is the efficiency of a 1:2 transformer which has car. input of 120W and
an output of 180W?

a. '30%

h. 94t
c. 100%
d. 90%

21
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77.03.04.03

62. Radio chassis' power transformer cores are laminated in order to:

a. reduce resistance
b. reduce mutual inductance
c. increase displacement currents
d. reduce eddy currents

63. A step-down transformer in a radio chassis receives energy at one voltage
and delivers it at.:

a. a high frequency
b. a lower frequency

a high voltage
d. a lower voltage

64. The following schematic symbol is for a:

a. step-down, air-core, tapped transformer
b. step-down, iron-core, tapped-secondary transformer
c. step-up, iron-core, tapped-secondary transfrmer
d. step-up, air-core, tapped transformer

77.03.04.04

65. The ripple frequency of a full-wave rectifier power supply is:

a. independent of the A.C. supply frequency
b. equal to the A.C. supply frequency
c. one-half the A.C. supply frequency
d. twice the A.C. supply frequency

i:3

66. When a rectifier is reverse Idas(:,c. 1 in a radio (,t- TV 1,(.wc.1 u piy itn
resistance is:

a. minimum
b.

C. in..1n .1

a. low

67. A diode placcid in D :;n

is said to 11)J-3:

a. forward 1)las;:id

passing biased
c. 1-locking biased
d. reverse biased

permits eurrent fle% through it
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77.03.00.00.A2-2

68. The schematic symbol for a s(mi-conductor rectifying diode in a radio
power supply is:

A

B

C

D

4

69. Because a capacitor absorbs energy during the pulse, and delivers it to
the load of a radio between pulses, the output voltage:

a. falls to zero
b. never falls to zero
c. always remains the same
(A. peaks

77.03.04.05

70. What type of power supply filter is used for applications requiring a
uniform flow a current?

a. RC filter
b. L-section
c. PI-section
d. capacitance input

71. The :nip; r .1,-.:antage or an inductance filter in a radio power

supply is:

a. its nearly constant current output
b. its high output voltage
c. its lower eurrent output
d. its lower voltage output

72. What type of power supply is used for clpplicationt,; that reituire low
volumes of output current.?

a. band eliminator
b. capacitance input
c. simple inductor
d. L-sc*ion
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77.03.04.05

77.03.00.00.A2-2

73. When polarity markings are indicated on the body of a semi-conductor
rectifier, how is the rectifier placed in an active circuit?

a. load in series
b. source in series
c. source in parallel
d. load in parallel

77.03.05.01

74. What is the main disadvantage of a tetrode vacuum tube?

a. reduces oscillation
b. reduces distortion
c. has high interelectrode capacitance
d. has secondary emission

75. In respect to the plate, what is the potential on the screen grid in a
tetrode 7acuum tube?

a. negative
b. same as cathode
c. same as control grid
d. positive

76. How many elements does a tetrode vacuum tube have not counting the filaments?

a. 5

b. 3

c. 2

d. 4

77. What- is of resitor wit-!1 the cathudL, u11 u
triode tube?

a.

h. amp .hying
c. a power source
d. to drop current-.

78. What is the name of the element found in a tetrode tube, 1: not in a
triode vacuum .,_ft)e?

a. control grid
b. cathode

d. -;cren cird

9
--- 4
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77.03.05.02

77.03.00.00.A2-2

79. Which of the following tubes has the highest amplification factor?

a. tetrode
b. triode
c. pentode
d. diode

80. When a small signal at the grid of a vacuum tube causes a large amount
of current to flaw through the tube, this is cal ied:

a. amplification
b. demodulation
c. acceleration
d. secondary emission

81. What does the suppressor grid of a pentode vacuum tube do to the electrons
that are bounced from the plate:

a. pass
b. repel
c. ground
d. attract e

82. In a tetrode or pentode tube, what type of voltage must be applied to the
screen grid in order to make it operate?

a. high D.C.
b. high A.C.
c. low A.C.
d. low D.C.

77.03.05.03

83. How effectively an audio amplifier reprocluces Bounce depends mostly on:

a. its
b. linearity
c. its power factor
d. the frequency response

84. What is the main purpose of coupling capacitors when used radio circuits?

a. to block DC
b. to block AC
c. to pass DC
d. to ground the control grid
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77.03.05.04

77.03.00.00.A2-2

85. What is the purpose of the cathode resistor in an audio amplifier tube of
;I radio?

a. bias
b. amplification factor
c. grounding the suppressor grid
d. load resistor

77.03.05.05

86. Which end of a diode is marked?

a. the high resistance end
b. the cathode end
c. the anode end
d. the low resistance end

87. If a diode is used as a detector, most likely it: is a:

a. silicon type
b. PNP type
c. NPN type
d. germanium type

77.03.05.06

88. Detection might be best described as:

a. amplifying audio signals
b. inserting audio signals onto an R.F. carrier
c. separating the audio signals from the radio-frequency signals
d. removing the audio from a signal so only the R.F. is amplified

77.03.06.01

89. In a *rain function of the RV section is to tune and:

a. seic:t. the signal
b. modulate the signal
c. detect the signal
d. amplify the !ignal

90. In a resonant circuit of an AM rdio, which comi;onent ar:,rmally changes
the resonant frequen:y of the RF AMP section?

a. a tube
b. a coupling capacitor
c. a variable coil
d. a variable (:.-rtpar7itf:

26
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77.03.06.01 (continued)

91. In a radio chassis, the signal is fe0. to which of the following grids

of a RF amplifier's pentode tube?

a. screen frid
b. suppressor grid
c. cathode

control grid

77.03.06.02

92. In a tuned resonant circuit, what amount of current flows back and forth

between the coil and athe capacitor?

a. small
b. weak
c. low
d. large

93. The RF section of a broadcast receiver has what functions?

a. to select and amplify the proper signal

b. to select the proper signal only

c. to amplify all frequencies within the audio range

d . to amplify the proper signal only

94. What do the dotted lines symbolize in the illustration below?

a. an alternate circuit
b. a ganged capacitor
c. a trimmer capacitor
d . an old radio

Tulle° RP osi my-ma TUNZD RP AMPLirri.R

77.03.06.03

TUNED RfrAmPLITIZR
1=te........u.....s*.arsa *tr...

DETECTOR CtRauiT

.......... ..... ...... .....

95. An oscillator in radio circuit is used to generate:

. AC

b. Erequencise
c. DC
d. audio

27

TO AUDIO
A mPuriER
a. SPEAKrR
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77.03.06.03 (continued)

96. What occurs when a maximum amount of current flows through a tube in

an electronic circuit?

a. secondary emission
b. ionization
c. saturation
d . emission

97. The main purpose of an oscillator circuit in a radio oscillator is:

a. outside voltage
b. feedback
n. dampening
d . frequency stabilization

98. An oscillator circuit will keep oscillating because it:

a. dampens the tuned circuit every other cycle
b. superheterodynes the tuned circuit every cycle

c. provides feedback to the tuned circuit every other cycle

d . pulses new energy into the tuned circuit every cycle

77.03.06.04

99. The frequency of an oscillator in radio depends largely upon the:

a. operating voltage
h. resitance in the circuit
c. grid bias
d. value of the coil and condenser

100. The quickest method for determining whether or not an oscillator is

functioning is to measure its:

a. grid-biar: potential
b. plat-
c.

u. frequency

101. The trimmer capacitor in an oscillator feedback circuit:

a. matches impedance with the coil
b. changes the selectivity
c. changes the sensitivity
d. changes the frequency

9
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77.03.06.04 (continued)

102.. How are oscillations made continous in a vacuum-tube circuit?

a. by using a triode with a high amplification factor

b. by degeneration in the grid circuit of the tube

c. by high plate voltage on the oscillator tube

d. by feedback from plate to grid

103. The local oscillator frequency of a broadcast hand receiver is:

a. lower in frequency than the incoming frequency

b. the same frequency as the incoming frequency

c. the same as the if frequency
d. equal to the sum of the incoming frequency plus the iE frequency

77.03.07.01

104. What type of tube may be used in the radio mixer circuit?

a. pentagrid
b. tetrode
c. triode
d. pentode

105. What is the I.F. ANP input frequency in a superheterodyne receiver?

a. 45.5 KHZ
b. 455 KHZ
c. 4.55 HZ
d. 455 MHZ

106. Why can a high Q coil be used in the T.F. amplifier of a superheterodyne

radio?

a. better signal strength
b. high frequency input
c. because of the single frequency of the I.F.

d. utliz.?F, a local oscillator

107. The primary function of a converter tube of a superheterodyne _oceiver is

to combine two:

a. oscillations
b. currents
c. voltages
d. signals

108. One signal to he mixed comes from the radio station, the other comes from:

a. the local oscillator
b. the timmer capacitor
c. the I.F. amplifier
d. the R.F. amplifier
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77.03.07.02

109. What is the function of the AVC filter in a superheterodyne radio?

a. frequency tuning
b. coupling
c. changes AC to DC
d. changes PDC to DC

110. What is the purpose of the AVC circuit in a radio chassis?

a. strengthen the signal
b. control the R.F. signal
c. control amplification
d. control the grid bias

111. A smaller input signal to the R.F. AMP will consequently result in:

a. a lower AVC voltage
b. no AVC voltage
c. a higher AVC voltage
d. no change

112. Does the volume control of a superheterodyne radio have any effect on

the AVC voltage?

a. no
b. yes
c. possibly
d. occasionally

77.03.07.03

113. The oscillator circuit in a superheterodyn receiver must be aligned to:

a. 455 KC
b. the 1.F frequency

the of the received signal
d. fc=quenc.:, 3f the re e.jv:-A signal plus 455 KC

77.03.07.04

114. When aligning a radio receiver, the V.O.M. is usually connr"ted to the:

a. audio output.

b. I.F. AMP
c. AVC filter
d. speaker
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77.03.07.04 (continued)

115. The top and bottom slug of each I.F transformer should be adjusted for:

a. local station frequency
b. maximum volume
c. AVC voltage
d. 455 KG

116. When adjusting the antenna coil, where should the volume control be set?

a. high
b. off
c. low
d. mid-range

117. When aligning a superheterodyne receiver, one should start with the:

a. gadder capacitor
b. trimmer capacitor on the tuning capacitor
c. I.F. transformer nearest the R.F. section

d. R.F. oscillator-tuning coil slug

77.03.07.05

118. What components in a radio change when the band selector is repositioned

from A.M. to short wave?

a. I.F. circuit
b. detector circuit
c. local oscillator
d. antenna and oscillator circuits

119. What is a nickname for morse code signals?

a. teletype
b. CW
c.

1. WWV

120. The signal of the BFO is coupled to the:

a. grid of the R.F. AMP
b. grid of the mixer-oscillator
c. grid of the detector
d. grid of the I.F. AMP

121. What is the biggest difference between a standard A.M. radio and a short

wave radio?

a. I.F. )\MP

b. detector
c. antenna and oscillatcr
d. BFO

9
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77.03.07.06

122. What do the initials "BFO" refer to in a short wave radio?

a. code for CW
.b. beat-frequency oscillator
c. code for WWV
d. before first oscillator

77.03.00.00.A2-2
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UNIT: INTRODUCTION TO RADIO

This Unit will introduce you to basic concepts of sending and receiving radiosignals. Basic knowledge about radio signals sets the stage for understanding
the reason for each section in a radio. Each radio section does something with
some part of the radio signal. Understanding the relations between the com-
ponents of a radio signal and the radio section is basic to developing trouble-
shooting techniques.

PREREQUISITES:

Course: AC Circuits

OBJECTIVES:

Given a basic radio text/workbook, the necessary tools and equipment, identify
basic characteristics of radio signals and install a broadcast receiving anten-na.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

Basic Radio, Part 1,Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan, 1960.
Electronics Assembly and Fabrication Methods. Duarte and Duarte, Mci;raw-Hill
Book Company, 1973.

17.ciuipment

Drill, power
Drill bits
Basic Radio Kit, Heathkit Model EK-2, Heathkit Company, Benton, Harbor, Michigan.
Soldering iron.
Service Master Kit 99 SM or equivalent Xcelite 99 SM Kit, Jenson Tools and
Alloys, 4117 North 44th Street, Phoenix, Arizona.
Soldering tools.
Ladder, step (6 ft.).

Principal Author(s): B. Vetter
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

You have been prescribed to the first unit of this course. The activities that
you perform will be assigned one at a time. A LAP will give you directions for
each activity. Read the TAP and follow the procedure and directions given.

After completing each LAP, you are to take the LAP test, score it, and find out
the reason for any missed items before beginning the next assigned LAP.

When you finish the performance activities for the unit, you will be given a
unit test as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures" for post testing. After
successful completion of the unit test, the next assigned unit for the course is

begun.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Soldering Techniques

.02 Radio Transmission

. 03 Signal Characteristics

. 04 Constructing Long-Wire Receiving Antenna

EVALUATION PROCEDURES:

When pretesting:

1. The student takes the unit multiple-choice pretest.
2. Successful completion is 4 out of 5 items for each f.AP part of

the pretest.
3. The student then takes a unit performance test if the unit protest

was successfully completed.
4. Satisfactory completion of the performance test is meeting the

criteria on the performance test.

Whe7- post testing:

1. The student take s a multiple-choice unit post test and a unit
performance test.

2. Successful unit completion is meeting the listed critria for
the performance test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

After completing this guide, begin with the first LAP in this Unit. If you have

questions, please contact your instructor.
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UNIT PRETEST: INTRODUCTION TO RADIO

1. When soldering, what keeps the solder where you want it?

a. heat sink
b. soldering iron
c. pliers
d. gravity

2. What side of your soldering iron tip should be against the joint to be
soldered?

a. round
b. butt-end
c. flat
d. square

3. Why should you hold the lead of a wire being stripped with a plier?

a. to solder it more easily
b. to keep it clean
c. to keep it from fraying
d. to keep from breaking it

4. In a radio or TV chassis, whenever there is a possibility of bare leads
shorting to other parts, or to the chassis, the leads should be covered
with:

a. sleeving
b.

c. cloth
d. plastic shields

5. How large is the soldering gun you can use to solder in electronic applicatio

a. 100-200 W
b. 100-125 W
c. 25-100 W
d. 15-20 W
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77.03.01.02.

6. What kind of transmitting antenna radiates in all directions?

a. directional
b. latoral directional
c. non-directional
d. 1mi-directional

7. In a broadcast studio, what is the job of the microphone?

a. to convert mechanical vibration to electronic vibration

b. to transmit radio waves
c. to be plugged into an audio AMP
d. to create an audio signal

8. Broadcast stations in the U.S. vary in power from 50,000W down to:

a. 500W.
b. 250W.
c. 195W.
d. 1000W.

9. What section or part feeds your radio station antenna?

a. driver
b. microphone
c. transmitter
d. studio

10. Does geography have an effect on radio waves in free space?

a. no
b. no, just the atmosphere

no, j us t the sun
d.

77.03.01.03.

11. In A.C. theory, one plus swing and one minus swing constitutes a:

a. frequency
b. pulse
c. cycle
d. pulsating D.C.
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77.03.01.03. continued:

12. What is shown by the distance on a zero-current line of a graph represent-

ing A.C.?

a. frequency
b. XC
c. XL
d. time elapsed

13. Which word is used to describe current when the current contains some
kind of intelligence.

a. audio
b. radio frequency
c. A.C.
d. signal

14. How much time does it take for 60HZ house current to complete one cycle?

a. one hour
b. 1/60th second
c. 120 seconds
d. 60 seconds

15. Frequency between 20 to 20KHZ in a radio is considered:

a. too high
b. signal. .

c. modulation.
d. audio.

77.03.01.04.

16. When you mot your antenna, which way will it be toward the station?

a. 45 degrees to the left
b. pointed at
c. broadside
d. 45 degrees to the right
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77.03.01.04. continued:

17. What objects are required for hanging a radio receiver antenna?

a. short
b. insulated
c. tall
d. wet

18. How much wire do you need for antenna lead-in and grounding?

a. 75

b. 105
c. 60
d. 30

19. Why should you tie a knot with your lead-in wire through the insulator?

a. to relieve strain
b. to get a better connection
c. to improve reception
d. for better grounding

20. You have two radio stations in your area. From your antenna there is a
90 degree difference between station A and station B. Station B is weaker
than A. Which direction would you point your antenna?

a. 45 degrees away from B
b. toward B
c. 45 degrees toward station B
d. toward A



UNIT PRETEST ANSWER KEY: INTRODUCTION TO RADIO

LAP

01 1. D

2. C

3. A
4. A
5. C

02 6. C

7. A
8. B

9. C

10. D

03 11. C
12. D
13. D
14. B

15. D

04 16. C
17. C

18. B

19. A
20. D

9
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

OBJECTIVE:

File Code
77.03.01.01.A2-0

Date Published 11/12/75

Learning ctivity ackage
Student:

Soldering Techniques

Date:

Given the tools, supplies and equipment, solder electrical connections using
proper procedures.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Soldering is evaluated on the Unit Performance test.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about
this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Electronics Assembly and Fabrication Methods, Duarte.

Hand Tools.
Soldering Iron.
Solder (flux resin core).
Soldering Tools.

PROCEDURE:

1. Do the following assignments using Electronics Assembly and Fabrication

a. Read about "Tinning" page 90.

b. Read "How to Tin the Tip of a Soldering Iron" page 101 and "How to
Tin Wire with a Soldering Iron" page 102.

c. Tin the tip of the soldering iron following the procedures for Job 6.1
on page 101.

d. Tin wire using the procedures for Job 6.2 on page 102.

2. Take the soldering iron and tinned wire to the instructor for evaluation.

Principal Author(s): B. Vetter

4 0
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PROCEDURE CONT.:

3. If the tinning is satisfactory, begin step 4. If the tinning is
unsatisfactory, proceed as directed by the instructor.

4. Do the following assignments using Electronics Assembly and Fabrication.

a. Answer questions for Job 6.1 on page 102 and for Job 6.2 on page 103.

b. Check answers with answer key.

5. If no discrepancies exist, begin the next step. Determine the reason
for any existing discrepancies.

6. Do the following assignments using Electronics Assembly and Fabrication:

a. Read about "Improper Soldering Results", page 93.

b. Read "How to Inspect the Quality of idered Joint", page 107.

c. Inspect the quality of soldered joints using the procedures in Job
6.8, page 107.

d. Answer the questions for Job 6.8, page 108.

e. Check your answers with answer key.

7. If no discrepancies exist, take the LAP test. Determine the reason for
any existing discrepancies.

8. Correct and return LAP test.

9. If the LAP test is satisfactory, begin the next assigned LAP. If the test
is ul.:4atifactory, proceod Is the instructor directs.



LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: SOLDERING TECRNIQUES

1. B

2. D
3. A
4. B
5. B

6. A
7. D
8. A
9. D
10. B

77.03.01.01. A2-2
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Learning Activity ackage
Student:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Radio Transmission

OBJECTIVE:

Date:

Describe the transmission of radio waves, i.e., signal transmission, signal

radiation and signal detection.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about

this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio Part 1, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read Basic Radio, (Part 1), Lesson 1, pages 1-6.

2. Answer the review questions on a separate sheet of paper.

3. Check answers with the answer key on page 84.

4. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster

3



LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: RADIO TRANSMISSION

1. D

2. A
3. B

4. B

5. A
6. A
7. D

8. A
9. D

10. c

77.03.01.02. A2-2
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Learning Act vity Package
Student:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Signal Characteristics

OBJECTIVE:

Date:

Define the various functions and effects of broadcast radio signals and signal
components.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about
this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 7-11 in Basic Radio, (Part 1).

2. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
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Learning Activity Package
Student:

Date:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Constructing Long-Wire Receiving Antenna

OBJECTIVE:

Construct a radio receiving antenna according to the manufacturer's specifi-

cations.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about

this LAP.

Antenna installation meets criteria on the attached checklist.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1, Heath Company.
Heath Kit EK -2A.
Hand tools.
Ladder, step (6 ft.).

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 11-14 in Basic Radio (Part 1).

2. Construct Lroadcast receiving antenna using the procedures on

pages 11-13.
CAUTION: When climbing be sure to follow safe practices.

3. Answer the questions on page 14, on a separate sheet of paper.

4. Check answers with answer '::y on page 84.

5. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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CHECKLIST: CONSTRUCTING LONG-WIRE RECEIVING ANTENNA

1. Proper selection of parts, equipment and supplies.

2. Proper selection of antenna location.

3. Proper installation procedures followed.

4. Neatness.

5. Safe practices and procedures followed.

(18



1. D
2. C

3. D

4. C

5. A
6. D

7. B

8. C

9. C

10. C

77.03.01.04. A2-2

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: CONSTRUCTING LONG-WIRE RECEIVING ANTENNA
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UNIT POST TEST: INTRODUCTION TO RADIO

1. Why shouldn't you move the wire in a freshly soldered joint that is still

hot?

a. you will get a brittle connection

b. you have to add the flux at this time

c. you have to reheat the joint anyway

d. your result will be a cold solder connection

2. Why must the terminal to be soldered in an electronic application be clean?

a. to dissipate heat
b. to get a good solder connection

c. so you can crimp the wires easily

d. because the instruction manual doesn't say so

3. The best size iron for soldering in electronic circuits is:

a. 25-100W
b. 100-125W
c. 10-25W
d. 125-150 degrees F.

4. What type of flux do you use in electronic applications?

a. acid flux
b. 60/40
c. Losin flux
d. 40/60

5. How much insulation should be removed from the end of a wire to insure a

good connection?

a. 1/4 inch
b. 1/8 inch
c. 1/2 inch
d. 3/4 inch
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77.03.01.02.

6. What part of the sky reflects radio waves back to the earth?

a. stratosphere
b. atmosphere
c. sundogs

d. ionosphere

7. The broadcast band for A.M. radio in the U.S. is between:

a. 550KC to 1600KC

b. 250HZ to 50,000HZ

c. 60KZ to 15750KZ

d. 550MHZ to 1600 MHZ

8. What must the radio receiver do to the signal so we might hear it?

a. modulate it
b. amplify it

c. beat it with a harmonic

d. demodulate,it

9. What part of our government determines what frequency a radio station may

operate on?

a. local government
b. F.A.A.

c. I.C.C.
d. F.C.C.

10. What kind of circuits would pick up many stations at once?

a. tuned
b. atenna
c. R.F. AMP

d. I.F. AMP

77.03.01.03.

11. An audio signal in a radio transmission is A.C. current up to CPS that

carries sound in electrical form.

a. 2,000

b. 60

c. 20,000

d. 110
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77.03.01.03. continued:

12. The signal which is being broadcast that carries in it the voice intelligence

has:

a. been modulated.
b. amplitude.
c. P.M.
d. been filtered.

13. An incoming radio signal on an antenna is a special form of:

a. current.
b. voltage.
c. resistance.
d. power.

14. On a graph with A.C., everything above a base line is:

a. negative.
b. in phase.
c. positive.
d. out of phase.

15. Which characteristic of an A.C. current is determined by the number of cycles that

take place in one second?

a. speed'
b. direction
c. pulses
d. frequency

77.03.01.04.

16. In a long-wize antenna, where does it have its worst reception?

a. bottom
b. sides
c. middle
d. ends

17. The antenna for receiving should be kept away from objects that will cause:

a. interference.
b. frequency change.
c. modulation.
d. power loss.
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77.03.01.04. continued:

18. In a long-wire antenna, where does it have its best reception?

a. bottom
b. ends
c. sides
d. top

19. Why should you use stranded wire for your antenna instead of solid wire?

a. takes stress better
b. grounds better
c. tunes better
d. receives better

20. In addition to having a lead-in wire, you must also:

a. ground it.
b. tune it.
c. solder it.
d. stretch it.
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UNIT POST ANSWER KEY: INTRODUCTION TO RADIO

LAP

01 1. D

2. B

3. A
4. C

5. A

02 6. D
7. A
8. B

9. D
10. A

03 11. C

12. A
13. A
14. C
15. D

04 16. D
17. A
18. C
19. A
20. A
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UNIT PERFORMANCE TEST: INTRODUCTION TO RADIO

Student. File Code: 77 03.01.00 .A1-5

Dete
11-114-74Date Published:

Family Pay Number: Sex: M F (Circle 1)

OBJECTIVE:

Construct and install a broadcast radio receiving antenna.

TASK:

The student will be given materials and tools and asked to construct and install a

broadcast radio receiving antenna.

ASSIGNMENT:

CONDITIONS:

The student will be tested in an environment similar to that of a radio-TV repair shop.

He will be supplied with the same tools and reference manuals normally available to

radio-TV serviceperLons. He may receive no assistance from other students or the

instructor.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1, Heath Company, 1961.
Heathkit, Model EK-2A, Heath Company, 1%1.
Equipment: Soldering iron, power drill and bit, needle nose pliers and a step ladder.



Page 2 Student: File Code: 77.03.01.00. A1-5
Date Date Published: 1 1-14-74

Family Pay Number: Sex: M F (Circle 1)

PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: Satisfactory Unsatisfactor

CRITERION

Objective 1:

1. Correct positioning of antenna

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, Heathkit, page 11.

2. Ground wire properly installed.

Criterion: Heathkit Basic Radio, Part 1, page 13.

3. Insulators properly connected.

Criterion: Heathkit Basic Radio, Part 1, page 13.

4. Lead in wige attached and properly soldered.

Criterion: Heathkit Basic Radio, Part 1, page 13.

5. Correct attachment of support wire.

Criterion: Heathkit Basic Radio, Part 1, page 13.

6. Correct length of antenni.

Criterion: Heathkit Basic Radio, Part 1, page 11. 1

7. Correct length of ground wire,
1

Criterion: Heathkit Basic Radio, Part 1, page 11.



Page 3
(Checklist continued)

77.03.01.00.A1-5

CRITERION

8. Test completed in allotted time.

.- ,.., . WI. IyIv

Criterion: Doesn't exceed 3 hours.

Student must meet criterion on all line items to obtain an over-

all score of satisfactory.

5 7
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SWdent File Code

Date Date Published: 8/6/74

LAP TEST: SOLDERING TECHNIQUES

What side of your soldering iron tip should be against the joint to be
soldered?

a. round
b. flat
c. square
d. butt-end

2. What type of flux do you use in electronic applications?

a. acid flux
b. 60/40
c. 40/60
d. rosin flux

3. What kind of joint do you use if you have to desolder a component or to
make a temporary connection?

a. lap joint
b. hooked joint
c. u joint
d. crimp joint

4. A soldering iron works well only when?

a. heated to 500 degrees F.
b. the tip is cleaned and tinned
c. heated to 200 degrees F.
d. rosin s^lder is used

5. The best size iron for soldering in electronic circuits is:

a. 100 -125W.

b. 25-100W.
c. 125-150 degrees F.
d. 10-25W.
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6. How much insulation should be removed from the end of a wire to insure a
good connection?

a. 1/4 inch
b. 1/8 inch
c. 3/4 inch
d. 1/2 inch

7. When soldering, what keeps the solder where you want it?

a. pliers
b. soldering iron
c. heat sink
d. gravity

8. Why shouldn't you move the wire in a freshly soldered joint that is still
hot?

a. your result will be a cold solder connection
b. you will get a brittle connection
c. you have to reheat the joint anyway
d. you have to add the flux at this time

9. When a wire is to be soldered to a terminal in a radio, what is the iron
applied to?

a. the terminal
b. the solder
c. the wire
d. the wire and terminal

10. Why must the terminal to be soldered in an electronic application be clean?

a. so you c..11 crimp the wires easily
b. t,..; get a good solder connection
c. to dissipate heat
d. because the instruction manual doesn't say so
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Student: File Code: 77.03.01.02. A2-2

Date: Date Published:
8/6/74

LAP TEST: RADIO TRANSMISSION

The effect that causes long distance stations to be heard at night that can-

not be heard in the daylight hours is commonly referred to as:

a. delay.
b. amplification,
c. modulation.
d. skip.

2. How often is a radio station required to broadcast its call letter?

a. every half hour
b. once a day
c. every hour on the hour
d. twice a day

3. The broadcast band for A.M. radio in the U.S. is between:

a. 6OKZ to 15,750KZ
b. 550KC to 1600KC
c. 250HZ to 50,000HZ
d. 550MHZ to 1600MHZ

4. What kind of transmission antenna radiates in all directions?

a. omni-directional
b. non-directional
c. directional
d. 'mi- directional

5 Which signal would take the shortest time to get to the same r'ceiver if

they were both transmitted at the same time?

a. ground wave
b. both of them will
c. sky-wave
d. neither one
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6. What must the radio receiver do to the signal so we might hear it?

a. amplify it
b. demodulate it
c. modulate it
d. detune it

7. What section or part feeds a radio station antenna?

a. studio
b. microphone
c. driver
d. transmitter

8. Does geography have an effect on radio waves In free space?

a. yes
b. no, just the sun
c. no, just the atmosphere
d. no

9. Broadcast stations in the U.S. vary in power from 50,000W down to:

a. 1000W
b. 195W
c. 500W
d. 250W

10. What part of the sky reflects radio waves back to the earth?

a. atmosphere
b. stratosWiere
c. ionosphere
d. sundogs

61
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Dew Date Published:
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LAP TEST: SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS

How much time does it take for 60HZ house current to complete one cycle?

a. 60 seconds
b. one hour
c. 120 seconds
d. 1/60th second

2. Does pulsating direct current reverse direction during one cycle?

a. yes, if it is rectified
b. only it it was A.C.
c. no
d. yes

3. The signal which is being broadcast that carries in it the voice intelligence
has been:

a. F.M.
b. modulated.
c. filtered.
d. amplitude

4. In A.C. theory, one plus swing and one minus swing constitutes a:

a. frequency.
b. cycle.
c. pulse.
d. pulsating D.C.

5. What is shown by the distance on a zero-current line of a gl.apit representing
A.C.?

a. time elapsed
b. XC
c. frequency
d. XL
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6. An audio signal in a radio transmission is A.C. current up to CPS

that carries sound in electrical form.

a. 110
b. 20,000
c. 2,000
d. 60

7. An incoming radio signal on an antenna is a special form of:

a. current.
v. power.
c. voltage.
d. resistance.

8. The range of frequencies in radio transmission that are above the audio
limit are called:

a. long range frequencies.
b. radio frequency current.
c. low range frequencies
d. broadcast band.

9. What is the process of passing current through a device that will conduct

current in only one direction?

a. pulsating
b. rectifier
c. amplify
d. modulate

10. Which characteristic of an A.G. current is determined by the number of cycles that
take place in one second?

a. .71eed

b. pulses
c. frequency
d. direction
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Data Date Published- 4/30/75

LAP TEST: CONSTRJJCTTNG LONG-WIRE RECEIVING ANTENNA

Jr a long-wire antenna, where does it have its worst reception?

a. sides
b. middle
c. bottom
d. ends

2. The lead-in wire hooked up to your radio must come from where?

a. the side
b. the middle
c. one end
d. the insulator

3. How much wire do you need for antenna, lead -in and grounding?

a. 30'

b. 75'

c. 60'

d. 105'

4. Why should you, on a receiver antenna, solder your lead-in wire to your
antenna?

a. to ground better
b. to modulate better
c. to get a low resistance connection
d. to prevent damage to your house

5. You h--,;e two radio stations in your area. From your antenna there is a 90
degree difference between station A and station B. Station B is weaker than
A. Which direction would you point your antenna?

a. toward A
b. toward B
c. 45 degrees toward station B
d. 45 degrees away from B

C
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6. In a long-wire antenna, where does it have its best reception?

a. top
b. ends
c. bottom
d. sides

7. Why should you use stranded wire for your antenna instead of solid wire?

a. tunes better
b. takes stress better
c. receives better
d. grounds better

8. What type of insulator would be best in constructing a long-wire antenna?

a. wood
b. wire
c. glass
d. plastic

9. The antenna for receiving should be kept away from objects that will cause':

a. modulation.
b. frequency change.
c. interference.
d. power loss.

10. Why do you need a grounding wire on your antenna?

a- tunes easier
b- better front end reception
c. lighting protection
d. reduces interference
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RATIONALE:

UNIT: CRYSTAL DETECTORS

One of the radio receiver sections that a service person works with is a de-
tector circuit. There are various types of detectors, yet their functions vary
among detectors making it important to understand these detector applications to
the function of all detectors.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit: 77.03.01 Introduction to Radio

OBJECTIVE:

Given a basic radio text/workbook, necessary tools and equipment, identify and
explain the functions of detector circuits, tuned circuits and vacuum tube
diodes.

Build a radio signal detector, a tuned circuit for radio signals and a vacuum
tube signal detector.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

Basic Radio, Part 1. Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan, 1960.

Equipment

Bas'.' Radio Kit, Heathkit Medel EK-2, Heathkit Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan.
Soldering Iron.
Service Master Kit 99 SM or equivalent: Xcelite 99 SM Kit, Jenson Tools and
Alloys, 4117 North 44th Street, Phoenix, Arizona.
Volt-Ohm meter.
Soldering tools.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

You have been proscribed to the second unit of this course. The activitios that
you perform will be assigned one at a time. A LAP will give you directions for
each activity. Read the IAP and follow the procedure and directions given.

Principal Author(s): P. Hoggatt

pp
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

After completing eacn LAP, you are to take the LAP test, score it, and find out
the reason for any missed items before beginning the next assigned LAP.

When you finish the performance activities for the unit, you will be given a
unit test as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures" for post testing. After
successful completion of the unit test, the next assigned unit for the course is
begun.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Fundamentals of Radio Receivers

.02 Crystal Diode Rectifiers

.03 Detector Circuits

.04 Building a Radio Signal Detector

.05 Tuned Circuits

.06 Building a Tuned Circuit for Radio Signals

.07 Vacuum Tube Diodes

.08 Building a Vacuum Tube Signal Detector

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

When pretesting:

1. The student takes the unit multiple-choice pretest.
2. Successful completion is 4 out of 5 items for each LAP part

of the pretest.
3. The student then takes a unit performance test if the unit

pretest was successfully completed.
4. Satisfactory completion of the performance test is meeting the

criteria .,(1 the performance test.

When post testing:

1. The student takes a multiple-choice unit post t3st and a unit
performance test.

2. Successful unit completion is meeting the listed criteria for
the performance test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

You are now ready to begin with the first LAP. If you have questions, contact

your instructor.
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Student. File Code: 77.03.02.00. A2-2

Date: Date Published:

UNIT PRETEST: CRYSTAL DETECTORS

7/29/75

1. What is another name for a detector section of an A.M. radio receiver?

a. demodulator
b. amplifier
c. modulator
d. tuneable detector

2. A radio detector circuit has a R.F. input signal, with an output of:

e.. A.V.C. signal.
b, audio frequency.
c. tuneable R.F. signal.
d. modulated signal.

3. What kind of signal in a radio operates a speaker or earphone?

a. audio
b. a modulated signal
c. I.F. signal
d. radio frequency

4. In an A.M. radio receiver, because of more amplifiers in your R.F. and A.F.

section, what is greatly improved.

a. signal
b. selection
c. voice
d.

5. The other function of the R.F. section of a radio receiver also does what to

the signal.

a. modulates
b. amplifies
c. converts
d. demodulates

E8
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6. Heat will damage a crystal diode. So when soldering, what can you use
to prevent any damage?

a. low heat solder
b. heat sink
c. screw driver
d. low-wattage iron

7. Of the following symbols, which one is used in a schematic for a germanium
diode:

a.

b.

c.

d.

8. A crystal diode is considered a one-way device. One way it is a good con-
ductor, the other way it isn't. This is also true when referring to:

a. power.
b. heat.
c. voltage.
d. sound.

9. Which one of the following illustrations is correct?

a.

b. it z_

d.

10. What is the material inside the glass envelope or a signal erystal diode?

a. connecting lead
b. gas
c. germanium
d. selenium

e 9
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11. What helps complete the transformation from modulated R.F. signal to an
audio frequency by eliminating any R.F. signal in the detector circuit.

a. demodulation
b. detection
c. amplification
d. filtering

12. Which of the following diagrams represents a rectified signal in a radio
receiver?

d.

13. The effect of the speaker slurring from one R.F. peak to another is called:

a. sine-wave.
b. modulation.
c. distortion.
d. filtering.

14. What is the main function of a detector in an A.M. radio receiver?

a. modulatk-8 the signal
b. to back ratio
c. translates A.F. to R.F.
d. translates R.F. to A.F.

15. Distortion in an A.M. radio receiver is defined as:

a. the amount of amplification during detection.
b. the difference between reproduced sound and original sound transmitted.
c. both a and b correct.
d. can be completely eliminated in electronic circuits.
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16. What is the value of a resistor if it has a color code of red, red, red,

gold?

a. 220 5%
b. 2.2 10%
c. 2200 5%
d. 330 5%

17. What material is the crystal in an earphone constructed of?

a. mineral
b. carbon
c. quartz
d. glass

18. Why do we need a detector in a radio receiver?

a. the A.F. signal will cancel out

b. to get sound
c. to feed a signal into an audio AMP

d. to produce an I.F. signal

19. What in the voice coil of a speaker or earphone is placed to cause the

voice coil to move back and forth?

a. A.F. signal

b. crystal
c. cabinet
d. permanent magnet

20. How many radio stations should you get at Glasgow A .F .B . , Montana on a

simple detection circuit?
a. 3

b. 1

c.

d. 4
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21. What is the term used in a radio receiver when it is referred to as tuned
circuit?

a. resonant
b. I.F. rejection
c. selectivity
d. proper frequency

22. The closer the plates are in a capacitor, the higher the:

a. working volts.
b. capacity.
c. resistance.
d. frequency.

23. This symbol stands for a:

a. variable resistor.
b. capacitor.
c. transistor.
d. variable capacitor.

24. The main factors in determining a capacitor's size are the distance between

the plate and the:

a. area of the plate.
b. size of the capacitor.
c. size of the charge,
d. the size of the inductor.

25. The inductance of a coil is measured in:

a. OHMS.
b. Ind-c:Live reactance.

c. henrys.
d. reluctance.
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26. What is the value of measurement in a coil measured in a tuned circuit?

a. farads
b. OHMS
c. inductance
d. henrys

27. When building a tuner circuit for a radio, or when handling the stator

capacitor, why must you handle the capacitor with care?

a. fingerprints will ruin it
b. the middle stator is made of very soft metal

c. static electricity will build on it

d. so you don't bend it

28. The following symbol represents a:

a. potuntometer.
b. variable coil.
c. variable resistor.
d. variable capacitor.

29. In a tuned radio, what stimulates the circuit at resonant frequency so it

won't die out?

a. capacitor
b. power supply
c. inductor
d. antenna

30. Which ,gates are insulated from the capacitor frame, but have an

electrical connection to ground in a radio tuned circuit.

a. stator
b. rotar
c. resonant
d. coil
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31. With respect to each other, what is the polarity of the cathode and the plate
used as a rectifier in a receiver?

a. both plate and cathode are positive
b. both plate and cathode are negative
c. cathode negative, plate positive
d. plate negative, cathode positive

32. The plate of a diode tube does what to the electrons corning from the cathode when
put in practical application.

a. attracts them
b. heats them
c. repels them
d. Ionizes them

33. Does the filament of a vacuum tube have any relation to how much current will
conduct in a tube?

a. yes, it regulates how much temperature is put on the cathode
b. only if it is connected to the cathode
c. yes, if it is also heating the plate
d. no

34. What are the two elements that you will find in a diode type tube to make
it function?

a. mercury gas and cathode
b. ion gas and plate
c. grid and filament
d. plate and cathode

35. Why must a caLl_ode of a receiving,.tube diode be heated to operate?

a. to raise the resistance
b. to emit electrons
c. to lower the resistance
d. to heat the plate

ry 4
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36. What are the pin numbers on a 7 pin triode that your filament power is
applied to?

a. 2 and 3

b. 1 and 7

c. 6 and 7

d. 4 and 5

37. What condition. must be met in addition to having a vacuum before electrons
from a battery can flow through a diode vacuum tube?

a. addda grid
b. apply grid voltage
c. get a battery,with a high power output
d. heating the cathode

38. The pins of a tube are numbered from 1 to 9 in what direction, starting
at the wide space on the tube base.

a. straight up and down
b. diagonal
c. counterclockwise
d. clockwise

39. When wiring tube socket pins to the grounded center shield, what kind of wire
do you use?

a. bare
b. grounding strap
c. insulated
d. copper insulated

40. Whit happens 'hen you apply too much heat to components when soldering?

a. you reduce their tolerance
b. you get solder on everything
c. you ruin heat sinks
d. you ruin them



UNIT PRETEST ANSWER KEY: CRYSTALS DETECTORS

LAP

01 1. A
2. B

3. A
4. B

5. B

02 6. B

7. A
8. C

9. A
10. C

03 11. D

12. A
13. D
14. D
15. B

04 16. C

17. A
18. A
19. D

20. B

05 21. A
22. B

23. D

24, A
25. C

06 26. D
27. D

28. B

29. D

30. A

07 31. C

32. A
33. D

34. D

35. B

08 36. D
37. D

38. D

39. A
40. D

77.03.02.00. A2-2
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Learning n4 i.ctivity Package
Student:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: _unctions of Radio Receivers

OBJECTIVE:

Date:

Identify terms commonly used to describe the functions and effects of radio

receivers.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about

this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 15-17 in Basic Radio (Part 1).

2. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P, S:hut-; tor



1. B

2. B

3. C
4. B

5. B

6. C

7. A

8 A
9. A
10. D

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: FUNCTIONS OF RADIO RECEIVERS

7 8
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

OBJECTIVE:

File Code
77.03.02.02.A2-0

Date Published- 11/12/75

Learnin Activity Package
Student:

Crystal Diode Rectifiers

Date:

Determine the effect a crystal rectifier has on an applied DC voltage.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successf-illy complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about
this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1, Heath Company.
Heath Kit, EK - 2A.

Volt-ohm meter.
2 - 11/2 volt cells.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 17-20 in Basic Radio, (Part 1).

2. Perform the experiments following the procedures found on pages 17-19.

3. Answer questions on page 20, on dnother sheet of paper.

4. Check answers with answer key on page 84.

5. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): ::chUSLer



1. C
2. A
3. B

4. B

5. B

6. A
7. C

8. D
9. B

10. B

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: CRYSTAL DIODE RECTIFIERS

, Si)
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Learning Activity Package
Student:

Pate:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Detector Circuits

OBJECTIVE:

Identify terms commonly used to describe detector circuitry in a radio receiver.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about
this LAP.

RESOURCE:

Basic Radio, Part 1, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 21 and 22 in Basic Radio (Part 1).

2. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P. Scir,:- ter
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Learnin. ctivity Package
Student:

Date.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Building a Radio Signal Detector

OBJECTIVE:

Given parts, equipment and supplies, assemble a radio signal detector according
to the manufacturer's specifications and following procedures described in the
text Basic Radio, Part 1.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Assembly is evaluated at the end of this unit.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about
this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1, Heath Company.
Heath Kit EK- 2A.

Hand tools.
Soldering iron.
Soldering tools.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read about. How to E.1ild a Radio Signal Detector" beginning on rige 23
In Basic Radio, Part 1.

2. Assemble the radio signal detector using procedures described on pages
23-26.
KEY POINT: Use a heat sink when soldering the crystal diode.

3. On a separate sheet of paper, answer the questions on page 27.

4. Check answers with answer key on page 84.

5. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s):

P Schuster

3
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: BUILDING A RADIO SIGNAL DETECTOR

1. B
2. A
3. B
4 . D
5. A
6. C
7. B
8. A
9. B
10. C
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Learning Activity ackage

PERFORMANCE ACTIN/ iTY: Tuned Circuits

OBJECTIVE:

Student:

Date

Identify terms commonly used in the industry to describe tuned circuits and the
various components contained therein.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about
this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 28-34 in Basic Radio (Part 1).

2. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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Learn in ctivity Package
Student:

Date:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Building, a Tuned Circuit for Radio Signals

OBJECTIVE:

Given parts, equi,ment and supplies, assemble a tuned circuit according to
the manufacturer's specifications and following procedures described in the
text Basic Radio, Part 1.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Assembly is evaluated at the end of this unit.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test
about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1, Heath Company.
Heath Kit EK 2A.

Hand tools.
Soldering iron.
Soldering tools.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 34-39 in Basic Rath() Part 1).

2. Build a tuned circuit following the stages on panes 36-37.

3. Answer questions on page 39.

4. Check answers with the answer key on page 85.

5. Take the LAP test

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: BUILDING A TUNED CIRCUIT FOR RADIO SIGNALS

1. A
2. B
3. A
4. A
5. C
6. B
7. C
8. C
9. B

10. A
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Le=1 rnin ctivity Package
Student:

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: _Ucuum Tube Diodes

OBJECTIVE:

Date:

Identify terms used to describe the functions and operations of vacuum tube
diodes contained in radio receivers.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test
about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 40-42 in Basic Radio (Part 1).

2. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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arning Activity Package
Student:
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: i1c7.znct a Vacuum Tube Signal Detector

OBJECTIVE:

Given parts, eqApment, and supplies, assemble a vacuum tube signal detector
according to the manufacturer's specifications described in the text Basic Rarlio,
Part 1.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Assembly is evaluated at the end of this unit.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about
this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1, Heath Company.
Heath Kit EK 2A.

Hand tools.
Soldering iron.
Soldering tools.
Volt-ohm meter.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read "How to Build a Vacuum Tube Signal Detector" beginning on page 43 in
Basic Radio (Part 1).

2. Build the Signal Detector following steps on pages 46-50.

3 Answer questions on page 51.

4. Check answers with the answer key on page 85.

5. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY' BUILDING A VACUUM TUBE SIGNAL DETECTOR

1. C
B,..

3. B

4. A
5. A
6. C
7. B
8. D
9. C
10. C
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Student: File Code: 7 7.03.02.00. B2-2

Date: Date Published. 7/29/75

UNIT POST TEST: CRYSTAL DETE7TORS

1. Wha section of a radio receiver immerliately follows the R.F. sef-tion?

a. audio frequency section
b. detector section
c. tuner
d. antenna

2. In a radio receiver, in order to detect a signal it has to be:

a. tuneable,
b. audio frequency.
c. modu'ated.
d. rectified.

3. What section in an A.M. radio receiver follows the detector circuit?

a. A.F. section
b. speaker
c. R.F. section
a. I.F. section

4. What is me of the two functions that the R.F. section of a radio performs?

a. modulates it
b. deter-As

c. selects one 6igna1
u. converts IA: to an audio signal

5. The broadcast signal, when it reaches the detector, is exactly the same

except it is th.a only signal and:

a. modulated.
b. demodulated.
c. detected.
d. amplified.
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77.03.02.02.

6. When making a backward OHM meter reading of a germanium diode, which
end does your positive lead of 1L:ter connect to?

a. bandea end
b. both ends at once
c. the banded end with a low resistance reading
d. clear end

7. A.C. currenn that has been rectified in a radio chassis Uecomes at the
output of your rectifier.

a. R.F. signal
b. D.C.
c. pulsating A.C.
d. pulsating D.C.

8. What is your meter reading from the following schematic?

a. 4.5V
b. -4.5V
c. 12V
d. OV

9. Why is it in a crystal diode, cu7rent will flow in only one direction?

a. :11-1, front refs Lance
h. high back resistance
c. high resistance both ways
d. low resistance both ways

10. What did they call a germanium diode back when radio was first started?

a. rectifier.
b. cat whisker.
c. transistor.
d. a capacitor.
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77.03.02.03.

11. A good substitute for a diode when used in a detector circuit of a radio
receiver is:

a. volume control.
b. a coil.
c. transistor.
d. a capacitor.

12. Two functions involved in the detection cyr a R.F. signal in an A.M. radio
chassis are rectification and:

a. filtering.
b. modulation.
a. pulsating.
d. amplification.

13. What device would you use to extort the audio signal from a modulated
broadcast signal?

amplifier
b. crystal diode
c. tuner
d. modulator

14. Audio detection in P superheterodyne radio rece.ver occurs where in a radio?

a. preceding the I: F. /9/P
b. antenna circuit
c. preceding .he audio amplifier
d. following the audio AMP

15. Which signal constitutes a R.F. modulated signal after it comes through the
R.F. AM? in a radio receiver?

a.

b.

c.

d.

1-11-1Th
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16. Does the polarity of a diode have any effect on the detection prc2ess in an
A.M. radio chassis?

a. yes
b. only the signal polarity
c. no
d. only the voltage polarity

17. The input to your audio detector in an A.;i. radio chassis comes from
what section?

a. R.F. AMP
b. tuner
c. AVC section
d. A.F. section

18. Which of the following will vibrate, if properly sized and shaped and
rilaced within an audio signal or a small voltage.

a. crystals
b. speaker
c. capacitors
d. diodes

19. What is the element that changes electrical vibration into
mechanical vibration.

a. modulator
b. crysf.e.
c. capacitor
d. dicde

20. An eaz-phone or loudspeaker in a detector responds only to the changes in:

a. tone.

temperature.
c. amplitude.
4. size.
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21. In a variable capacitor, usually the ones used in a radio receiver, what is
used as an insulator between the rotar plates and stator plates?

a. paper
b. electrolytes
c. air
d. foil

22. Will current flow through a capacitor?

a. no
b. yes, at resonant frequency
c. no, it is a closed circuit
d. yes

23. A charge on a capacitor will stay indefinitely until
its plate.

a. battery
b. another
c. power source
d. circuit

24. 1000 microfarads are equal to how many farads?

a. .000,001 farads
b. 1,000,000 farads
c. .001 farads
d. .000,000,001 farads

25. What is the unit of capacitance?

a.

b. farads
c, watts
d. ohms

77.03.02.06.

what is placed across

26. Capacity between the antenna and earth, that might disturb tuned circuit
action, is minimized by connecting which of the following in series with antenna.

a. resistor
b. detector coil

inducAor
d. :ipacitur
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77.03.02.06. cyntinued:

27. To tine a circuit, you change the value of:

a. resistance.
b. frequency.
c. resistance.
d. capacitance.

28. When the variable capacitor plates, in a tuned circuit, are all the way
unmeshed, the resonant frequency is:

a. lower.
b. higher.
c. falls to zero.
d. remains the same.

29. What frequency characteristic of a coil that influences a kick-back action in
capacitor used in the circuit.

a. oscillating
b. resonant
c. reactance
d. synchronized

30. The electrical characteristic of a coil that influences a kick-back action in
a tuned radio circuit is called:

a. reluctance.
b. reactance.
c. resistance.
d. inductance.

77.03.02.07.

31. What is the proper name of the device in a vacuum tube diode that raises
the temperature inside?

a. plate
b. cylinder oven
c. filament
d. cathode

32. When the voltage in the cathode of a tube diode becomes highly positive
and the plate becomes highly negative, the tube:

a. ionizes.
b. conducts.
c. shorts.
d. opens.
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77.03.02,07. continued:

33. When you heat a cathode of a diode tube, or any other tube, what do you call
the electron drift between the cathode and plate?

a. emission
b. ionizing
c. vacuum charge
d. space charge

34. What is the best way to check a diode tube when it is out of circuit?

a. tube checker
b. you can't, you check it in the circuit
c. ohm meter
d. voltmeter

35. WhY must there be a vacuum inside a tube when used as a diode in a radio
receiver?

a. to keep the plate cold
b. to keep the filament from burning up
c. to keep the cathode hot
d. to reduce the secondary emission

77.03.')2.08.

36. The element of spiral wires positioned between the cathode and the plate in
A vacuum tube is called the:

a. pentode.
b. tetrode.
c. heater.
d.

37. What is a common mistake o person will make when soldering a component?

a. not enough solder
b. too much heat
c. crimping wire
d. too much solder

38. What do you call a receiving vacuum tube that contains three elements?

a. triode
b. diode
c. pentode
ci. duo-diode



77.03,02.5 . continued:

39. The following pictorial schematic is from which kind of tube?

a. trj_ode

b. pentode
c. duo-diode
d. diode

77.03.02.00. B2-2

40. What part of the tube socket is grounded by being in contract with one
of tne tube Rocket screws.

a. filament
b. socket
c. center shield
d. pin

I 09



UNIT FOST TEST ANSWER KEY: CRYSTAL DETECTORS

LAP

01 1. B

2, D

A
4.

5. D

02 6. D
7. D

8. A
9. B

10. B

03 11. C

12. A
13. B

14. C

15. A

04 16. A
17. B

18. A
19. B

20. C

05 21. C

22. A
23. D

24. C

25. B

06 26. D

77. D
28. A
29. B

30. D

07 31. C

32. D
33. A

34. A
35. B

08 36. D
37. B

38. A
39. D
40. C
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OBJECTIVE:
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Date:

Family Pay Number:
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Date Published 1 1-1 4 -74

Sex: M F (Circle 1)

NIT PERFORMANCE TEST: CRYSTAL DETECTORS

Given parts (Heathkit ER-2A), equipment and supplies, assemble a vacuum tube signal
detector according to the m:-)nuta.cturer's specifications described in the text Basic
Radio, Part 1, page 21-50.

TASK:

The student will be given components and tools to assemble a radio signal detector.

ASSIGNMENT:

CONDITIONS:

The student will be tested in an environment similar to that of a radio-TV repair shop.
He will be supplied with the same tools and materials normally available to radio-TV
service persons. H may receive no assistance from the instructor or from students.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1, Heathkit Co., 1961.

Heathkit, Model EK- 2A. Heath Co.. 1961.

Soldering iron, needle nose pliers, nut driver set, screw drivers, slip joint pliers.
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Date Published: 1 1-1 4-74

Family Pay Number: Sex: M f' (Circle 1)

PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

CRITERION

Objective 1:

_ ........
1

1. Proper solder techniques.

_
Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1 page VIII.

. _

2. Proper plac:ement of components.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, page 48.

____
3. Proper wiring installed.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, page 48.

4. :ubes ari-.± l__--np light when voltage is applied.

C...-iterion. Basic Radio, Part 1, page 149.

5. Successful completion of the circuit evaluation.--

_

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, page 49.

6. Follows safety procedures.
__

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, page 49.
.

7. Temporary type lap joints used when applicable.
_.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, page 47,
_
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CRITERION

8 Test completed in allotted time.

Criterion: Doesn't exceed 6 hours.

Student must meet criterion of five line items to obtain, an over-

all score of satisfactory.

_

__._

.-.._....._

_ _. _ _
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LAP TEST: FUNCTIONS CF RADIO RECEIVERS

8/6/74

What is another name for a detector section of an A.M. radio receiver?

a. amplifier
b. demodulator
c. tuneable detector
d. modulator

2. The broadcast signal, when it reaches the detector, is exactly the same except
it is the only signal and:

a. detected.
b. amplified.
c. modulated.
d. demodulated.

3. Why won't a modulated signal being sent as a broadcast signal operate a speaker?

a. has to be a R.F. signal to operate a speaker
b. needs an antenna
c. has to be amplified
d. has to be demodulated

4. In a radio receiver, in crder to detect a signal it has to be:

a. tuneable.
b. rectified.
c. modulated.
d. audio fi.,.-Quency.

5. Wijat do you call the futIctio. a radio when it transforri modlated radio
trequency signal into audio signal?

a. to amplify
b. to detect
c. to modulate
d. to demodulate
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6. What kind of signal 1r a radio operates a speaker or earphone?

a. a modulated signal
b. I.F. signal
c. audio
d. radio frequency

7. What kind of operation must be performed on the incoming signal if it is to
be restored to its original audio form?

a. decoding
b. amplified
c. modulated
d. tuned

8. What section of a racdo receiver immediately follows the R.F. Amp. section?

a. detector section
b. tuner
c. audio frequency section
d. antenna

9. The R.F. section of a radio receiver does which of the following to the signal?

a. amplifies it
b. modulates it
c. converts it
d. demodulates it

10. A radio detector circuit has a R.F. input signal, with an output of:

a. modulated signal.
b. A.V.C. signal.
c. tuneable ".F. signal.
d. frequency.
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LAP TEST: CRYSTAL DIODE RECTIFIERS

If you are reading the resistance of germanium diode, and you are making
a "forward" resistance check, which end cf the diode is your posifive lead
from your ohm meter placed on?

a, handed end. on the ht'gh resistance side of the ohm meter
b. banded end
c. non-banded end
d- both meter leads on both ends

2, Which one of the following illustrations is correct?

a,

b.

c.

d.

b

3. You are using an ohm meter to measure the resistance of a diode and your read-
ing is 150K, which way are you reading?

a. front to front
b. backward
c. forward
d. back to back

4. You are using en ohm meter to check the resistance of germanium diode and you
have a reading 200 ohms. Which way are you reading?

back to back
b. forward
c. front to front
d. backward

5. A.C. current that has been rectified in a radio chassis becomes what at the
output of your rectifier.

a. R.F. signal
b. pulsating D.C.
c. D.C.

d. pulsating A.C.
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6. Of the following symbols, which one is used in a schematic for a germanium
diode:

a.

b.

c.

d.

-

-7 What is your meter reading from the following schematic?

a. 12V

h. -4.5V
c. 4.5V
d. OV

y

E v

8. A crystal diode is considered a one-way device. One way it is a good con-
ductor, the other way it isn't. This is also true when referring to:

a. power.
b. sound.
c. heat.
d. voltage.

Is there any voltage drop across a signa' diode?

a. yes, it is 7.41 x peds value
b. no
c. yes
d. no, unless use pure D.C.

10. What dld they c.:11 a germanium diode back when radio was :first started?

crystal
b. cat whisker
c. rectifier
d. power tube

1 8
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LAP TEST: DETECTOR CIRCUITS

Which of the following diagrams represents a rectified signal in a radio re-
ceiver? Anhaiheff14

a.

b.

c.

d.

2. The effect of the speaker slurring from one R.F. peak to another is called:

a. modulation.
b. sine-wave.
c. distortion.
d. filtering.

3. What device would you use to extort the audio signal from a modulated broad-
cast signal?

a. tuner
b. crystal diode
c. modulator
d. amplifier

4. Which signal in an A.M. radio receiver causes your speaker to operate?

a. L137-P0 '--quency

b. 1-,CIU'?PCy

c. rectified
d. radio frequency

5, What helps complete the transformation from modulated R.F. signal to an

audio frequency by eliminating any R.F. signcl in the :latector circuit.

a. amplification
b. deteccion
c. demodulation
d. filtering

109
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6. The main step in extracting the audio signal from a modulated broadcast
signal is to:

a. amplify it.
b. modulate it.
C. tune it.
d. rectify it.

7. When you use a radio amplifier in a radio chassis, what can you use for a filter
to screen out R.F. spikes?

a. low-pan filter
b. R.C. network
c. R.L. network
d. P.T. network

8. What would be another term for the amount of modulation signal which is being
received in an A.M. radio?

a. frequency
b. amplitude
c. amplified
d. swells

9. Two functions involved in the detection of a R.F. signal in an A.M. radio
chassis are rectification and:

a. filtering.
b. pulsating.
c. modulation.
d. amplification.

10. If a diode is used for detection in a radio receiver, it is most likely to be:

a.

b.

c. PNP.
d. silicon.
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LAP TEST: BUILDING A RADIO SIGNAL DETECTOR

. What is the problem with this detector circuit?

a. shouldn't be grounded
b. diode in backwards
c. no power supply
d . ant is wrong

2. The most common device used for a detector is:

a. diode.
b. amplifier.
c. capacitor.
d . transistor.

3. Rectification is a term used to indicate that an alternating voltage passes
through some devices that allow only one-half of the alternating cycle to flow.

iRectification may be used to indicate what happens in detection : 1t where is it
most often used?

a. 1.F. amplifier circuit
b. power supply circuit
c. audio circuit
d . antenna input circuit

4. The input to your detector in an A.M. radio chassis comes from what section?

a. A .1- . section
b. AVC section
c. tuner
d . I . . amp

5. What is the value of a resistor if it has a color code of red, red, red, gold?

a. 2200 5%

h. 330 5%

c. 2.2
d. 220 5c:,
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6. What is the element that changes electrical vibration into mechan-
ical vibration.

a. tube

b. modulator
c. crystal
d. capacitor

7. Does the polarity of a diode have any effect on the detection process in an A.M.
radio chassis?

a. only the voltage polarity
b. yes
c. no
d. only the signal polarity

8. What in the voice coil of a speaker or earphone is placed in so it will move back
and forth?

a. permanent magnet
b. A.F. signal
c. cabinet
d. crystal

9. How many radio stations should you get here on a simple detection circuit?

a . 2

b. 1

c. 3

d.

10. the construction of your SignEn eteCtCr, if your radio is real wea: will
lengthening of your antenna help or reversing the diode?

a. changing the diode
b. lengthening the antenna
c. neither one
d. both of them will help

1_12
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LAP TEST: TUNED CIRCUITS

1. What is the inductance of a coil measured in?

a. ohms
b . henrys
c. reluctance
d. inductive reactance

2. What is the unit of capacitor?

a. farads
b. henrys
c. ohms
d. watts

3. What is the term used in a radio receiver when it is referred to as tuned circuit?

a. selectivity
b. resonant
c. I .F. rejection
d. proper frequency

4. 1000 microfarads is equal to how many farads?

a. .001 farads
b. .000,000,( "i farads
c. 00n. 00r
d. .0u0,00 l farads

5. in a variable capacitor, usually the ones used in a receiver, what is used
as an insulator!

a. electrolytes
b. air
c. foi
d. paper

113
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6. Will current flow through a capacitor?

a. yes, at resonant frequency
b. no, it is an open circuit
c. yes
d . no

7. When a length of wire is spiralled into a series of circular loops or turns it is
referred to as a:

a. spiral circuit transformer.
b, coil.
c. RL circuit
d . transformer

B. This symbol stands for a:

a. variable resistor.
b. capacitor.
c. transistor.
d . variable capacitor.

9. A charge on a capacitor will stay indefinitely until which of the following is placed
across its plate.

a. battery
b. power source
c. another condenser
d . circuit

10. The ma: ;_.rs deternor;,,,-; a capacitor's size are the distance between the
and the:

a. area of the plate.
b. size of the charge.
c. size of th? capacitor.
d . the size of the inductor.
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LAP TEST: BUILDING A TUNED CIRCUIT FOR RADIO
SIGNALS

1. What is the value of measurement in a coil measured in a tuned circuit?

a. henrys
b. ohms
c. farads
d . inductance

2. Capacity between the antenna and earth, that might disturb tuned circuit
action, is minimized by connecting which of the following in series with an antenna.

a. resistor
b. capacitor
c. detector coil
d . inductor

3. The electrical characteristic of a coil that influences a kick-back action in a
tuned circuit is called:

a. inductance.
b. reluctance.
c. resistance.
d . reactance.

4. Wh:it \rvindinc, used in a tuned circuit on the regenerative detector coil for
keepi oscillator r;..;,.--incj?

a. secondary winding
b. primary winding
c. tickler through primary winding
d .

tickler winding

5. When the kick-back of a capacitor is combined properly with the tOck-back
of a coil, you have what kind of action.

a. physical resonance
b. pulse frequency
c. osciilaJny
d. synchronized
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6. Which frequency of a tuned circuit depends on the value of the coil and

capacitor used in the circuit.

a. synchronized
b. resonant
c. reactance
d . oscillating

7. Which plates are insulated from the capacitor frame, but have an electrical
connection to ground in a radio tuned circuit.

a. rotar
b. resonant
c. stator
d . coil

8. To tune a circuit, you change the value of:

a. frequency.
b. resonant.
c. capacitance.
d . resistance.

9. The following symbol represents a:

a. potuntometer.
b. variable coil .
c. variable capacitor.
d. variable resistor.

10. If eith- ;1e capacilo, is made lorger, the resonant frequency of the circuit:

a. decreases.
b. stays the same.
c. increases.
d . goes to zero.
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LAP TEST: VACUUM TUBE DIODES

1 . With respect to each other, what is the polarity of the cathode and the plate used
as a rectifier in a receiver?

a . cathode negative, plate positive
b. both plate and cathode are negative
c. plate negative, cathode positive
d . both plate and cathode are positive

2. A vacuum tube used as a rectifier in an A. M. radio chassis can also be called
what kind of current device.

a . high resistance
b. one-way
c. low
d . high

3. Why must a cathode of a receiving tube diode be heated to operate?

a. to heat the plate
b. to lower the resistance
c. to emit electrons
d . to raise the resistance

4. When using a schematic, the heater circuit might be left out of the symbol for
a tube in a radio receiver. Why?

a. simpi ic: ty
b. the publisher thinks it is :unnecessary
c. too crowed
d . the heater is outside of the h be nnyviny

S. When the voltage in the cathode of a lui)e diode becomes highly positive and the
plate becomes highly negative, the tube.

a. conducts.
b. opens
c. ionizes.
d . short,-;.
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6. When you heat a cathode of a diode tube, or any other tube, what do you call
the electron drift between the cathode and plate?

a. space charge
b. emission
c. ionizing
d . vacuum charge

7. What are the two elements that you will find in a diode type tube to make it
function?

a. plate and cathode
h. ion gas and plate
c. grid and filament
d . mercury gas and cathode

8. What is the best way to check a diode tube when it is out of circuit?

a. tube checker
b. you can't, you need it in the circuit
c. voltmeter
d. ohm meter

9. Does the filament of a vacuum tube have any relation to how much current will
conduct in a tube?

a. only if it is connected to the cathode
b. yes, if it is also heating the plate
c. yes, it regulates how much temperature is put on the cathode
d . no

10. What is a principle advantage 01 crystal diode used as a rectifier compared to
a tube for the same purpose?

a. no filaments
b. higher peak to peak voltage
c. higher heat
d . higher peak inverse voltage

1 1 8
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LAP TEST: BUILDING A VACUUM TUBE SIGNAL DETECTOR

1. When wiring tube socket pins to the grounded center shield, what kind of wire
do you use?

a. copper insulated
b. grounding strap
c. bare
d . insulated

2. When you connect the grid of a triode to the plate of the same tube, the tube acts
like a:

a. no change.
b. diode.
c. duo-triode.
d . duo-diode.

3. Where would you get your 6.3 vac to power your filaments in your triode tube?

a. diode tube
b. power transformer
c. on-off switch
d . rectifier

4. What is a common mistake a person will make when soldering a component?

a. t.ric neat
b. to much solder
c. not enough solder
d . crimping wire

5. What condition must be met in addition to having a vacuunP. electrons
from a battery can flow through diode: vacuum tube?

a. heating the cathode
b. adding a grid
c. applying grid voltage
d . getting a battery with a high power output
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6. The pins of a tube are numbered from 1 to 9 in which direction, starting at
the wide space on the tube base.

a. counterclockwise
b. straight up and down
c. clockwise
d. diagonal

7. What happens when you apply too much heat to components when soldering?

a. you ruin heat sinks
b. you ruin them
c you reduce their tolerance
d. you get solder on everything

8. The element of spiral wires positioned between the cathode and the plate in a
vacuum tube is called the:

a. pentode.
b. heater.
c. tetrode.
d. grid.

9. What do you call a receiving vacuum tube that contains three elements?

a. pentode.
b. diode.
c. tHode.
d. duo diode.

10. The f-)Ilo pictorial schematic is for which kind of tube?

a. triode
b. pentode
c. diode
d. duo-diode
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UNIT: REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS

Another radio receiver section is a detector-amplifier. Understanding how
cirits amplify and select are necessary to e:3tablishing alignment and
troubleshooting procedures for "frilt. end

PREREQUISITES:

77.03.02 Crystal Detectors

02JECTIVE:

Given a basic radio text/workbook, necessary tools and equipment, identify what a
vacuum r.uhe can Jo, how feedback is used for extra amplification, and build a
vacuum cube amplifier, a detector amplifier, and a regenerative detector amplifier.

RESOURCES:

Printed Material:;

t, titc,11 Hachor, P)(,(;.

Lttuipmut

Eadio Heuthl.:it Com:,aay, Boutoh, Harbor, ichicjan.
De±-toldrinc; irnn.

Solcft!ring iro.
ServiL:.- Master 55 equivaieht., SM Kit, ih:uson Tools and
Alloys, 411, Arizona.
Vol.. Ji)tim, r.

Soldering Tools.

GENERAL INSTPUCTiN:

You have be ti uhit co:tru. Tho nctivities that
you perform will bo .o.'ilithod ono at n Milo. A Lt' will (live you diroutions for
on,.11 tn- loilow pr000duto nhd dirootion:: givou.

PrIncyt1 Author/0:
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS CONT.:

After completing each LAP, you are to take the LAP test, score it, and find

out the reason for any missed items before beginning the next assigned LAP.

When you finish the performance activities for the unit, you will be given

a unit test as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures" for post testing. After

successful completion of the unit test, the next assigned unit for the course

is begun.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Vacuum Tube Triodes

.02 Building a Vacuum Tube Amplifier

.03 Detector-Amplifier

. 04 Building a Detector-Amplifier

. 05 Regenerative Feedback

.06 Building a Regenerative Detector-Amplifier

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

When pretesting:

1. The student takes the unit multiple-choice protest.
Successful completion is 4 out of 5 items for each LAP part of

the pretest.
3. The student then takes a unit performance t ost if the unit

protest was successfully completed.

4. Satisfa:.tory completion 01 the porformance test is meeting the

criteria listed on the performance Lost.

When post testing:

1. _,t>>0n- tes a mnitiple-choice unit post test and a unit

LI

c. Successful unit: complet_ion is the listed criteria for

the performance test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

If you have no questions about. this guide, you may begin with the first

assign( I LAP.
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UNIT PRETEST: REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS

1. In the operation of a vacuum tube, in respect to the plate, the cathode is highly:

a. cold.
b. negative.
c. positive,
d . grid.

2. Can the grid of a triode vacuum tube completely block the flow of electrons be-
tween the cathode and plate?

a no

b. only if the grid acts like a screen grid
c. only if it is positive potential
d . yes

3. In a triode tube, the grid that acts like a -witch, is properly called a:

a. cathode grid.
b. control grid.
c. suppressor grid.
d . pentogrid.

4. When ;1 grid o' a triode tube is hirlhly necjativc, it acts like what in the circuit.

short
h. impedance
c. open
d . tubular reactance

5. If the grid on a triode vacuum tube is connected to which of the following, it will act
to assist the plate in attracting electrons acres ..ie tube.

a. positive voltage
b. ground
c. negative voltage
ci. plate load

1y °3
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. What is the termination a repairman might use in repairing a tube type re-
ceiver pertaining to the supply voitage?

a. rectifier
b. battery
c. power tube
d. B4-

7 In a triode tube, if a 4 volt change on the grid causes a 45v change of the plate
current, which characteristic of the tube.

a. impedance match
b. power factor
c. amplification factor
d. true power

8. Another wording for self-bias in a triode amplifier tube is making the cathode

what with respect to the grind.

a. hotter
b. conductive
c. positive
d. negative

9. What is another term a repairman will use for a power supply pertaining to a

receiver?

a. supplier
b. AC sur,,Diy
c. elir.1Haterr.
cf. power tube

10. What do you call the method of biasing when you place the cathode above the

ground with a resistor?

a. plate bias
b. mutual bias
c. self-bias

bias Supply resistor
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11. When half of your signal has been eliminated by a triode, take for various
reasons, the signal has became:

a. amplified.
b. predominant.
c. distorted.
d. rectified.

12. Even though the signal applied to a vacuum tube amplifier swings plus and
minus, the grid remains because of the supply voltage.

a. positive
b. open circuit
c. plus and minus
d. negative

13. When the grid of a triode tube swings positive, what happens in the circuit?

a. plate current will burn up the load resistor
b. grid current flows
c. plate current flows
d. power supply load resistor will get extremely hot

14. When you lose grid bias voltage on a triode amplifier tube or when it swings
positive a very charge will occur across the plate load resistor.

a. positive
h. small
C. I irC.I.,

15. What is Hie principle advankuje tubcs over a diode or a detector in an

a. more efficient
b. anip:ification
c. rise wave amplification
d. no distortion
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16. What grid condition is the bias in a conventional triode amplifier designed to
prevent?

a. the grid becoming positive
b. the grid becoming negative
c. equal signal input
d . lowering of the plate power

17. What does a repairman call a tube used in electronics that has many uses?

a. compaction
b . triode
c. diode
d duo-triode

18. How much negative bias would be desirable in an amplifier designed to handle
a signal that swings 2 volts negative and positive 2 volts?

a. at least positive Ltv
b. at least positive 2v
c. at least -2v
d . at least -itv

19. What tube does the :Ilowing symbol represent?

a. pentode
b. diode
c. duo-diode
d . triode

20. What :Lwe dues this symbol stand for?

a. diode
b. duo-diode
c. triode
d . pentode
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21. The coil used in a R.F. filter in a R.F. amplifier can be called by another
term, which is:

a. choke.
b. transformer.
c. signal filter.
d. inductor.

22. What is the technique of increasing the amplification of a circuit by routing it to
reamplify signals?

a. regeneration
b. resonance
c. filtering
d. induction

23. Feedback in a P.A. system is an excellant example of:

a. oscillation.
b. regeneration.
c. induction.
d amplification.

24. What kind of electronic device can be used for feedback in an amplifier of a
radio?

a. tube
b. minature transformer
c. power trai.--;foriner
d.

25. What other device besides feedback control may be installed hi i regenerative
feedback. system in a R.1'. amplifier to improve its operation?

a. tuneable antenna
b. tuned capacitor
c. R. F . filter
d. filter capacitor
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26. In the diagram, which winding is the secondary winding?
3

a. 4

b. 2

c. 3

d . 1

I

2

27. When using a potentionator in an electronic receiver, what will happen to the resista
as you turn it clockwise.

4

77.03.03.00. A2-2

a. decrease
b. increase
c. remain the same
d . go to zero

28. In the figure , what is the proper name for coil winding labeled 3?

a. load
b. secondary
c. primary
d . tickler

29. In the diagram for item 28, what is the name of coil 1?

a. load
b. secondary

C. shunt
d. primary

30. In the diagram for i 26, which winding is the primary winding?

a. 4

b. I.

c. 2

d. 3
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UNIT PRETEST ANSWER KEY: REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS

LAP

01 1. B

2. D

3. B

4. C
5. A

02 6. D
7 C
8. C
9. C

10. C:

03 11. D

12. D

13. B

14. B

15. B

16. A
17. A
18. C
19. D

20. B

05 21. A
22. A
23.

06 26.
27. A
28.
29. D

30. B
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Identify terms commonly used to describe the function and operations of vacuum
tube zrioth:s.

PVAI,UATION PROCEDURE:

SLIcc:es:3fully cumpieL.,1 at= least 8 of the items on a multiple-choice test about
this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1; death Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages in Basic Radio !Part 1).

Take thE. LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schu.-;ter



LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: VACUUM TUBE TRIODES

1. A
2. C
3. D
4. B

5. D
6. D
7. A
B. B

g.
10. D

77.03.03.01. A2-2
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PERFORMANCE AC.-1 :
Building Vacua::: Tube Amplifier

Given parts equipment and supplies, assemble a vacuum tube amplifier according
to the manufacturer's specifications and following the procedures in Basic Radio,
Part 1.

rq<C('HEA;RF:

Assembly is evaluated at the and of this unit.

Socces complete at least. 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about
this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1, Heath Company.
Heath Kit EK-2A.

Hand tools.
Soldering iron.
Soldering tools.
2 1.5 volt cell-:.
Volt-ohm meter.

PROCEDU.

1. Read pac-i 57-(;6 in Basic Radio (Part 1) .

2 Assemble a vacuum tube amplifier following steps on pages 57-63.

3. Do the experiment des;cribed on pages 64 65.

4. Answer questions found on page 67.

Cheek answers with the answer key on page 85.

6_ Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s: P. :;elitite:
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: BUILDING A VACUUM TUBE AMPLIFIER

1. A
2. A
3. A
4. A
S. C
6. C
7. B
8. A
9. D

10. B
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RESOURCES:

Basic Padio, Part 1, Heath Comparil..
Heath Kit Ei-Z-11A.
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PERFORMANCE ACTiVITY: _

OLiEC

Identity '-erms commonly used n the industry to describe the function of
regenerative feedback Used on radio rece;vers.

EVAUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully cunt r at nasu 803, of the it.oms on a muitip1-choice test about
this LAP.

RESOURCE:

basic RIdio, Part )..1iat:11 Compo.ny.

PRoCEDU:

1 . (1._!! I).

Principa! Author(s):
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oaJECTIVE:
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1. D

2. C

3. D

4. A

5.

6. B

7. B

C) B

9. D

10. C
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: BUILDING A REGENERATIVE DETECTOR AMPLIFIER
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Tube (The,-..,..er Opera t

OBJECTIVE:

Date

Given a tube assortment, tube checker and data sheet, check and record the tubes

mutual and leakaoe transconductance.

EVALL.t\ PROCEDURE:

Succes-,Fully complete 80:. of the questions 0:1 a LAP test. Student Performance

Data Sheet must have 100% of the line items correct. (attached)

RESOURCES:

Hickok Instruction Man .al For ;ii cis..)k Model 539C tube checker

Hickok 539C tube checker
tube assortment

PROCEDUkES:

1. P.ad fig

s0.irce

, ,_., Li..,

c c,)!!:-1 tub`,.' tester" in the above r

i
t.hp Pick'!k 5i0C tube checker."

3. Ohtmn ...1-t

4. Cnt.,,,, ti,e :.,.: ::1, , lH t.,f.: ,!t.t.;:1( '.:: H'iice Data Sheet.

5. He 'e the :,;,.'s , -_:t,r;r ve.,--,,, yuH Pi actiE* F.),.:;ta SIPL,L.

6. I. satiFJac LAP t.esL.

7. if no: i

r Lo_, to r

8. 1.aknj clime assortment and complete

tnP

't.1110:11 Atithorfs): Ii. yeLi.;,1
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POST -PEST: REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS

1. The resistor in the plate -ircuit which plate current flows through to eliminate

a "short" on the tube is called:

a. load resistor.
b_ bleeder resistor.

p:iwer drop.
d . fused resistor.

2. If the grid is connected to which of the following, it will help the plate attract the free
electrons in a triode tube.

a. negative voltage
b. tne plate
c. plate load resistor
d. the cathode

3 Where do the electrons pass when they leave the cathode in a triode vacuum tube?

a. grounde2d through the grid
b. through the grid
c. cathode to grid and to ground
d .

cathode o plate and back to grid

4. The a triode tube i actually control the voltage across which of the

following in the plate circuit at a circuit.

a. power supply
b. plate resistance
c. load refistot-
c.i. plate impedance

5. A plate load resistor in a vacuum Irtude circuit has d measurable across it.

a. heat sink
b. grid voltage

voltage drop
d . current drop

g
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6 If the control grid of a triode tube is made slightly negative, the voltage across
the plate re.sisiur

a. decrease.
b. increase.
c. remain the same.
d. go to zero.

7. What is the purpose of an electrolytic capacitor in a power supply of an electronic
recc.,.iver?

a. to step up the voltage
to ter D .0
tr." provide capacitive reactance

a. to put a load on the transformer

8. What is another- name a repairman will use for a power- supply in auto
radio repair?

a. AC supply
b. supplier
c . power tube
d. battery eliminator

9 if you apply El small
output on the plate.

to the grid of << triode tuhe, you will get a large signal

10. Placng a snILIII neciative voltage on the control grid is called the tube.

a. ,firing
b. the emission

contr,-)i!ing
d. biasing
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11. The amount of bias !-; the cont.7-o1 grid of a triode tube should always be
the value of the ilcoining signal.

a. 1.414
b. half
c. twice as much
d. same as

12. In a radio receiverhow many trode(s) are needed or both detection and
amplification In some circuit.

13. The incoming signal applied to the grid of a triode ;Implifier could do what to the bias
and still cause the grid to become positive.

a. exceed
b. be the same as
c. swing negative
d. reduce.

14. When a contrc:d grid of a triode amplifier swings negadve, it electrons
to the plate.

a. limits

c. loi
d. attrai.lts

15. When a radio signal is applied to a grid of a triode tube, and it swings negative,
what potential does this give your grid with respect to ground'

a. Bi-
b. negative
c. positive

zero voltage
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16. How much negative bias would be desireable in an amplifier designed to handle
a signal that ranges from -2 volts to -F-2 volts?

a. at least +2v
b. at least -4v
c. at least +4v
d. at least -2v

17. In a triode amplifier, the negative half of the signal is amplified satisfactorily and the
positive half of the signal:

a. distorts.
b. cancels out.
c. amplifies.
d. doubles.

18. What does a repairman call a tube used in electronic application that has many
uses: but is contained in one envelope?

a. compaction
b. diode
c. duo-triode
d . triode

19. What tube does the following symbol represent?

a. diode
b. pentode
c triode
a.

20. What grid condition is the bias in a conventional triode amplifier designed to prevent?

grid becoming positive
the iJitIte.! OWi

C grid becomil)c; 11,!(;iitivo
(.1. keep the siuital input the :-;,rale.
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2i . ubjectivz: to 1 o heiector--amplifier circuit is to increase
the amplif iCa ion of the circtiit but not to cause:

a. oscillation.
b. motor bosting.
c. boot-strapping .
d . resonant.

22. What is the technique of increasing the amplification of a circuit by covering
it to reamplity

filtering
b. resGriance
c. regeneration
d . induction

23. A steady D.C. wilt not work in.

a. a coil.
h. iron cores.
c. a transformer.
d . an inductor.

24. 'vVhat type of device is installed in :I regeneration circuit that would eliminate
oscillation and exce.ssive feedback?

a. feedback control
b. 'variable transformer

varii-b1,_: capacitor
rheo.,ta'

25. in a R F. amplifier, the :-ZFC li her used in conjunction with the Iecdback control
has what job to perform in connection with the radio?

a. to filter out all auc.:io that might develop
b. to amplify .~glair; frecluencies of R.F.

to pass R.I.-. signals
block R.F. signals
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26. In the wiring diagram, what is the proper name of the winding marked 2?

a. load
b. tickler
c. primary
d. secondary

_13

27. Where, in the diagram, will you find the tickler winding?
3

I
a. 3

b. 1

2

d. 4

2

28. In the diagram for item 27, which number is the primary winding labeled hy?

a. 3

b. 4

c. 1

d. 2

29. The following electronic symbol stands for a:

a. variable resistor.
b. variable capacitor.
c. variable transformer.

. el fixed 1/4w resistor.

VVVVVVV----

30. What value ()rd resistor if it is color coded yellow, purple,
brown, gold?

a. 470 ohm 5%
b. 47 ohm 10%
c.

1/211w

470k 5`:,
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UNIT POST TEST ANSWER KEY: REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS

1. A
2. B

3. B

4. C

5. C

6. A
7. B

8. D

9. D

10. D

11. B

12. A
13. A
14. A
15. B

16. 1)

17. B

18. A
19. C
20. A

21. A
2?.. C
23.
24. A
25. D

26.
27. C
28. C
29. A
30. A



1. B

2. C

3. D

4. C

5. B

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: BUILDING A DETECTOR-AMPLIFIER

1 3

77.03.03.04. A2-2
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OBJECTIVE:

UNIT PEkFORiviANCE TEST: REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS

Given parts (Heathkit ER-2A), equipment, and supplies, assemble a regenerative
d..-?tector-amplifie.r according to hie manufacturer's specifications and following the
procedures described in the text, Basic Radio, Part 1, page 57-86.

TASK:

The 2.;tudent will he comronents and equipment to assemble a regenerative
detector -amplifier and do Llircuit evaluations.

ASSIGNMENT:

CONDITIONS:

The student wilt be tested in an environment similar to that of a radio-TV repair shop.
He w;II be sLippfied with the same tools and reference manuals normally available to
radio persons !le may receive no assistance from other students or the
instructor.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 1, -ieath Co., 1961.

Heathkit, Model EK-2A, Heath Co. , 1961.

Soldering iron, needle nose pliers, nut driver set, screw drivers, slip joint pliers.
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PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE Satisfactory_ Unsatisfactory

Objective 1:

1. Proper solder techniques.

CRITERION
Met Nat Met

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, Page VIII.

2. Proper Placement of components.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, Page 79.

3. Proper wiring installed.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, Page 79.

_

lamp tight when voltage is applied.

Criterion: Oasic i'<,.1d:o, Part !, Pages 49 and 79.

5. Successful romplc:tion of the circuit evaluation.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, Page BO.

6. Follows safety procedures.

Lriterion: Basic Par( Page 49.

7. Temporary type tap joints used when appi.'L able.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, Pages 47 and 49.
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CRITERION
Met Not Met

1___
8. Task completed in allotted time.

Criterion: Doesn', .:...,r.eed .S 1-1i,Lirs.

Student must meet oi-.t_ei. icri o: i., line items to obtain an over-

all score of satifactory.
_

_ _ . _
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_____
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LAP TEST: VACUUM TUBE TRIODES

1 . Where in a triode vacuum tube are the grid elements placed for effective operations?

a. between cathode and plate
b. between the plate and glass envelope
c. grounded through the cathode
d. grounded through the plate

2. Where do the electrons pass when they leave the cathode in a triode vacuum tube?

a. cathode to grid and to ground
b. cathode to plate and back to grid
c. through the grid
d .

grounded through the grid

3. When a grid of a triode tube is highly negative, it acts like what in the

circuit.

a . impedance
b. short
c. tubular reactance
d . open

4. The grid of a triode tube will actually control the voltage across which of the

Following in the .piate circuit of a circuit.

a.
b. 14,c.1,_i

c. powc,:r supply
d . plate imptclance

5. A high negative grid of a tr lode tube will actually do what to Lue electrons.

a.
b.
C

cl,

acceler.ate them
amplify them
attract them
repel them
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6. When the grid of a triode tube becomes highly negative, what across the
plate load disaooears.

a. reactance
b resistance
c. impedance
d. voltage

7. if the grid on a triode tub:7,- is , it will rIctually block the flow of electrons from
the cathode to the plate.

a highly negative
positive
connected to the plate

d. connected to the cathode bypass capacitor

8. Can the grid of a triode vacuum tube completely block the flow of electrons be-
tween the cathode and plate?

a. only if the grid acts like a screen grid
h. no
c. only if it is positive potential
d. yes

9. If the grid on a triode vacuum tube is connected towhich of the following, it will act to
assist the plate in attracting electrons across the tube.

a. positive voltage
b. negative voitay.-2
c. ground
d. p!ate

10. A plate load resistor in vocut:f!, triode cir uit h:As a measurable across it.

a. heat sink
b. grid voitage
r. current drop
d. voltage drop
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LAP TEST: BUILDING A VACUUM TUBE AMPLIFIER

1. What is the purpose of an electrolytic capacitor in a power supply of an electronic
receiver?

a. to filter D.C.
b. to put a load on the transformer
c. to provide capacitive reactance
d. to step up the voltage

2. If the control grid of a triode tube is made slightly positive, the voltage across
the plate resistor will:

a. increase.
b. remain the same.
c. fail to rise.
d. decrease.

3. What is another term a repairman might use for a power supply used in auEo
radio repair ?

a. battery eliminator
b. AC supply
c. supplier
d. power tube

. What is the termination a repairman might use in repairing a tube type receiver
t.., the supply voltzge?

.

b. battery
c. power tube
d. rectifier

5. In a triode tube. if 4 volt chantie on the grid causes a 45v change of the plate
current, this is what characteristic of the tube?

. impedance match
b. true power
c. amplification factor
d. power factor
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6. What do you call the method of biasing when You place the cathode above the
ground with a resisfti ?

J. plate bias
d . bias supply f.e,;isi:-)c-
c. self-bias

a-iiitual bias

7. if you apply a small to the cirid of a triode woe you wili get a large signal
output on the plate.

signal

d t;ige

8. In a triode tube amplifier, where is the output signal taken from when used on
an amplifier?

a. plate
b. grid
c _athode
d . bias resistor

In a triode tube amplifier, the plate is positive and the cathode is negative, your
control grid is also negative. Where do you apply your input signal In in a radio
circuit?

a. plate
b . cathode

plate load ri:sistur
d , -

10. What is another term a repairman will 101- j power supply pertaining to 0
receiver?

power tube
b. power supp.y
c. AC supply
d supplier
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LAP TEST: DETECTOR-AMPLIFIER

When half of your signal has been eliminated by a triode, take for various
reasons, the signal has become:

a. predominant.
b. rectified.
c. _distorted.
d. amplified.

2. Even though the signal applied to a vacuum tube amplifier swings plus and
minus, the grid remains in what state because of the supply voltage.

a. open circuit
b. positive
c. plus and minus
d. negative

3. In a radio receiver, how many triode (s) are needed for both detection and
amplification in some circuits.

a. 3

b. 1

C. 2

d. 1-1/2

4. When a radio signaL is applied to a grid of a triode tube, and it swings
negative, what potential does this give your grid with respect to ground?

J

a. negative
zero ',;:c;Ige

C.

d.

If the incoming signal applied to the grid of a troide amplifier swings posi-
tive by iv and your bias voltage is a negative 2-1/2v, how much voltage will
you have on your grid?

a. 1.414 x
b. 1/2

C. 1-1/2

J. 3-1/2
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6. When you apply a signal to the unbiased control grid of a triode in an
amplifier circuit, only what part of this signal will appear in the plate
circuit.

a. negative half-cycie
b. positive half-cycle
c. only .636
d. only 1.141

7. The incoming signal applied to the grid of a triode amplifier could the
bias and still cause the grid to become positive.

a. be the same as
b. swing negaLive
c. reduce
U. exceed

S. When the grid of a triode tube swings positive, what happens in the circuit?

a. plate current flows
b. plate current will burn up the load resistor
c. power supply load resistor will get extremely hot
d. grid current flows

9. If grid current is flowing in an audio amp circuit using a triode tube, what
vill your plate wave form be like?

a. O.K.
b. no plate wave form
c. same as grid input
d. distorted

10. The amount of bias on the control grid of a triode tube should always he

what level of the value of the incoming signal.

a. 7,-1! ''' ,,nch

b.

. s iime as

d. 1..4 14
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LAP TEST: BUILDING A DETECTORAMPLIFIER

in a triode amplifier, the negative half o:f the signal is amplified satis-
factorily and the positive half of the signal:

a. distorts.
b. cancels out.
c. amplifies.
d. doubles.

2. What tube does the following symbol represent?

a. pentode
b. duo-diode
c. triode
d. diode

3. How much negative bias would be desirable in an amplifier designed to handle

a signal that swings 2 volts negative and positive 2 volts?

a. at least positive 2v
b. at least -4v
c. at least positive 4v
d. at least -2v

4 What does a repairman call a tube used in electronic application that has

many uses, but is contained in one envelope?

a.

c.

d.

duo triode
triLd-2

5. What tube does this symbol stand for?

a. pentode
b. duo-diode
c. diode
cl.
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Referring to figure 9-4 in basic radio part 1, what is the purpose of the

.005 MF capacitor in this amplifier network?

a, to give the variable capacitor additional help

b. to establish grid bias
c. D.C. blocking
d. additional help for the feed-back circuit

2. What is the technique of increasing the amplification of a circuit by cover-
ing it to reamplify signals.

a. Induction
b. resonance
c regeneration
d. filtering

3. Mat is another term for feedback control used in a R.F. amp circuit in an

electronic device?

a. regeneration control
b. oscillation control
c. BFO control
d. RL control

4. In a R.F. amplifier, the RFC filter used In conjunction wLth the feedback

control has what job to perform in connection with the radio?

a. to amplify certain frequencies of R.F.

b. to filter out all audio that might develop

c. t,-) pas signals

d. k R. F.

5. The coil used in R.F. filter in i
R.I'. amplifier cnn be used by another term,

in this case:

a. signal Filter.
b. inductor.
c. choke.

d. transformer.
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6. The feedback control installed in a regenerative feedback circuit does
what main function in this circuit?

a. changes the inductance of the coil
b. varies the frequency
c. changes frequency of the RLC network
d. controls amount of feedback

7. What do you call the magnetic coupling between coils of wire in a transformer?

a. self-inductance
b. variable current
c. mutual induction
d. A.C.

8. What type of device is installed in a regeneration circuit that would eliminate
oscillation and excessive feedback?

a. variable transformer
b. variable capacitor
c. feedback control
d. rheostat

9. What is another word for reamplifying signals in a triode amplifier?

a. reactance
b. filtering
c. resonance
d. feedback

10. A steady D.C. will not work in:

a. an inductor.
b. iron coreL;.

c. a coll.
d. J,
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LAP TEST: BUILDING A REGENERATIVE DETECTOR-AMPLIFIER

In the diagram, which winding is the primary winding?

3
a. 3

b. 4

c. 2

d, 1

1

2
2. In the wiring diagram, what is the proper name of the winding marked 2?

a, secondary
b. load
c. tickle'r
d. primary

3. For best operation of a feedback circuit, the regeneration control should

be set;

a. just above the point of oscillation.
b. at the high end of the control.

c. just at oscillation.
d. just below the point of oscillation.

4. When a R.F. amplifier circuit goes into oscillation in a radio chassis, it

will:

a. transmit a signal.

b. draw too much current.
c. go into first regeneration.
d. out the signal.

5. In the wiring of the coil, diagramed for item 2, what is the proper name of

the coil designated by number 1?

a. load
b. secondary
c. primary
d. shur.t
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6. What is the value and tolerance of a resistor if it is color coded yellow,
purple, brown, gold?

a. 330 ohms 20%
b. 470 ohm 5%
c. 47 ohm 10%
d. 1/2w 470k 5%

7. Where,in the diagram for item 1, will you find the tickler winding?

a.

b. 2

c. 3

d. 4

8. In the figure for item 2, what is the proper name for coil winding labeled 3?

a. load
b. primary
c. tickler
d. secondary

9. In the diagram for item 1, which winding is the secondary winding?

a.

b. 4

c. 3

d. 2

10A When ustEng a potentionetor in aneelectronic receiver, what will happen to the
resistance as you turn it clockwise.

a. remain the same
b. go to
c. cicreasc
d. Lr. ,

1 417



I. In what position on the Hickok tubechecker is the plate volts selector

switch placed?

* a. normal
b. low
c. high
d. shorts

2. The first digits of a tube number indicate what:

* 3
b. number of pins
c. short setting
d. plate voltage

3. How many pins does a compaction tube have:

4. In what position on the Hickok tube checker will a heater-cathode

short in a tube cause the neon lamp to glow?

* a. 1

2

c. 3

d. 4

5. What value of resistance in a shorted tube will cause a "noise" in

television repeater circuits on coaxial lines.

* a. 30 megohms
h. 15 megohms
c. 25 megohms
d. 35 megohms

6. What posiEion on tilt, Hickok tuLe Olecker short switch selector will

indicate heater-cathode leJlkage?

* a. a

b. b

C. C

d. d

7. Flow are the two top cap jacks in the upper center of the control panel

marked?

* a. grid and plate
h. Trid r.ath-Fic-

L. grid and normal
d. grid and non-grid



8. How many meters are on the control panel face of the Hickok tubechecker?

* a. 3

b. 4

c. 2

d. 5

9. Where does the #81 fuse lamp provide its protection in the 539C
tubechecker?

a. primary of transformer
b. secondary of transformer
c. bias supply transformer
d. power meter object control

10. How many ranges are there on the Hickok tubechecker function switch?

* a. 8

b. 9

0, 7

d. 6

11. What other push switch on the Hickok tubechecker besides P1 and P2
are used to test various types of rectifier elements?

* a. P3

b. P4

c. P5 locked
d. Pb

12. What is the purpose of the row of seven selector switches across the
center of the control panel on the Hickok tubechecker?

a. conducting proper voltages to the tube's bore pins
0. connecting the meter with the tube
c. to produce the correct voltage
d. to set up the correct filament tops from the transformer

13. If a tribe ish't Isted on the tubechecker roll chart, where would you
posy 'v 1r7,^k

a. obsolete tube manual
b. ask the instructor
c. use the tube substitution book
d. use the cross reference book

14. On the Hickok 539C wbecheer, where generally are the high number
tubes located?

a. latter part of right side
b. forward part of right side
c. latter part of left side
d. forward part of left Ode



15. How could the plate current of a tube be determined by using the Hickok
tubechecker?

a. using a milliammeter in the test post
b, calculating current by voltage and resistance
c. using the roll chart data
d. using a tube manual data

1.#
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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You have been prescribed to the fourth unit of this course. The activities that you
perform will be assigned one at a time. A LAP will give you directions for each
activity. Read the LAP and follow the procedure and directions given.

After completing each LAP, you are to take the LAP test, score it, and find out the
reason for any missed items before beginning the next assigned LAP.

When you finish the performance activities for the unit, you will be given a unit
test as stated in the "Evaluation Procedures" for post testing. After successful
completion of the unit test, the next assigned unit for the course is begun.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Permanently Soldered Electrical Connections

.02 Transformers

.03 Transformer Coupling

.04 Radio Power Supplies
.05 Building a Radio Power Supply

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

When pretesting:

1. The student takes the unit multiple- choice pretest.
2. Successful completion is 4 out of 5 items for each LAP part of the pretest .
3. The student then takes a unit performance test if the unit pretest was success-

fully completed .

4. Satisf,:;ctory corp4-,,lr:tion of the performance test is meeting the criteria listed
on the pc .:i---11,nce test.

When post testing:

1. The student takes a multiple-choice unit post test and a unit perf..mance test.

2. Successful unit completion is meeting the listed criteria for the performance
test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

Thi.z, guide win; intended to :jive you an overview o: the unit. Please begin with the
first assigned LAP and follow those specific directions.
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UNIT PRETEST: RADIO POWER SUPPLY SECTION

1. What type of flux should be used in electronic applications?

a. acid flux
b. 60/40

rosin flux
d. 40/60

2. When desoldering a componeht or making a temporary connection, which type of
joint should be used?

a. hooked joint
b. ujoint
C. lap joint
d. crimp joint

3. How much insulation should be removed From the end of a wire to insure a
good connection?

a. 1/2 inch
b. 1/4 inch
c. 1/8 inch
d. 3/4 inch

4. How hot should the serviceman allow the joint to get while soldering?

a. just hoc enough to allow the solder to flow smoothly
b. hot e.-lo;,,h to ma; the solder drop off the joint
c. ' ; ,:ough to 1:..2 entire hole of the terminal
d. as not as he car apt IC

5. Which side of the soldering iron Lip should h held against the joint to be
soldered?

a. flat

b. butt eud
c. round
d. square
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6. Why is a transformer power supply used in a radio or T.V. chassis?

a. to keep the voltage at a constant level
b. for impedance matching
c. to raise the voltage
d. to lower the voltage

7. The coil of a transformer that is connected to the source of voltage is
called the primary winding. All other windings are called:

a. secondaries
b. leaders.
c. ticklers.
d. followers.

8. If the primary of a power transformer has 2000 turns with 120 vacaapplied,
how many turns are needed in the secondary to have an output of 6 vac?

a. 166 turns
b. 60 turns
c. 100 turns
d. 600 turns

9. The extent of coupling between two inductors is expressed by the term:

a. self-inductance.
h. coefficient of coupling.
c. counter emf.
d. varying current.

10. What is another name in electronic applications for "transformer action?"

a. A.C. transfer
b.

c. inclnce
d. D.C. isolation
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II. An air-core transformer used in radio application operates best at:

a. high voltage.
b. high frequency.
c. low frequency.
d. high current.

12. RL-dio chassis' power transformer cores are laminated in order to:

a. reduce resistance.
b. reduce mutual inductance.
c. increase displacement currents.
d. reduce eddy currents.

13. in a step-down transformer in a radio, the current through the secondary wind-
ing is:

a. greater than the current in the primary.
b. directly proportional to the frequency.
c. less than the current in the primary.
d. the same as the current in the primary.

14. A step-down transformer in a radio chassis receives energy at one voltage and
delivers it at:

a. a high voltage.
b. a lower frequency.
c. a high frequency.
d. a lower voltage.

15. The material most commonly used to separate the core lamination of a power
transformer in a radio is:

a. varnish.
b.

d.

resin.
carbon.
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16. Which type of filter has the best voltage regulation under conditions of
high load currents?

a. pi-section
b. choke input
c. simple capacitor
d. resistance-capacitor

17. A simple inductance filter in a radio power supply operates on the ability
of an inductor to:

a. halt the flow of current.
b. reverse the direction of current flow.
c. compensate for higher voltage.
d. resist changes in current.

18. Because a capacitor absorbs energy during the pulse and delivers it to the
load of a radio between pulses, the output voltage:

a. falls to zero.
b. never falls to zero.
c. always remains the same.
d. peaks.

19. The schematic symbol for a semi-conductor rectifying diode in a radio power
supply is: A

a.

b.

20.

c.

d.

B

C

The maximum reverse voltage that can be applied across a rectiLier without
causing it to break down is called the:

a. peak inverse voltage.
b. reverse break-down voltage.
c. peak reverse voltage.
d. piate-ano(.ie vuiLage.
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21. If there are no markings whatsoever on a diode, its polarity can be de-
termined by using a(n):

a. ammeter.
b. ohmmeter.
c. oscilloscope.
d. voltmeter.

22. What type of power supply is used for applications that require low volumes
of output current?

a. 1-section
b. capacitance input
c. simple inductor
d. bond eliminator

23. In a radio power supply, the pulsating A.C. wave has a peak value ripple
voltage of 5v and the maximum output voltage is 100v. What is the minimum
output voltage?

a. 90v
b. 105v
c. 75v
d. 85v

24. The voltage drop across a typical semiconductor diode in a radio power supply
varies from:

a. 0 to lv.
b. 10 to 20v.
c. 25 to 30v.
d. 1 to 10v.

25. What type ct supply filter is used for applications in radio power
suppl' rc-nuire Zarb 2 volumes of current?

a. 1,-section

b. pi-section
c. rc filter
d. capacitance input
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UNIT PRETEST ANSWER KEY: RADIO POWER SUPPLY SECTION

LAP

01 1. C

2. C

3. B

4. A
5. A

02 6. C
7. A
8. C

9. 13

10. C

0? 11. B

12. D

13. A
14. D

15. A

04 16. B

17. D

18. B

19. A
20. A

U5 21. B

22. B

23. A
24. A
25. A
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PERFORMANCE ACTiVITY:Permanently Soldered Electrical Connections

OBJECTIVE:

Identify the procedure for permanently soldering elect., ical connections.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at 112E114 80% or the items on multiple--choice test about. this
LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 7 Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

Read pages VIII and IX in Basic Radio (Part 7) .

2. Take the LAP test.
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: PERMANENTLY SOLDERED ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

1. B

2. A
3. B

4. C

5. D

6. D

7. C

8. A
9. D

10. D
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Identify terms commonly used in the industry to describe the operation (s) of power
tr used in a radio receiver.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple- -choice test about this
LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 1-8 in Basic Radio (Part 2) .

2. Perform the experiments described on pages 4-7.

3. Ansvvr the quest,nns on page 8 on a separate sheet of paper.

4. Check your answers with answer key on page 119.

5. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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Identify the purpose of transformer coupling in a radio power supply. Determine turns
ratio of a transformer by measuring voltages.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.
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Basic R-Adio, Part 2, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1 Read pages 1-8 in Basic Radio (Part 2) .

2. Take the LAP test.
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Student:
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Identify terms commonly used in the industry to describe the operation (s) of a power
supply used in a radio receiver.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 9-15 in Basic Radio (Part 2) .

2. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(5' P. Schuster
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Building a Radio Power Supply
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Given parts, equipment, and supplies; assemble a radio power supply according to the
manufacturer's specifications and following the orocedures described in the text,
Basic Radio, Part 2.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Assembly is evaluated at the end of this unit.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company.

Heath Kit EK - 2 B.
Soldering iron.

jsSo er1 g des.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 15 19 in Basic Radio (Part 2) .

2. Build a radio power supply folowing steps on pages 15-19.

3 Answer the questions on page 19 using a separate sheet of paper.

4. Check answers with answer key on page 119.

5. Take the LAP test.
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: BUILDING A RADIO POWER SUPPLY

1. D

2. A
3. D

4. C

5. D

6. C

7. C

8. D

9. C

10. A
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Student: File Cede: 77.03.04.00. B2-2

Date: Date Published: 10/16/75

UNIT: 20ST TEST: R1i1)10 POWER SUPPLY SECTION

1. When a wire is to be soldered to a terminal in a radio chassis, the solder-
ing iron is applied to:

a. both the wire and the terminal.
b. the wire only.
c. the terminal only.
d. the chassis ground.

2 A soldering iron works well only when:

a. it is heated to 500 degrees Fahrenheit.
b. 60/40 solder is used.
c. the tip is cleaned and tinned properly.
d. it is heated to 200 degrees Fahrenheit.

3. Why must the terminals to be soldered in electronic applications be clean

a. so the wires can be crimped more easily
b. to provide more line resistance
c. to dissipate heat
d. to get a good solder connection

4. Which of the following soldering gun sizes should be used to safely solder
electronic components?

a. 15 20w
b. LOO 12f-.;

c. - 200w
d. - 100w

5. Whenever there is a possibility that bare leac may short-out to other parts
or to the chassis itself, these leads should b,1 covered with:

a. plastic shields.
b. sleeving.
c. cloth.
d. tape.

3
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6. A transformer designed for low-frequency operation requires a core of:

a. low permeability.
b. low reluctance.
c. high retentivity.
d. high reluctance.

7. In a step-up transformer of a radio or T.V., the primary current is

a. less than the secondary current.
b. equal to the secondary current.
c. equal to the coefficient of coupling.
d. more than the secondary current.

8. If the primary of a radio power transformer has 400 turns with 120 vac applied,
what is the voltage output form a 5G turn secondary?

a, 20v
b. 12v
c. 15v
d. 25v

9. A step-up power transformer in a radio or T.V. chassis has:

a. a voltage input and a high voltage output.
b. a frequency Irtpit and a high frequency output.
c. current input and a high current outp
d. a power input and a high power output.

A.C. tr,Insformers in radio or T.V. chassis provide a major service by isolating:

1. the power supply.
b. A.C.

c. D.C.
d. _ itself.

1 9
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11. Copper losses in a power transformer of a radio may be minimized by using:

a. laminate cores.
b. high-resistance windings.
c. windings of a small diameter.
d. windings of a large diameter.

12. The power dissipated by winding r'sistance in a radio's power transformer
is called I f-,quared R loss or:

a. hysteresis loss.
b. copper loss.
c. core current.
d. eddy current loss.

13. If the input power to a transformer of a radio's power supply is 600 w and

the output power is 594 w, what is the efficiency?

a. 96%
b. 95%
c. 99%
d. 97%

14. Which type of transformer loss is reduced by using silicon steel as the core
material?

a. flux leakage
b. copper loss
c. hysteresis loss
d. Eddy current loss

15. The following schematic symbol is for a:

step-dow,, iron - core, tapped-secondary transformer.
b. air-core, zapped transformer.
c. step-up, air-core, tapped transformer.
d. step-up, iron-core, tapped - secondary transformer.
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16. The ripple frequency of a full-wave rectifier power supply is:

a. equal to the A.C. supply frequency.
b. one-half the A.C. supply frequency.
c. independent of the A.C. supply frequency.
d. wice the A.C. supply frequency.

17. Pulsating D.C. smoothing may be best improved in a radio chassis by means of:

a. pi- or L-section filter.
b. a full wave rectific,.
c. multi pi- or L-section filters in series.
d. a half-wave rectifier.

18. A device which conver-s A.G. power to D.C. power at various voltages in order

to oeprate a piece of electronic equipment is a:

a. rectifier.
b. power supply.
c. battery.
d. filter.

19. The frequency of the pulsating D.G. from a rectifier output in a radio power

supply is:

a. the rectifier frequency.
b. the output frequency.
c. the ripple frequency.
d. the filter frequency.

2U. The smoothing action provided by a capacitor filter in a radio or T.V. power

supply depends on the:

a. amo'rnt of excess energy available.
b. temperai.,re.
c.

d. storage ability of the capacitor.
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21. What is the big disadvantage of using an inductor as a filter in an
electronic power supply?

a. lower voltage output
b. high voltage output
c. lower current output
d. nearly constant current output

22. What is the one thing a repairman has to observe when replacMg or installing
electrolytic capacitors in a radio power supply?

a. physical size
b. resistance
c, voltage
d. polarity

23. In any power supply filter, the greatest amount of filtering occurs in the:

a. second component.
b. third component.
c. fortis component.
d, first component.

24. What type of power supply filter is used for applications that require large
amounts of current?

a. m-section
b. 0-section
c. series L-section
d. t-section

25. The filtering action in a power supply using an inductor depends on the in-

ductor's:

a. low resistance.
b. low inductive reactance.
c. long discharge time.

ability to prevent abrupt changes in :'.urrent magnitude.
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UNIT POST TEST ANSWER KEY: RADIO POWER SUPPLY SECTION

LAP

01 1. A
2. C

3. D

4. D

5. B

02 6. B

8. C

9. A
10. C

03 11. D

12. B

13. C

14. C

15. D

04 16. T)

17. A
18. B

19. C

20. D

05 21. A
22. D

23. D

24. C

25. D
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UNIT PERFORMANC`.. TEST: RADIO POWER SUPPLY SECTION

Given parts (Heathkit EK -28) , equipment, and supplies, assemble a radio power supply
according to the manufacturer's specifications and following the procedures described
in the text, Basic Radio, Part 2, pages 15-18.

TASK:

The student will be given components, tools and equipment to assemble a radio
power supply .

ASSIGNMENT:

CONDITIONS:

The student will be tested in an environment similar to that of a radio-TV repair shop.
He will be suppli,--: with the same tools and reference manuals normally available to
radio-1 ..rsons He may receive no assistance from other students or the
instructor.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Co., 1961.

Heathkit, Model EK 2B, Heath Co. ,

Tools and equipment.

Soldering iron, need1,2 nose pliers, nut driver set, screwdrivers, 6" crescent wrench.
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Student:
File Code: 77.03.04.00.A1-5

DEite:
Date Published: I 1- 114- 714

Family Pay Number: Sex: M F (Circle T)

PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: Satisfactory_ __Unsatisfactory

CRITERION
Met. Not Met

1

Objective 1:

. Proer solder techniues.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 2, Page VIIi-IX.

2. Proper placement of components.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 2, -)age 18.
.

3. Proper wiring installed.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 2, Page 18.

4. Tubes and lamp light when voltage is applied.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, Pages 49 and 79.

5. Successful completion of the circuit evaluation.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 2, Page 18-19.

6. Follows safety procedures.

^-

,_

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 2, Page 16____

___

.____ _

7. Temporary type lap joints used when applicable.
_.. _.... ._... .......... ....._ _. .___ ... _ . _.

Criterion: Bi..,_-;ie Radio, Part I, Pages /17 and W.
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(Checklist contint.leol

8. T: sk completed in allotted time.

Criterion: Doesn't exceed ti hours.

CRITER/ON
Met Not Met

Student must meet criterion on 8 line items to obtain an over-

all score of sat'sfactory.
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LAP TEST! PERMANENTLY SOLDERED ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

A soldering iron works well only when:

a. it is heated to 500 degrees fahrenheit.

b. the tip is cleaned and tinned properly.
c. it is heated to 200 degrees fahrenheit.
d. 60/40 solder is used.

Whenever there is a possibility that bare leads may short-out to ether parts

or to the chassis itself, these leads should be covered with:.

a. sleeving.
b. tape.

c. Cloth.
d. plastic shields.

3. Which of the following soldering gun sizes should be used to safely solder

electronic components?

a. 100 - 200 w
b. 25 - 100 w
c. 15 20 w

d. 100 - 125 w

4. How hoc should the serviceman allow the joint to get while soldering?

a. as hot as he can get it

b. hot enough to fill the entire hole of the terminal

c. just hot enough to allow the solder to flow smoothly

d. hot e Jugh to make the solder drop off the joint

5. WhaL 6f Elux should used in electronic applications?

a. 40/60
b. acid flux
c. 60/40
d. rosin flux

1 '7
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6. Which of the following most adequately describe a cold solder conuection?

a. silvery and smooth
b. shiny and smooth
c. silvery
d. duly and grainy

7. When soldering, that keeps the solder where the serviceman wants it?

a. heat sink
b. pliers
c. gravity
d. soldering iron

8. Which side of the soldering iron tip should be held against the joint to be
soldered?

a. flat
b. square
c. round
d. butt end

9. When a wire is to be soldered to a terminal in a radio chassis, the soldering
iron is applied to:

a. the wire only.
b. the terminal only.
c. the chassis ground.
d. both the wire and the terminal

10. Why should the lead of a wire be held with a Flier while it is being stripped
of insulation?

a. to keep it clean
b. to make s:Jdering easier
c. it from frayi..:;

i. to keep from breaking it.
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LAP TEST: TRANSFORMERS

If the primary of a power transformer he:; 2000 turns with 120 vac applied.
How many turns are needed in the secondary to have an output of 6 vac?

a. 60 turns
b. 100 turns
c. 166 turns
d. 600 turns

2. Why is a transformer power supply used in a radio or T.V. chassis?

a. for impedance matching
b. to keep the voltage at a constant level
c. to raise the voltage
d. to lower the voltage

3. A transformer designed for low-frequency operation requires a core of:

a. high retentivity.
b. law permeability.
c. high reluctance.
d. low reluctance.

4. In air-core coils, the coil is wound around a:

a. core
b. winding.
c. coil form.
d. powdered iron core.

5. The ifxtent of ..,upling between two inductors is expressed by the terms:

a. counter emf.
b. self-inductance.
c. coefficient of coupling.
d. varying current.

' 9
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6. Which of the following statements is always true when using a transformer
in electronic applications?

a. all transformers have two windings
b. the magnitude of coupling between the windings cannot be varied
c. works on A.C. only
d. will block D.C. through its windings

7. An iron core is used in power transformers of a radio or T.V. for:

a. dispersing the field about the windings.
b. increasing the eddy currents.
c. releasing the high-frequency currents.
d. concentrating the field about the winding.

8. A. step-up power transformer in a radio or T.V. chassis has:

a. a voltage input and a high voltage output.
b. a power input and a high power output.
c. a current input and a high current output.
d. a frequency input and a high frequency output.

9. If a 3:1 ratio step-down transformer has 3a of current in the primary, what
is the current in the secondary?

a. 6a
b. 9a
c. la

d. 3a

10. If a 5:1 ratio step-down transformer has 250 v on the primary, what Is the
voltage being transferrer; to the rest of the radio';

a. 50v
b. 25v
c. 2c'7

1 1250v

2011
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LAP TEST: 1nNSFORMER COUPLING

Copper losses in a power transfo,..er of a radio may be minimized by using:

a. windings of a small diameter.
b. laminated cores.
c. high-resistance windings.
d. windings of a large diameter.

2. What is tne current called which flows in the primary winding of a power trans-
former with no load applied?

a. exciting current
b. eddy current
c. secondary current
d. leakage current

3. The power dissipated by winding resistance in a radio's power transformer is
called I squared R loss or:

a. hysteresis loss.
b. copper loss.
c. eddy current loss.
d. core current.

4. The current-handling capacity of a power transformer in a radio is deter-
mined by:

a. the thickness of the insulation.
b. the physical size of the windingp.
c. the amount of voltage applied.
d. the shape of the core.

5. Which type of transformr loss is reduced by using silicon steel as the core
material?

a. eddy current loss
b. flux' _leakage

c. copper loss
d. hysteresis loss

2
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6. The material most commonly used to separate the core lamination of a power
transformer in a radio is:

a. varnish.
b. resin.
c. carbon.
d. lead.

Radio chassis' power transformer cores are laminated in order to:

a. increase displacement currents.
b. red.ice mutual inductance.
c. reduce eddy currents.
d. reduce resistance.

8. The following schematic symbol is for a:

a. step-up, iron-core, tapped-secondary transformer.
b. step-down, iron-core, tapped-secondary transformer.
c. step-down, air-core, tapped transformer.
d. step-up, air-core, tapped transformer.

:3

9. An air-core transformer used in radio application operates beat at:

a. low frequency.
b. high voltage,
c. high frequency.
d. high current.

10. The energy used to realign the magnetic structure of a transformer core
twice each cycle is dissipated as heat. This loss is called:

a. eddy current loss.
b. flux leakage.
c. copper 1,-,s.

d.
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LAP TEST: R_OIO POWER SUPPLIES

A simple inductance filter in a ra:110 power supply operates on the ability
of an inductor to:

a. halt the flow of current.
b. compensate for higher voltage.
c. resist changes in current.
d. reverse the direction of current flow.

2. What would be the pircent of voltage regulation in a perfect radio power
supply?

a. 5%

b. 100%
c. 4%
d. 0%

3. Because a capacitor absorbs energy during the pulse, and delivers it to the
load of a radio between pulses, the output voltage:

a. falls to zero.
b. never falls to zero.
c. peaks.
d. always remains the same.

4. The schematic symbol for a semi-conductor rectifying diode in a radio power
supply is: A

a.

b.

C

d.

D
5. The maximum reverse voltage that can be applied across,: , rectifier without

causing it to bieak down is called the:

a. peak reverse voltage.
b. plate-anode voltage.
c. peak inverse voltage.
d. reverse break-down voltage.

2 3
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6. A device which converts A.C. po..?er to pe',,ek at ,,ariciN volL(
order to operate a piece of electronic equipment a:

a powel- supply.
b. rectifier.
c. filter.
d. battery.

7 A cower supply in a radio whose vo-tage drop O

ditions is said Co have:

a. pion voltage regulation.
b. a weak current.
c. good voltage regulation.
d. an inadequate

reel ably unkiel load con-

8. A diode placed In a circuit so that ' i permits curronL t fit tb"ough it is

said to be:

a. blocking biased.
b. passing biased.
c. reverse biased.
d. forward biased.

9. When a rectifier is reverse biased in a radio or T.V. pow.2r supply, its
resistance is:

a. infinite.
b. low.

c. high.
d. minimum.

10. The ripple frequency of a full-wave rectifier p_.:er supply is:

a. twicc, the A.C. supply frequency.
b. equal to A.C. supply frequ'ilcy.
c. ;- c',..lent of the -.C. supply frequonoy.

one-half the A.C. aupp.ly ,:,equency

20L1
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LAP TEST: 11! 1LLANG A RADIO POWER SUPPLY
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6. The filtering action in a power supply using an inductor depends on the in-
ductor's:

a. long discharge time.
b. low inductive reactance,
c. ability to prevent abrupt changes in current magnitude.
d. low resistance.

7. What type of power supply is used for applications that require low volumes
of output current?

a. bond eliminator
b. L-section
c. capacitance input
d. simple inductor

8. In a radio power supply, the pulsating D.C. wave has a peak value ripple
voltage of 5v and the maximum output voltage is 100v. What is the
minimum output voltage?

a. 85v
b. 105v
c. 75v
d. 90v

9. What is the one thing a repairman has to observe when replacing Gr installing
electrolytic capacitors in a radio power supply?

a. physical size
b. resistance
c. polarity
d. voltage

10. What type of power supply filter is used for applications in radio power
supplies that require large volumes of current'?

a.

b. :,,_ance input

c. PI-section
d. RC filter

2f2
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UNIT: RADIO ,f-,UDIO SECTION

One of the functions of a radio is to convert electrical impulses into audio signals.
The audio section has three primary functions. One function is to detect electrical
impulses. A second is to amplify those impulses. The third is to convert the electrical
impulses to mechanical energy. To understand how audio circuits function is essential
for troubleshooting radio audio sections.

PREREQUISITES:

Unit: 77.03.04 The Radio Power Supply.

OBJECTIVES:

Given a basic radio text/workbook, necessary tools and equipment, identify the opera-
tional characteristics of the audio section and a detector circuit.

Test an audio amplifier.

Build a detector circuit.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

Basic Radio, . ciT; r I:Mr-1ton Harbor, Michigan, 1960.

Eciu pmen t

Basic Radio Kit, Heathkit EK 2, Ileathkit Company, Fiend r: bor,

Soldering iron.

Service :',Aaster Kit )t-) :!quival(flt )(1 <1V1 Kit, Jenson Tools and
14117 North 44th Street, Arizona

Principal Autlitir(s): P. Hogg::: 'J.
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RESOURCES: (continued)

Volt-Ohm meter.

Soldering tools.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

This unit consists of six Learning Activity Packages (LAPs) . Each LAP will provide
specific information for completion of a learning activity.

The general procedure for this unit is as follows:

(1) Read the first assigned Learning Activity Package (LAP) .
(2) Begin and complete the first assigned LAP.
(3) Take and score the LAP test.
(14) Turn in the LAP test answer sheet.
(5) Determine the reason for any missed items on the LAP test.
(6) .Proceed to and complete the next assigned LAP in the unit.
(7) Complete all required LAPs for the unit by following steps 3 through 6.
(8) In this Unit, there are some LAPs that have tests combined with other LAP tests.

These combined tests are taken after completing the last LAP covered by the test.
(9) Take the unit tests as described in the Unit LEG "Evaluation Procedures".

(10) Proceed to the next assigned unit.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Vacuum Tube Amplifiers

.02 Building Audio r,,mplifiers

.03 Audio Amplifier r-...nctions
.04 Testing
.05 Detector Circuit Func Lions
.06 Building a Detector Circuit

EVALUATION PROCEILJP,F:

When pretesting:

1. The student takes the unIZ multiple-choice pretest.
2. Successful completion is 4 out of 5 items for each LAP part of the pretest.
3. The student then t=lt-,es a unit perform,.n:e test if the unit pretest was successfully

completed.
4. Satisfactory completion of the performance test is meeting the criteria listed on

the performance test.



Page 3 77.03.05.00.A2-1

EVALUATION PROCEDURE: (continued)

When post testing:

1. The student takes a multiple-choice unit post test and a unit performance test.
2. Successful unit completion is meeting the listed criteria for the performance test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

If you have any questions at this time, consult with your instructor. You
are ready to begin the first assigned Learning Activity Package (LAP) listed
on your Student Progress Record (SPR).

2119
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Stud*oft: File Code: 77.03.05.00. A2-2

ante: Seto Published:

UNIT PRETEST: RADIO AUDIO SECTION

7/29/75

1. What is the main disadvantage of using a tetrode tube in a radio for an audio
amplifie.r?

a. capacitance is too low
b. secondary emission
c. too much current to drop
d. positive grid

2. The capacity that exists in a triode vacuum tube between the plate and control

grid is called the:

a. interelectrode capacity.
b. capacitive resistance.
c. workable capacity.
d. stored capacity.

3. How many elements are there in a pentode vacuum tube?

a. 3

b. 4

C. 5

d. 2

4. What is the name of the element fuund in a tetrode tuber but not in a triode

vacuum tuber

a. cathode
b. contrr,1

c. grid
d. filament

5. What is the primary function for the extra griu in a tetrode tube?

a. acts ns a standby-input grid
b. to reduce intcrefectrode capacitance
c. to make the tube more linear in amplification
d. to Emprove distortion

2
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6. What is the element marked "B" in the following diagram?

a. suppressor grid
b. control grid
c. screen grid
d. cathode

7. Filament voltage of a radio or a television is usually:

a. AC.
b. DC.

c. 6 v.
d. 12v.

77.03.05.00. A2-2

8. When a small signal at the grid of a vacuum tube causes a large amount of
current to flow through the tube, this is

a. secondary emission.
b. amplification.
c. acceleration.
d. demodulation.

9. In the following diagram, what is th name of the element marked "A"?

a. screen grid
b. suppressor grid
c. plate
d. control grid

a
b

10. What device is used to hold the coirot a radio speaker in the center of the
opening in the magnetic structure to prevent it frpm rubbing on the pot?

a. magnet
b. basket
c.

d. dust cover

211
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77.03.05.03.

11. What is the main purpose of coupling capacitors when used in radio circuits?

a. to block D.C.
h. to pass D.C.
c. to block A.C.
d. grounding the control grid

12. How effectively an audio amplifier reproduces sound depends mostly on:

a. its linearity.
b. the frequency response.
c. its power factor.
d. its modulation ability.

77.03.05.04.

13. What component is placed in parallel with the bias resistor of an audio ampli-
fier for sta! ilization of the output?

a. by-pass capacitor
b. resistor
c. filter capacitor
d. coupling capacitor

14. What component is connected to the screen grid to help ground A.C. that appears
on it?

a. coupling condensor
b. grounding resistor
c. by-pass capacitor
d. bleeder

15. leinat is the 1,;_-rpose of the cathode resistor in an audio amplifier tube of a
radio'

a. grounding the suppressor grid
b. amplification factor
e. load resistor
d. bias

212
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77.03.05.05.

16. The three basic things a radio must do to signal are detect, amplify and:

a. reject.
b. tune.
c. de-emphasize.
d. modulate.

17. Which end of a diode is marked?

a. the cathode end
b. the anode end
c. the high resistance end
d. the low resistance end

18. Why can a diode tube be used as a signal rectifier?

a. it amplifies
b. it's a one-way current device
c. it uses a grid
d. it has a high resistance path

77.03.05.06.

19. Detection might be best described as:

a. inserting audio signals onto an R.F. carrier.

b. removing the audio from a signal so only the R.F. Is amplified.

c. amplifying audio signals.
d. separating the audio signals from the radio-frequency flignalu.

20. What is another term that can be used for a diode?

a. 1: Ls Lance devic

b. filter
c. one-way current device
d. high resistance device

21 rt



LAP

01 1. B

2. A
3. C

4. C

5. B

02 6. C

7. A
8. B

9. B

10. C

03 11. A
12. B

04 13. A
14. C

15. D

05 16. B

17. A
18. B

06 19. D
20. C

UNIT PRETEST ANSWER KEY: RADIO AUDIO SECTION

214
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File Code:
77.03.05.01.A2-0

11-17-75
Data Publ.shed:

min ctivity Package

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Vacuum Tube Amplifiers

OBJECTIVE:

Student:

Date

Identify terms commonly used in the industry to describe the operation (s) of vacuum
tube amplifiers used in a radio receiver.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 20-24 in Basic Radio (Part 2) .

2. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: VACUUM TUBE AMPLIFIERS
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

OBJECTIVE:

77.03.05.02.A 2_0
File Code:

11-17-75
Date Published

Brno g Activity
Student:

Building Audio Amplifiers
Date:

uI4 ckage

Given parts, equipment, ano as7.-..ernble an audio amplifier according to the
manufacturer's specifications and folic wing the procedures described in the text,
Basic Radio, Part 2.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Assembly is evaluated at end o' thiE unit.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the it m3 on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company

Heath Kit EK 2B.
Hand tools
Soldering iron.
S ,,Tiering tools.
Volt-ohm meter.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 26-36 in Basic Radio (Part 2) .

2. Build an audio amplifier following procedures on pages 25-31

3. Do experiments described on pages 33-36.

4. Answer questions on page 36.

5. Check answer with a w>wer ty ott });Itjt, 1 H.

. e the ttst

Principal Author (s) : I'. Schtister
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Learning cti\Aty

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Audio Amplifier Functions

OHJELTIVE

Student:

100
tot2 ck age

Date:

Identify terrms commonly used in the industry to describe the operation Cs) of audio
,split iers used in a radio receiver.

liVALl'ATION1 PROCEDURE:

Successful completion of this LAP is determined by correctly answering 8 out of 10
items on a multiple-choice test that is combined with "Testing the Audio Amplifier"
LAP test and is taken after completing that LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radic, Part 2, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 37-41 in Basic Radio (Part 2) .

2. Proceed to the next LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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Lear Eng Activity ackage

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Testing the Audio Amplifier

OBJECTIVE:

Student:

Date:

Given parts, equipment, and supplies; assemble, test and record amplification
factor of an audio amplifier according to fhe manufacturer's specifications and
following the procedures described in the text, Basic Radio, Part 2.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Amplifier testing is evaluated on the unit performance test.

Successfully complete a.. !east 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test.

RESOURCES.

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company.

Heath Kit EK - 2E.
Hand tools.
Soldering iron.
Soldering tools.
Volt ohm meter.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 41-46 in Basic Radio (Part 2).

2. Perform experiments 1 and 2 using steps given on pages 42-4--

3. Answer questions on page 46.

4. Check answers with key on page 119.

5. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: AUDIO AMPLIFIER FUNCTIONS/TESTING THE AUDIO AMPLIFIER

LAP

03 1. C

2. A
3. D

4. A
5. C

04 6, B

7. A
8. C

9. C

10. B
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Learning ArnivrEkty

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Detector Circuit Functions

OBJECTIVE:

Student:

acka s e

Date.

Identify terms commonly used in the industry to describe the operation (s) of a detector
circuit used in a radio receiver.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.
This LAP test is combined with the LAP "Building a Detector Circuit" test and is taken
after- completing that LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part. 2, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 47-50 in Basic Radio (Part 2).

2. Proceed to the next LAP.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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Learning Activity Package

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: Building a Detector Circuit

OBJECTIVE.

Student:

Date:

Given parts, equipment, and supplies; assemble a detector circuit according to the
manufacturer's specifications and following the procedures described in the text
Basic Radio, Part 2.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Assembly is evaluated at the end of this unit.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiplechoice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio. Part 2.

Heath Kit EK 2B.
Hand tools.
Soldering iron.
Soldering took

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 50-54 in Basic Radio (Part 2) .

2. Build a detector circuit following the steps on pages 50-52.

3. Complete experiment 1 on page 52.

4. Answer questions on page 54.

5. Check answers with key on page 120.

6. Take the LAP test.
Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY:DETECTOR CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS/BUILDING A DETECTOR CIRCUIT

LAP

05 1. B

2. C

3. B

4. B

5. A

06 6. A
7. A
8. C

9. D

10. A
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UNIT POST TEST: RADIO AUDIO SECTION

8/12/74

1. In respect to the plate, what is the potential on the screen grid in a tetrode
vacuum tube?

a. same as control grid
b. same as cathode
c. positive
d. negative

What is the potential on the suppressor grid of a pentode tube?

a. positive
b. ground
c. same as screen grid
d. negative

3. What is the name of the element that is found in a pentode tube, but not in
a tetrode tube?

a. control grid
b. capacitive grid
c. screen grid
d. suppressor grid

4. What are the two main functions a power supply must do in order for an
electronic circuit to opprate?

a. provide N, id and cathode voltage
b. ii-Jvtde filament and ',late voltage
c. provide plate and cathode voltage
d. provide grid and plate voltage.

5. What is the purpose of the resistor in series with the cathode on a triode tube?

a. a power source
b. to drop current
c. amplifying
d. biasing



77.03.05.00. B2-2

77.03.05.02.

6. The first number or digit of a tube number refers to:

a. power in.
b. amplification factor.
c. filament voltage.
d. power out.

7. Which of the following tubes has the highest amplification factor?

a. triode
b. tetrode
c. diode
d. pentode

8. In a tetrode or pentode tube, what type of voltage must be applied to the screen
grid in order to make it operate?

a. low D.C.
b. high D.C.
c. high A.C.
d. low A.C.

9. What is the major disadvantage of using a tetrode vacuum tube as an amplifier
in a radio?

a. non-linear operation
b. inefficiency
c. distortion
d. secondary emission

10. What type of'current device is a vacuum tube when used In an audio amplifier
of a radio?

a. A.C.
b.

c. D.C.

d. low
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77.03.05.03.

11. How efficiently an audio amplifier reproduces sound depends mostly on:

a. its modulation ability.
b. its power factor.
c. its linearity.
d. the frequency response.

12. What is the audio hearing range of the human ear?

a. 60 HZ to 100 HZ
b. 60 HZ to 15,750 HZ
c. 15,000 HZ to 15,750 HZ
d. 20 HZ to 15,000 HZ

77.03.05.04.

13. Any audible humming or buzzing heard in a radio audio amplifier is a basic

form of:

a. distortion.
b. response.
c. noise.
d. modulation.

14. As a rule, what is the impedance of most speakers used in radios or T.V.'s?

a. depends entirely on the audio output transformer
b. 8 ohms
c. 4 ohms
d. 16 ohms

15. What component is placed in parallel with the bias resistor of an audio

amplifier for ;tabilization of the output?

a. by-pass capacitor
b. coupling capacitor
c. filter capacitor
d. resistor
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77.03.05.05.

16. If a diode is used as a detector, most likely it is a:

a. NPN
b. silicon type.
c. PNP.
d. germanium type.

17. The three basic things a radio must do to a signal are; detect, amplify, and:

a. tune.
b. reject.
c. modulate.
d. de-emphasize.

77.03.05.06.

18. Detection in a superheterodyne radio occurs:

a. in the antenna circuit.
b. before the signal reaches the audio AMP.
c. after the signal has reached the audio AMP.
d. before the signal reaches the I.F. AMP.

19. In a radio receiver, how many triodes are needed for both detection and ampli-
fication?

a. 3

b. 1

c. 2

d. 4

20. The function of the detector circuit in a radio is rectifying and:

a. J.,r;:ing the modulat.....! broadcast signal that is applied to it.
'D. filtering the modulated broadcast signal that is applied co it.
c. de-modulating the modulated broadcast signal that is applied to it.
d. modulating the unmodulated broadcast signal that is applied to it.

2 8



UNIT POST TEST ANSWER KEY: RADIO AUDIO SECTION

01 1. C

2. B

3. D

4. B

5. D

02 6. C

7. D

8. B

9. D

10. C

03 11. D

12. D

04 13. A
14. B

15. A

05 16. D
17. A

66 18. B

19. B

20. B

2
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Date: Date Published: 11/25/75

Family Pay Number: Sex: M F (Circle 1)

UNIT PERFORMANCE TEST: RADIO AUDIO SECTION

OBJECTIVE:

Given parts (Heath Kit EK-2B), equipment, and supplies, assemble a detector
circuit in a superheterodyne set according to the manufacturer's specifications
and following the procedures described in the text, Basic Radio, Part 2, pages 50-53.

TASK:

The student will be given components, tools and equipment to assemble a radio-
audio detector circuit.

ASSIGNMENT:

CONDITIONS:

The student will be tested in an environment similar to that of a radio-TV shop.
He will be supplied with the same tools and reference manuals normally available to
radio-TV service persons. He may receive no assistance from other students or the
instructor.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Co., 1961

Heathkit, Model EK-2B, Heath Co., 1961

Soldering iron, needle-nose pliers, nut driver set, screwdrivers, slip joint pliers.

2u0



Page 2 Student:

Date:

File Code: 77.03.05.00.A1-5

Date Published: 1 1 1 4- 7 4

Family Pay Number: Sex: M F (Circle 1)

PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

CRITERION

Objective 1:

ww...., . ,/, 11,1..

1. Proper solder techniques.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, Page VIII.

Basic Radio, Part 11, Page VIII.

2. Temporary type of lap joint used when applicable.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part I, Page 47

3. Proper placement of components.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 11, Page 53.

4. Tubes and lamp light when voltage is applied.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, page 49. Basic Radio,

Part 11, Page 16.

5. Successful completion of experiments.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 11, Page 52.

6. Follow safety procedures.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 11, Page 16.



Page 3

(Checklist continued)
77.03.05.00.A1-5

CRITERION

7. Proer wiring installed.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 11, Page 53.

8. Task completed in allotted time.

Criterion: Doesn't exceed 5 hours.

Student must meet criterion on 6 line items to obtain an over-

all score of satisfactory.

,
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LAP TEST: VACUUM TUBE AMPLIFIERS

What is the potential on the suppressor grid of a pentode tube?

a. ground
b. positive
c. same as screen grid
d. negative

2. What is the most widely-used tube in present day electronic applications?

a. diode
b. tetrode
c. pentode
d. triode

3. What is the primary function for the extra grid in a tetrode tube?

a. acts as a standby-input grid
b. to reduce interelectrode capacitance
c. to make the tube more linear in amplification

d. to improve distortion

4. What is the name of the element found in a tetrode tube, but not in a triode

vacuum tube?

a. control grid
b. filament
c. screen grid
d. cathode

5. How many alem,tnts does

a. 4

b. 3

c. 5

d. 2

a tetrode vacuum tube have?



Page 2 77.03.05.01.

6. The capacity that exists in a triode vacuum tube between the plate and con-
trol grid is called the

a. capacitive resistance.
b. interelectrode capacity.
c. stored capacity.
d. workable capacity.

7. What are the two main functions a power supply must do in order for an
electronic circuit to operate?

a. provide plate and cathode voltage
b. provide grid and plate voltage
c. provide grid and cathode voltage
d. provide filament and plate voltage

8. What is the main disadvantage of secondary emission in a tetrode vacuum tube?

a. increases distortion
b. reduces distortion
c. eliminates interelectrode capacitance
d. reduces oscillation

9. How many elements are there in a pentode vacuum tube?

a. 5

b. 2

C. 3

d. 4

10. What is the main disadvantage of using a tetrode tube in a radio for an audio
amplifier?

a. secondary emission
b. too mch current to drop
c. positive grid
d. capacitance is too low

2 4
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LAP TEST: BUILDING AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

What device is used to hold the coil of a radio speaker in the center of the
opening in the magnetic structure to prevent it from rubbing on the pot?

a. magnet
b. spider
c. basket
d. dust cover

2. What is the major disadvantage of using a tetrode vacuum tube as an amplifier
in a radio?

a. inefficiency
b. distortion
c. secondary emission
d. non-linear operatlon

3. Which of the following tubes has the highest amplification factor?

a. triode
b. tetrode
c. pentode
d. diode

4. What is another name for the bouncing of electrons off from the plate of a
vacuum tube?

a. secondary emission
b. deceleration
c. demodulation
d. emission

5. The first number or digit of a tube number refers to:

a. power out.
b. power in.
c. filament voltage.
d. amplification factor.
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6. What is the element marked "B" in the following diagram?

a. suppressor grid
b. screen grid
c. cathode
d. control grid

7. What type of current ddvice is a vacuum tube when used in an audio amplifier
of a radio?

a. law

b. negative
c. A.C.
d. D.C.

8. In a tetrode or pentode tube, what type of voltage must be applied to the screen
grid in order to make it operate?

a. low A.C.
b. low D.C.
c. high D.C.
d. high A.C.

9. When a small signal at the grid of a vacuum tube causes a large amount of
current to flow through the tube, this is called:

a. acceleration.
b. secondary emission.
c. demodulation.
d. amplification.

10. For convenience, the suppressor grid of a pentode tube i8 connected to the:

a. plate.
b. screen grime.
c. -rot. grid.

cathode.
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LAP TEST: AUDIO AMPLIFIER FUNCTIONS/TESTING THE AUDIO AMPLIFIER

What is the main purpose of coupling capacitors when used in radio circuits?

a. to pass D.C.
b. grounding the control grid
c. to block D.C.
d. to block A.C.

2. The bias on the grid of a vacuum tube audio amplifier must be a(n):

a. D.C. voltage
b. low voltage
c. A.C. voltage
d. high voltage

3. How effectively an audio amplifier reproduces sound depends mostly on:

a. its power factor.
b. its linearity.
c. its modulation ability.
d. the frequency response.

4. An audio output stage of a radio amplifies:

a. voltage.
b. current.
c. phase inverting.
d. resistance.

5. What is the primary function of an audio output transformer in a tube type

audio amplifier?

-1. coupling
b. A.C. blocking
c. step-down transformer
d. plate supply voltage

2 '7
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6. What component is connected to the screen grid to help ground A.C. that
appears on it?

a. bleeder
b. by-pass capacitor
c. coupling condensor
d. grounding resistor

7. Any audible humming or buzzing heard in a radio audio amplifier is a basic
form of:

a. distortion.
b. noise.
c. response.
d. modulation.

8. What component is placed in parallel with the bias resistor of an audio
amplifier for stabilization of the output?

a. filter capacitor
b. coupling capacitor
c. by-pass capacitor
d. resistor

9. What is the first component found in an audio amplifier circuit of a radio?

a. coupling capacitor
b. diode
c. volume control
d. tube

10. What is the firP', component found in an audio amplifier circuit of a radio?

a. coupling capacitor
b. diode
c. ,nlume control
d. tube

2 :21
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LAP TEST: DETECTOR CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS/

BUILDING A DETECTOR CIRCUIT

Which end of a diode is marked?

a. the anode end
b. the cathode end
c. the high resistance end
d. the law resistance end

2. Which of the following best describes distortion?

a. the amount of ampliciation during detection
b. noise not being amplified
c. difference between reproduced sound and original sound transmitted
d. can be completely eliminated

3. The most common device used for detection is:

a. a transistor.
b. a diode.
c. an amplifier.
d. a capacitor.

4. The three basic things a radio must do to signal are detect, amplify and:

a. reject.
b. tune.
c. modulate.
d. de-emphasize.

5. Why can a dio,4.0 tube be used as a signal rectifier?

a. s a one-way current device
D. it amplifies
c. it uses a grid
d. it has a high resistance path

2 9
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6. A good substitute for a diode when used in detection is a:

a. transistor.
b. volume control.
c. coil.
d. capacitor.

7. Detection in a superheterodyne radio occurs:

a. before the. signal reaches the audio AMP.
b. before the signal reaches the I.F. AMP.
c. after the signal has reached the audio AMP.
d. in the antenna circuit.

8. What is the purpose of the detector circuit in respect to the audio amplifier?

a. to demodulate the signal
b. to rectify the audio signal
c. to remove the audio from the R.F. signal
d. to rectify the R.F. signal

9. What part of a vacuum tube is the input signal applied to?

a. the plate
b. the cathode
c. the filaments
d. the grid

10. In a radio receiver, how many triods are needed for both detection and
amplification?

a. 1

b. 4

L.

d. 3
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Th. basic section or a superheterodyne receiver is the oscillator circuit. This circuit
pz .c.,_,IiTT;cive tnia ur the str,ns.ii:ki the iiinctions of the oscillator
circuit will enable you to effectively trOulbleshooE and evaluate an oscillator circuit.

F)r<F-F<EilSITF"-S.

Lin* 5 The 1-leclio

OBJECTIVE:

Using necessary tools, equipment ji vi rad ra toxt/workhoolc:

1. Ruild an RF ami. i her
2. Ruild crcd test an oscillator circuit.

Identify We purpose and operation characteristics of on 1:i7 section.

Printed tdaterlal..-,

Basic K; ,), Pa; t Renton ilaitor, imichician, 1960.

:1,1111:".11t

Basic Radio Kit, [1,:. 2, lieatiikii Company, Renion liarnor, Michigan.

Service .`,1a1,..-,ter Kit 99 Yi or equivalent, ;:c( lit:: 99 it Kit, Jensoi, roof and Alloys,
9117 Nartr.

'Jolt-Ohm meter.
Solderin; tool!;,

PrincipDi Autho}: I'. [I(;(1(wit
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

This Unit consists of four Learning Activity Packages (LAPs). Each LAP will provide
specific information for completion of a learning activity.

The general procedure for this Unit is as follows:

(1) Read the first assigned Learning Activity Package (LAP) .

(2) Begin and complete the first assigned LAP.
(3) Take and score the LAP test.
(4) Turn in the LAP test answer sheet.
(5) Determine the reason for any missed items on the LAP test.
(6) Proceed to and complete the next assigned LAP in the unit.
(7) Complete all required LAPs for the unit by following steps 3 through 6.
(8) Take the unit tests as described in the Unit LEG "Evaluation Procedures".
(9) Proceed to the next assigneci unit.

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Radio RF Section Function
.02 Building an RF Amplifier
.03 Oscillator Functions
.0ti Testing an Oscillator Circuit

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

When pretesting:

1. The student takes the unit multiple-choice pretest.
2. Succe;.Tiful comp::,tion H /I out of 5 items for each LAP part of the pretest.
3. 'Iket, a unit performance test if the unit pretest was successfully

comple!_is:
0r t! m,!etinci the criteri,i listed on the

pet tar mati4 e test .

-r h E. ,...;:ticient ui lit and a unit prfortnance tw,t.
2. Succ,:sslial unit comp!etion is meeting tire iistecf criteria for the pcrforrnance test.

FOLLOW- THROUGH:

You are now ready to beci ill '0.1th the first assigned LAP. If you have any questions,
consult with your instructor.
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UNIT PRETEST: RADIO RF SECTION

1. Which of the following is used to change the resonant frequency of a RF

amplifier in a radio chassis?

a. a coil and capacitor
b. changing the IF frequency
c. the tuning knob
d. changing the resistance of the RF Amp

What would be a good indication of a poor RF section in nu AM radio?

a. poor station audio
b. high noise to audio ratio
c. oscillation
d. distortion

3. Each time a signal goes from one RF stage to another In a RF section, the

strength of this signal:

a. becomes distorted.
b. increases.
c. decreases.
d. remains the same.

4. When a RF AMP section of a radio is selecting a desired signal, what is it

doing to all other signals?

a. Z17.:

b. ::-roundinL;

c. re ject ing

d. tuning

5. In a RF section n an AM radio, the input and output fro-encles must:

a. be 455 Fd17. r'ipart,

b. oscillate.
be the same as the IF frequency.

d. be the same.
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6. The RE section ot a broadcast receiver has two functions which are to:

a. select and amplify the proper signal.
b. select the proper signal only.
c. amplify the proper signal only.
d. amplify all frequencies within the audio range.

7. In a tuned resonant circuit, what amount of current flows back and forth be
tween the coil and the capacitor?

a. large
b. low
c. small
J. weak

8. On which part of an RV amplifier tube will the resonant voltage appear?

a. the cathode
b. the grid
c. the plate
d. the power supply

9. What do the dotted lines symbolize in the illustration below?

TUMED RF AUf--Lift:ER TUrdiEZ Atv1PLIFZI "rUNCO raF AMPLIFECR LIETEC-:071 CIRCUIT

a. a trimmer capacitor
b. an alternate circuit

an old radio
d. a gang ,_'d capanito:-

10. "nickname' cy1 in Alsi cadio thL:i .tJes tuned PE stnges is a:

'RE radio.
b. superheLerodye radio.
c. excellent radio.
d. Q radio

2 1 d

TO AU,i0
AMPLuPER
0. SP.-AKER
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11. What would ro_sult If an oscillator circuit did not have an outside "push"?

a. it would drift cif Frequency
b. it would stop functioning
c. it would lower in frequency
d. it would raise in frequency

12. An AC signal generated by a radio's oscillator may be both RF and:

a. regenerative.
b. feedback.
c. audio.
d. DC.

'I:11u main purpose of in os 1 Int oi ci L radio oscillator is:

a. feedback.
b. frequency stabilization.

outside voltage.
d. dampening.

14. An oscillator in a radio circuit is used to generate:

a. DC.

b. audio.
c. AC.
d. DC frequencies.

15. What happeas in en oscillotor circuit when a t itbe reaches mixImum current?

a. the tube quits Functioning
b. drift

. the cu:rent s tors increasing in the tickler coil
d. the 'ampens out
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16. What happens to a superheterodyne radio when the Local oscillator fails?

a. it plays only strong stations
b. the selectivity decreases
c. it squeals and howls
d. no station is received

17. The quicker method for determining whether or not an oscillator is function-
ing is to measure its:

a. frequency.
b. cathode voltage.
c. grid-bias potential.
d. plate potential.

18. How are osci11.ations made continuous in a vacuum-tube circuit?

a. by degeneration in the grid circuit of the tube
b. by high plate voltage on the oscillator tube
c. by feedback from plate to grid
d. by using a triode with a high amplification Factor

19. The trimmer capacitor Lu an oscillator feedback circuit:

a. changes the frequency.
b. changes the selectivity.
c. changes the sensitivity.
d. matches impedance with the coil

20. When a circuit is oscillating, the rate at which the change occurs is termed
the:

a. Ereallen,y.

resist":_
C.

c i . W er4gt n



LAY

01 1. A
2. B

3. B

4. C

5. D

02 6. A
7. A
8. B

03 II. B

12. C

13. C

14. C

15. C

04 16. C

17. C

18. C

19. A

20. A

UNIT PRETEST ANSWER KEY: RADIO RF SECTION

2 4 7
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Radio RF- '2.-..ection Function

Student:

Date

Identify terms commonly used in the industry co describe the operation (s) of the RF

section used in a radio receiver.

EvALLIA-nor.,! PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multipie-choic:e test about this
LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company.

PF<CCEDURE :

1<ead paue'.:: 55 59 Radio (Pori 75 .

2. 1 hke the LAP test.

PrinCipEil Author(s'I: Schuster



1. D

2. A

3. C

4. A

5.

7. 3

B. B

9. B

10. C

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: RADIO RF SECTION FUNCTION
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Given pa:.ts, equipment and supplies: a s.3embk! an RI' amplifier according to the
manufacturer's sbecificati,:ns and follov,.inci the p:--ocedures described in the text
Easic kadic, Part 2.

Assembly is evaluated at the end of this unit.

Successful comple.e at least 80, of the items on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.
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t-3asic Radio, Part 2, Hoiith (2.0inpac,y.
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1. C

2. A

3. A

4. A
5. D

. D

7. A
S. D

9. C

10 .

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: BUILDING .AN RF AMPLIFIER
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Identify terms commonly used ir-1 the industry to describe the operation (s) of an
oscillator t.le.c.1 in a radio receiver.

EVALL.I.ATJUN PROCEDURE

Successfully compleie di least 8V; of the iiems on a multipie-choice lest about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pags. 55-70 io '3,-.1sic Radio (Part. .

Take thr, LAP tf,:t.

Principal Author(1): P. Sc...hus'ker
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Te.:-:,ting an Oscillator Circuit
PER FOF;MAt\iC,E. Cr',"

OBJECTIVE:

Dale:

c.,;kage

Given parts, equipment, and supplies; assemble according to the manufacturer's
specifications, test, and recorc: characteristics of operation for an oscillator circuit
following the procedures described in the text, Basic Radio, Part 2.

F-VALUATION pr OCrDURE

Assembly is evaluated at the end of this Unit.

Successfully complete at least 8V, of the items on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company.

Heath Kit EK 2B.
Hand tools.
Solde;-ing ircn.
SoldE.ring tools.
Volt-Ohm meter.

Read pages 71-78 in Basic Radio 21.

2. Build en oF,ci!lator circuit i.)11ov,:ing the steps on pages 71-76.

PE:rfort.i 711.

LI. Answer quesz;ocis on 78.

5, Check answers with key on page 120.

6. Like t_i\P

Principal Author (s): P. Schuster.



LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: TESTING AN OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT

1. D

2. B

3.

4. A

5. C

I. A

8. A

9, C

10.
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UNIT POST TEST: RADIO RF SECTION

in a radio receiver, the main function of the RF section is to tune and:

a. modulate the signal.
b. select the signal.
c. detect the signal.
d. amplify the signal.

2. fo check the resonance in the firnt RF amplifier, one would use:

a. an ammeter.
h. a voltmeter.
c. an oscilloscope.
d. a signal gene ra C .

3. in a resonant ....ireult of an AM radlo, which component normally changes the
resonant frequency of the RF ' section?

a. a tube
b. a variable capacitor
c. a variable coil
d. a coupling capacitor

4. The term used to describe how efficiently a radio receiver will tune in a weak
signal is called:

sE-11.cctivt_ty.

b.

c.

d. fine tuning.

5. What the Lcchnieni n;Ime for the variable capacitor used In the RF section
or radio

a. ganged
b. cored
c. banded
d. resonant cripac.I tor

2
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6. A low Q coil in a RF amplifier will work well at the:

a. high end and poorly at the 1pw end.
b. low end and poorly at tilt, low end.

. low end and poorly at the hjgh end.
d. high end and poorly at the high end.

What is the major di_sadvautage of using a gauged, variable capacitor in a
radio's RF amplifier?

a. too many trimmers.
b. low selectivity.
c. low sensitivity.
d. cost.

3. 'The trimmere tri capacit acapacitor in radio's RF section is used:

a. for better tuning.
b. for oscillation.
c. to get a "ganged" capacitor.
d. for coupling.

9. A high Q coil in a RF amplifier will, work well at the:

a. high end and poorly at the low end.
b. low end and poorly at the low end.
c. low end and poorly at the high end.
d. high end and poorly at the high end.

10. Which of the following is produced in the coils of an RF amplifier's circuit
and is one of the major difficulties in TRF radios as well?

a. .ol.tage crop
D. radiatisr,
c. he:=.

d. current
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11. What is the name of the ccii found in most oscillator circuits that provides
the feedback energy?

a. flyback
b. tickler
c. secondary
d. primary

12. How is the energy for feedback transferred from one coil to another in a radio
oscillator circuit?

a. by a capacitor
b. by wire
c. by resistance
d. by transformer action

13. What piece of test equipment is used to check the RF circuits in a radio re-

ceiver?

a. a RF generator
b. a regenerative circuit
c. a diode
d. an audio generator

ILL. How does the tickler coil couple energy back into the coil of the tuned cir-
cuit of an oscillator?

a. by the energy given off by theoscillator
b. by the tickler coil's magnetic field
c. by the tickler coil's core
d. by the number of turns of wire that make up the tickler coil

15. In electronic applications, the adjustments on a signal generator are used for:

a. the frequt.7cy.

b. zeroing.
c.

d. calibration.

2 R
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16. The vacuum tube of an oscillator functions as

a. a power supply.
b. a frequencv control.
c. an electronic switch.
d. a degenerative feedback path.

What_ piece of test equipment is used to measure the frequency of an oscillator?

a. a regenerative diode
h. an oscilloscope
c. a V.O.M.
d. a signal generator

18. local oscillator frequency of a broadcast band receiver is:

a. the same frequency as the incoming frequency.
b. equal to the sum of the incoming frequency plus the IF frequency.
c. the same as the IF frequency.
d. lower in frequency than the incoming frequency.

19. What type of receivers use osci ilators?

a. crystal.
b. TRF
c. superheterodyne
d regenerative-detector

20. in radios, oscillators are differuu than audio amplifiers because of

a. tube amplification factor.
b. the power supply voltage.
c. the 17ype :-)f tube used.
d. feedback.

9 tr:



LAP

01 1. D

2.

3. B

4. A

5. A

02 6. C

7. 1)

d. A

. A

1 ri

03 11. B

12. D

13. A
14. B

15. A

04 16. C

17. B

18. B

19. C

20. D

UNIT POST TEST ANSWER KEY: RADIO RF SECTION
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OBJECTIVE:

Student: File Code.

Data:

77.03.06.00 .A1-5

Data Published: 11/25/75

Family Pay Number: Sex: N F (Circle 1)

UNIT PERFORMANCE TEST: RADIO RF SECTION

Given parts (Heathkit El(-28) , equipment, and supplies, assemble an R-F amplifier
in a superheterodyne set according to the manufacturer's specifications and following
the procedures in the text, Basic Radio, Part 2, pp. 59-63.

TASK:

..iiudent will be given components, tools and equipment to assemble a radio
fre.-Auel arnplWer

ASSIGNMENT:

CONDITIONS:

The student will be tested in an environment similar to that of a radio-TV repair shop.
suf.:Hi-1; \iv; th the same tools and reference manuals normally available to

;en. sons: 'IL nlay receive no assistance from other students or the
instructor

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Cu., 1961.

Heathkit, Mode! EK- 2B, Heath Co. , 1961.

Soldering iron, needle nose pliers, nut driver set, screwdrivers, 6" crescent wrench.
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Student-

Date:

File Code: 77.03.06.00.A1 -5

Date Publishtd: 1 1 14-74

Family Pay Number: Sex: M F (Circle 1)

PERFORMANCE. CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: Satisfactory__ Unsatisfactory

CRITERION
Met Not Met

Objective 1:

1. Proper solder techniques.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 2, Page VIII.

2. Proper placement of components.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 2, Page 61.

3, Proper wiring in:,talleci.

Criterion. Basic Radio, Part 2, Page 61.

Tubes ',if lamp light when voltage is applied.

Criter i,:n Basic Rac.lio Part i , I a,.L;es 49 and 79.

Pa r t 2, n. 16

S. Successful completion of the circuit evaluation.

Crit.erion: Basic Radio, Part 2, Page 62._

6. i:ollo., /, saf,2ly pi ocedures.

Criterion: Basic rtadio, Part 2, Page 16.
---------, --- ---

7. Temporary type lap joints used when applicable.

2C 2
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(Checklist continued)

CRITERION
Met Not Met

fi_a_sic Radio, Part 1, pp. 47 and 49.

Pari 2 pp. VIII

complats allotted time

Criterion: Doesn't excoed 5 hours.

Student must meet criterion on 6 line items to obtain an over-

all score of satisfactory.
r

t
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LAP TEST: RADIO RF SECTION FUNCTION

In a radio chassis, the signal is fed to which of the following grids of a
RF amplifier's pentode tube?

a. screen grid
b. cathode
c. suppressor grid
d. control grid

2. What determines the frequency of RF AMP will select to amplify?

a. the resonant frequency
b. a tuneable coil
c. the IF of the radio
d. a tuneable capacitor

In a radio receiver, the main function of the RF section is to tune and:

a. detect the signal.
b. modulate the signal.
c. amplify the signal.
d. select the signal.

4 What is decreased each time an RF AMP section is added to an AM radio?

a. the frequency response
b. oscillation
C. selectivity
1. t y

5. Wh_!1- a PF Apin '...ction of a radio is selecting a desired signal, what is it
doing ..-

a. rejecting
b. amplifying
c. grounding
d. tuning

2f'd
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6. What would be a good indication of a poor RF section in an AM radio?

a. distortion
b. oscillation
c. high noise to audio ratio
d. poor station audio

7. What is the technical name for the variable capacitor used in the RF section
of a radio?

a. banded
b. ganged
4 . cored
d. resonant capacitor

8. E:ich time a signal goes frco,.1 one RP stage to another in a RF section, the
strer:4th of this signal:.

a. remains the same.
b. increases.
c. becomes disti)rted.
d. decreases.

9. in a resonant circuit of an AM radio, which component normally changes the
resonant frequency of the RF AMP section?

b.

c.

d.

a ciyipling capacitor
a variable capacitoL
a variable coil
a tube

10. The term used to describe how efficiently a radio receiver will tune in a weak
signal is called:

a. superhe':e..,dyne.

b.

selectjviLy.
d. sensitivity.
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1AP TEST: BUILDING AN RF AMPLIFIER

What is the major disadvantage of using a ganged, variable capacitor
in a radio's RF amplifier?

a_ low sensitivity
b. low selectivity
c. cost
d. coo many trimmers

2. The "nickname" of an AM radio that uses tuned RF stages is a(n):

a. TRF radio.
b. superheterodyne radio.
c. excellent radio.
d. high Q radio.

3. Which of the following symbols is used to indicate a circuit or coil with a

high efficient factor in a RF amplifier?

Cl.

b.

C.

d.

4 On which part of an RF amplifier tube will the i--sonant voltage appear?

a. the grid
b. the cathode
c. he plate

the 2(.)Ar

5. Col!nwIng -,:d'Aced In the coils of an RF amplifier's circuit

nd is c;ee of difilL:1,,ties in TRF radios as well

a. Curn.:tilL

b.

c. w,itage drop
d, heat

2
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6. A low Q coil in a RF amplifier will work well at the:

a. high end and poorly at the high end.
b. high and and poorly at the low end.
c. low end and poorly at the high end.
d, low end and poorly io the middle.

The trimmen capacitor in RF section is used:

a. for better tuning.
h. for oscillation.
c. for coupling.
d. to get a "ganged" capacitor.

77.03.06.02. A2-2

8. Whet (*o the dottd lines symbolize in the illustration below?

I11.Z4ZOt 11F AMPIJFITIR TUXZD Lir ANIPLIVSZFI TURBID rAMPLIVCR------------ DETECTOA CIRCUIT

a. a trimmer capacitor
b. art old radio
c. an alternate circuit
d. a ganged capacir

TO AUDIO
Ak4R.ITIER
8. SPEAKCR

9. What amount of current at the resonant frequency is required from an external
-Jource 1., or,Icr to keep it going as in a RF amplifier circuit?

a.

h. 1ow Q
c. small
d. 1.5 v

10. In a tuned resonant circuit, what amount of current I1 .:s back and forth be-
tween the coil and :he capaci tor?

a. small
b. weak
c. large
d. law

2
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LAP TEST: OSCILLATOR FUNCTIONS

What happens in an oscillator circuit when a tube reaches maximum current?

a. the tube dampens out
b. the tube quits functioning
c. the current stops in the tickler coil
d. drift

2. How cic,es the tickler coil couple energy back into the coil of the tuned
circuit of an oscillator?

a. by the tickler coil's magnetic field
b. by the number of turns of wire that made up the tickler coil
c. by the tickler coil's core
d. by the energy given off by the oscillator

3. What would result if an oscillator circuit did not have an outside "push"?

a. it would stop functioning_
b. it would raise in frequency
c. it would lower in frequency
d. it would drift off frequency

What occurs when a Ma;:iMUM amount of currcnt flows through a tube
in an electronic circuit?

a. emission
b. ionization
c. secondary emission

5. An o! 'rcuit ;_e:-7 oscillating, becaut it:

a. pulses new encr :'y into the tuned circuit every cycle.
b. provides feedback to the tuned circuit every other cycle.
c. superhererodynes the tuned circuit every cycle.
d. dampens the tuned circuit every other cycle.

2CS
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6. What does the term "oscillate" mean'?

a. t.3 go up and duvn
b. to swing back and Lorth
c. to build and :oilapse
d. a frequency

7. Oscillation in an electronic application is used:

a, inmjust about everything electronic.
b. by an ammeter.
c. by a voltmeter.
J. by a vriin.

8. An AC signal generated by a radio's oscillator may be both RF and:

a. regenerative.
b. audio.
c. D.C.
d. feedback.

9. What piece of test equipment is used to check the RF circuits in a radio re-
ceiver?

a. a RF generator
b. an audio generator
c. a diode
d. a regenerative circuit

10. What is the name of the coil found in most oscillator circuits that provides
the feedback energy?

a. secondary
b.

d.

29
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LAP TEST: TESTING AN OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT

In radios, oscillators are different than audio amplifiers because of:

a. the power supply voltage.
b. the type of tube used.
c. tube amplification, factor.
d. feedback.

Z. The quickest method for determining whether or not an oscillator is func-
tioning is to measure its:

a. plate potential.
b. grid-bias potential.
c. frequency.
d. cathode voltage.

3. The RF ground in an oscillator must be placed at:

a. the plate.
b. the grid.
c. the cathode.
d. any element.

4. What happens to a superheterodyne radio when the local oscillator fails?

a. it squeals and howls
b. no station is received
c. it plays only strong stations
d. the selectivity decreases

5. Th vacluin ;71,t- nf an oscillator functions at

a dc.4eneyative pnLh.
h. a 17:-equency control.

aa electronic switch.
d. a power suppiy.
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6. What type of receivers use. oscillators?

a. superheterodyne
b. regenerative- detector
c. TRF
d. crystal

7. The local oscillator frequency of a broadcast hand receiver is:

a. equal to the sum of the incoming frequency plus the IF frequency.
b. the same frequency as the incoming frequency.
c. the same as the IF frequency.
d. lower in frequency than the incoming frequency.

8. A :ircuit that generates an unmodulated AC voltage at a desired frequency is a:

a. oscillator.
b. detector.
c. demodulator.
d. mixer.

9. What piece of test equipment is used to measure the f:equency of an oscillator?

a. a V.O.M.
b. a regenerative diode
c. an oscilloscope
d. a signal generative

10. The trimmer capacitor in an oscillator feedback circuit:

a. changes the sensitivity.
b. changes the frequency.
c. matches impedance with the coil.

changes :he selectivity.
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t.1 1\1 SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS

RATIONALE:

The superheterodyne receiver is the standard type of radio. The radio service
person will be wroking with the superheterodyne receiver. Knowledge about the
superheterodyne circuits is therefore essential to basic techniques for trouble-
shooting and alignment of the radio. Circuit organization and characteristics are
reinforced by constructing a superheterodyne receiver.

PREREQUiS:TES:

Unit: 77.03.06 The Radio RF Section

OBJECTIVES:

Using necessary tools, equipment and radio text/workbook:

Build and align a superheterodyne receiver.

2. Build and align short wave and heat frequency OSCii !Mors.

Identify [he fw-Iction and rep son for alignment of a superheterodyne conve ter circuit.

Descr.!,ii. the cilaricti-,rktics i.-)f short wave signals.

RESOURCES:

Printed Materials

Basic Raciic,, Vart 2, Heat;-, Corr.:pany, Benton Harbor, Michigan, 'H'r,0.

Eq1221,r,

lignrrrecit
Basic 'radi() Kit, Heathicit d'viodei EK-2 Heathkit Company, Benton Harbor, Michigao.
RF signal cien.:rat(ir.
5-1:_!ur

ice Master Kit 90 Sm or equivaient Xceli«.: 99 Svi !Kit, Jenson Tool . and Alloys,
4117 North iitith Street, Pk ArizonLi.

Vncuuril tube volt meter.
Solderimil tools

1-`1

Princinal Author f,- I. P. Hoc- matt
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

This Unit consists of six Learning Activity Packages (LAPs) . Each LAP will provide
specific information for completion of a learning activity.

The general procedure for this Unit is as follows:

(1) Read the first assigned Learning Activity Package
(2) Begin and complete the first assigned LAP.
(3) Take a r.d score the LAP test.
(14) Turn in the LAP test answer sheet.
(5) Determine the reason for any missed items on the LAP test.
(6) Proceed to and complete the next assigned LAP in the unit.
(7) Complete all required LAPs for the unit by following steps 3 through 6.
(8) Take the unit tests as described in the Unit LEG "Evaluation Procedures"
(9) Proceed to the next assigned unit.

(LAP).

PERFORMANCE ACTIVITIES:

.01 Converter Circuit Functions

.02 Building a Superheterodyne Receiver

.03 Receiver Alignment
.014 Aligning a Superheterodyne Receiver
.05 Short Wave Signals
.06 Building Short Wave and Beat Frequency Oscillators.

EVALUATION "ROCEDURE:

When pretesting:

1. Thc Audent the unit multiple-choice pretest_
2. is 4 ,,lt -if 5 items for each LAP part of the pretest.
3. T'-le student then takes a unit pe.rici-inance test if the unit pretest was successfully

completed.
Lt. Satisfactory completion of the performance test is meeting the criteria listed on the

performance test

When post testint..;:

1. The student takes El multiple-choice unit post test and a unit performance test.
2. Successful unit c.ompletion is fleeting the listed criteria for the performance

test.

FOLLOW-THROUGH:

After completing this guide, begin w.th the first assigned LAP in the Unit.
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UNIT PRETEST: SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS

1. The I.F. amplifier in a superheterodyne receiver is tuned to what frequency?

a. 60kc
b. 1200kc
c. 1655kc
d. 455!:c

2. What are two disadvantages of a TRF radio?

a. a converter and TRF
b. a low Q coil and a trimmer
c. a high Q coil and a trimmer
d. a variable capacitor and a low Q coil

3. What does the arrow symbolize in the primary and secondary windings of a R.F.
or I.F. AMP transformer?

a. direction of windings
b. a variable iron core
c. they are installed in this direction
d. requires a special tool for alignment

4. In radio 'erminology, AVC means:

a. automatic volume control.
DC volt.,2-e.

Hevice.
automatic vatiable

5 The .ignal that :Ls incoming to tle I.F. ampllfier from the converter contains:

a. oscillations.
b. broadcast F.ignals.
c. sino waves.

audlo
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6. The frequency difference between the tuning for the input tuned circuit and the
oscillator tuned circuit should always be:

a. 455kc.
b. the same as the signal generator.
c. the same as tilt:, local oscillator.

d. 1200kc.

7. The signal from the oscillator circuit and the signal from the input tuned
circuit mix in the pcntagrid converter. As a result of their mixing action,
how many different signals are present in the plate circuit of the converter
tube?

a. 2

b. 3

c. 4

d. 1

8. A saller input signal to the R.F. AMP will consequently result in:

a. a higher AVC voltage.
b. o AVC voltage.
c. lower AVC volLage.
d. no change.

9. Which of the following parts of a pentogrid and pentode tube is AVC voltage
applied to?

a. control grid
b. plate
c. screen grid
d. cathoch

10. That should one ust, to aligl ar [17 amplifier in a superheterodyne radio?

a. a voltmeter
b. a signal generator
c. an audio generator
d. an AVC bias
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11. In a block diagram, which circuit is next in line from the IF amplifier?

a. detector
b. AVC
c. local oscillator
d. audio output

12. What is the first step one sould take when aligning a radio receiver?

a. turn the radio on
b. let all equipment warm up pr3perly
c. turn the instruments on
d. positioning the pointer

13. The trimmer capacitor for the input tuned circuit and the
circuit are adjusted at:

a. the low end of t. broadcast band.
b. 455kc.
c. the high end of the broadcast band.
d. the middle of the broadcast band.

oscillator tuned

14. In a superheterodyne radio, on which component of the converter tube does the
four frequencies usually appear?

a. grid
b. cathode

AVC
d. ,to

15. The input tuned circuit and the oscillator tuned circuit must be adjusted so
t-,:tre is what frequency between them?

a. the incoming Lignal
b. 455kc
c. the incoming signal plus 455 kc
d. 1200k:

2'6
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16. When aligning a superheterodyne radio, thc, signal generator is connected to
the

a. antenna terminals.
b. IF AMP .

c. c)scillator.

d. AVC filter.

17. In a superheterodyne receiver, if the incoming frequency is 800 IUIZ and the
local oscillator is 1162 KHZ, the IF should be tuned to

a. 362 KHZ.
b. 800 KHZ.
c. 1 162 KHZ.

d. 455 KEZ.

18. In an IF transformer having separate primary and secondary coils, the secondary
is tuned to:

a. twice the primary frequency.
b. one-half the frequency of the R.F. frequency.
c. the same frequency as the local oscillator.
d. the same frequency as the primary.

19. When aligning a superheterodyne receiver, one should start with the:

a. IF transformer nearest the RF section.
b. padder capacitor.
c. RF oscillatortuning coil slug.
d. trimmr capacitor on the tunning capacitor.

20. When aligfAr7 a receiver and a voltmeter is connected across the AVC filter,
-17 voltage -!s being adjusted?

a. peak-to-peak
h. 1.7MS

c. negative
positive

277
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21. What is the frequency of the audio heard in a short wave radio using a BFO?

a. 455kc
b. 456kc
c. 10000HZ
d. 544kc

22. What frequency is the 40 meter band close to?

a. 7 MHZ
b. 40 MHZ
c. 4 MHZ
d. 6 MHZ

23. The signal of the BFO is coupled to the:

a. grid of the detector.
b. grid of the mixer-oscillator.
c. grid of the R.F. AMP.
d. grid of the IF AMP.

24. How long is a wave length cf a signal at 6 MHZ?

a. 75 meters
b. 100 meters
c. 50 meters
d. 36 meters

25. What is the purpose of station WWV?

a. frequency and time signals
b. msic
c. air, navi information
d.

2 .8
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26. What dues CU stand for in signal characteristics?

a. code wave
b. clear wave
c. continuous wave
d. clean amplification

27. What is the wave length of 3 MHZ?

a. 1500 meters
b. 100 meters
c. 50 meters
d. 200 meters

28. Most of RT gain '71 a superheterodyne receiver is produced in the:

a. detector.
b. IF amplifier.
c. RF amplifier.
d. converter.

29. The stages which are found in a superheterodyne receiver, but not in a TRF
are:

a, local oscillator, mixer and IF amplifier.
b. converter, detector, and power supply.
c. RF AMP, detector, and mixer.
d. local oscillator, detector and converter.

30. To what components 'of a rotary band switch are the. wires soldered?

a. arms
b. decks
c.

L. strips
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UNIT PRETEST ANSWER KEY: SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS

LAP

01 1. D

2. D

3. B

4. A
5. D

02 6. A
7. C

8, C

9. A
10. B

03 11. A

12. D

13. C

14. D

15. B

04 16. A
17. D

18. D

19, C

20. C

05 21. C

22. A
23. 0

24. C

25. A

06 26. A
27. u

28. C

29. D

30. B
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

OBJECTIVE:

File Code-
77.03.07.01.A2-0

Date Published:

rt
fj 81 "(1,4op,i, t

Student:

Convertor Circuit Functions

11-18-75

Date:

Identify terms commonly used in the industry to describe the function (s) of a con-
vertor circuit used in a radio receiver.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 79-83 in Basic Radio (Part 2) .

2. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster



1. A
2. C

3. C

4. A
5. B

6. B

7. C

8. A
9. A
10. A

LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: CONVERTER CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS

2 2
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earnong Activity Packs
Student:

Date:

PERFORMANCE ACTiVITY: Building a Superheterodyne Receiver

OBJECTIVE:

Given parts, equipment, and supplies; assemble a superheterodyne receiver according
to the manufacturer's specifications and following the procedures described in the text,
Basic Radio, Part 2.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Assembly is evaluated at the completion of this Unit.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company.

Heat Kit EK 2B.
Hand tools.
Soldering iron
Soldering tools.

PROCEDURE

Read pages 84-89 in Basic Radio (Part 2).

2. Build a superheterodyne receiver following steps on pages 8'! -87.

3. Do the experiment described on pages 88-89.

Answer questions on page 89.

5. Check answers with key on page 120.

6. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author (s): P. Schuster
2 2 3
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: BUILDING A SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

1. A
2. D

3. C

4. C

5. B

6. D
7. D
8. A
9. A

10 A
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

OBJECTIVE:

Filo Code 77.03.07.03.A2 -0
11-18-75

Date Published:

ming Ac ovRy Packa e

Receiver Al ignment

Student:

Date:

Describe the procedures fur using electronic test equipment when aligning a super-
heterodyne receiver.

Describe the procedures when not using electronic test equipment for alignment of a
superheterodyne receiver .

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 90-97 in Basic Radio (Part 2) .

2. Take 'he LAP t,, :t.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster

2L
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: RECEIVER ALIGNMENT
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:

OBJECTIVE:

File Code:
77.03.0; .04.A2-0

11-18-75
Date Published:

anfarg cka
Student :'

e

Date:

Aligni:ig a Superheterodyne Receiver

Given equipment and supplies, align a superheterodyne receiver according to the manu-
facturer's specifications and fo I lovv inci the procedures described in the text, Basic Radio,
Part 2

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Alignment procedure is evaluated on the unit performance test.

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a Multiple-c!,oi. test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company.

Heath Kit EK 2B
Alignment tool set
Hand tools
Vacuum tube
Volt-Ohm meter
RF signal generator

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 97-99 in Basic Radio (Part 2) .

2. f,:ign the superheterodyne receiver following the steps on pages 97 -98.

3. Answ .2r questions on page 99.

4. Check answers with the key on page 121.

5. Take the LAP test.
Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: ALIGNING A SUPERHETERODYNE RFt;EIVER

1. P
2. B

3. B

4. B

5. C

6. D

7. D
8. D

9. D

10. C
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PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY:
Short Wave Signals

OBJECTIVE:

C

Hie Cede.
77.03.07.05.A2-0

Date Published
11-18-75

ovity Packa e
Student:

Describe the characteristics of a short wave signal .

Date:

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Successfully complete at least 80% of the items on a multiple-choce test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Company.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read pages 100-106 in Basic Radio (Part 2) .

2. Take the LAP test.

Principal Author(s): P. Schuster
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: SHORT WAVE SIGNALS
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PERFORMANCE ACTIV:TY:

OBJECTIVE:
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File Code 77.03.07,06.A2-0

thito Published

Student:

Date:

11-18-75

Building Short Wave and Beat Frequency Oscillators

Given parts, equipment, and supplies; assemble and align oscillators for short wave
band and continuous wave reception according to the manufacturer's specifications
and following the procedures described in the text, Basic Radio, Part 2.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

Assembly and alignment ar evaluated on the unit performance test.

Successfully complete at iea;: BO% of the items on a multiple-choice test about this LAP.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heatr

Heath Kit EK 28.

PROCEDURE:

1. Read paig.' 5 in Pasic (Part 2).

2. Build oscillator circuits for short wave and continuous wave reception following
the steps on pages 106-112.

3. Perform egperiments 1 and 2 described on pages 113 and 114.

4, Answer questions on page 116.

5. Check answers with key on page 121.

6, Take the LAP test.

P. SchusterPrincipei AtithOr is):
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LAP TEST ANSWER KEY: BUILDING SNORT WAVE AND BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS

1. D

2. A

3. A
4. B

5. C

6. B

7. B

8. A
9. B

10. D

2L,2
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UNIT POST TEST: SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS

1. What is the frequency difference between the local oscillator and the incoming
signal?

a, one cannot tell due to lack of information
b. 1200 kc
c. they are the same as the IF frequency
d. 1655 kc

2, Why can a high Q coil be used in the IF amplifier of a superheterodyne radio?

a. because of the oingle frequency of the IF
b. utilizes a local vacillator
c. better signal streT_gth
d. high frequency inplat

3. What is the IF AMP input frequency in a superheterodyne receiver?

a. 4.55 HZ
b. 455 MHZ
c. 455 KHZ
d. 45.5 KHZ

4. What type of tube may be used the radio mixer circuit?

a. pentode
b. triode
c.

tetrodel

5. What makes the input of the converter and the frequency of the local
oscillator change frequency at the same time?

a. varying the modulation
b. a ganged capacitor
c. varying the input frequency
d. two coils

2
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6. What does the AVC circuit do to the sensitivity of a superheterodyne receiver?

a. increase it,
b. decrease it
c. keeps it constant
d. removes the noise

7. What is the purpose of the AVC circuit In a radio chassis?

a. to control the RF signal
b. to control the grid bias
c. to strengthen the signal
d. to control amplification

8. Does the volume control of a superheterodyne radio have any effect on the AVC
voltage?

a. occasionally
b. possibly
c. yes
d. no

9. The main function of the AVC circuit in a superheterodyne receiver is to:

a. keep the IF frequency .constant.
b. amplify strong signals.
c. amplify weak signals.
d. keep the signal to the IF Input the same.

10. If the local oscillator goes dead, what will result?

a. nothing change
b. there 1:,e no ,:.ltput from the radio
C. will ccAt
u. the IF would not operate
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11. When aligning a receiver without using instruments, what section must be
assumed to have been aligned at the factory?

a. IF AMP
b. oscillator
c. converter
d. aud:o output

12. Why shouldn't a metal screwdriver be used to align a radio?

a. it will damage the radio componan:_s
b. it will make the audio drift
c. it will detune the radio
d. it won't fit

13. The coil adjustments for both the oscillator circuit and the input tuned
circuit are always made at:

a. the low end of the broadcast band.
b. the high end of the broadcast band.
c. 455kc.
d. the middle of the 'oroadcast band.

14. Three circuits have to be aligned in a superheterodyne radio. They are the
IF circuits, the oscillator circuit, and the:

a. mixing circuit.
b, RF AMP.
c. AVC.
d. audio drive.

15. A roceiver is aligned for:

a, best performance.
b. customer satisfaction.
c. best selectivity.
d. best signal.
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16. When adjusting an IF transformer, at what frequency should the generator..
be set?

a. 1755 kc
b. 1200 kc
c. 60 kc
d. 455 kc

17. The trimmer of the antenna of a radio should be adjusted for:

a. 455 kc.
b. maximum volume.
c. maximum AVC voltage.
d. local station frequency.

18. Two instruments that are generally used for alignment are a RF signal generator
and:

a. a local station.
b. a sweep generator.
c. a voltmeter.
d. an ohmmeter.

19. What is the frequency range in an A.M. radio?

a. 500 - 1750 kc
b. 455 1800 kc
c. 750 - 1450 kc
d. 550 1650 kc

20. When aligning a radio receiver, the test instrument (volt-meter) is usually
connected to the:

a. 3utput.
L. speaker.
c. IF AMP.
d. AVC filter.
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21. Which of the following lengths in English measure would be equal to one meter
in the metric system?

a. 41.21 inches
b. 36 inches
c. 39.37 inches
d. 37 incheP

22. What is a nickname for worse code signals?

a. teletype
b. CW
C. WWV
d. F.M.

23. What components in a radio change when the band selector is respositioned
from A.M. to short wave?

a. detector circuit
b. antenna and oscillator circuits
c. local oscillator
d. IF circuit

24. What is the biggest difference between a frequency of a low value and one
of a high value?

a. the need for separate radios
b. frequency
c. wave-length
d. cycles per second

25. What is the .r.equency of the BFO in a short wave receiver?

a. 455 kc
b. 456 kc
c. the incoming signal plus 455 kc
d. same as the incoming signal
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26. What i9 the biggest difference between a standard A.M. radio and a short
wave radio?

a. BFO
b. detector
c. antenna and oscillator
d. IF Ale

27. The local oscillator is designed to generate a signal which is:

a. unmodulated and equal to the IF signal f-equency.
b. modulated with 400 cycles and equal to tw:ce the IF carrier.
c. unmodulated and equal to the sum or differance of the RF signal frequency'

and the IF signal frequency.
d. unmodulated and equal to the sum of the RF signal frequency and twice

the IF signal frequency.

28. When a receiver is aligned for short wave, which component should not be
realigned?

a. AVC
b. the detector
c. the IF AMP
d. the BFO

29. To what components of a rotary band switch are the wires soldered?

a. wafers
b. decks
c. strips
d. arms

30. WilL,7 term extrsses t:he ability of a receiver to select one radio station and
rejec'..

a. tuneability
b. selectivity
c. sensitivity
d. detectability
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OBJECTIVE:

UNIT PERFORMANCE TEST: SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS

Given parts (Heathkit EK-2B ) , equiprm.nt, and supplies, assemble a super heterodyne
receiver, shortwave band and beat frequency oscillator (BFO) according to the
manufacturer's specifications and followinci the p,.oc?dures described in the text,
Basic Radio, Part 2, pp. 84-115.

TASK:

The student will be given components, tools and 'equipment to assemble a super
heterodyne and shortwave receiver.

ASSIGNMENT:

CONDITIONS:

The stutient will i,. tested in an environment similar to that of a radio-TV repair shop.
Ha will with tree s.1:.:),. tools and reference manuals normally available tc
radi TV service persons. Lip may rcceive no assistance from other stL.Jents or the
instructor.

RESOURCES:

Basic Radio, Part 2, Heath Co., 1961.

Heathkit, Model EK-2B, Heath Co., 1961.

Soldering iron, needle nose pliers, nut driver set, screwdrivers, 6" crescent wrench.
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File Code: 77 . 03 . 07 . 00 .A1-5

Date Published: 11.-114-74

Family Pay Number: Sex: M F (Circle 1)

PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST:

OVERALL PERFORMANCE: Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

CRITERION
Mei Not Met

Objective 1:

1. Proper solder techniques.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 2, Page VIII-IX.
I

2. Proper placement of components.
1

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 2, Pages III and 113.

3. Proper wiring installed.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 2, Page 111.

4. Tubes and !-Imp light when voltage is applied.

flriterion: Basic Radio, Part ,3ages 49 and 79.

Basic Radio, Part II, page 16.

5. Successful completion of the circuit evaluation.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 2, Page 113-114.

6. Follows safety procedures.

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 2, Page 16.

7. Temporary type lap joints used when applicable.

3
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(Checklist continued)

77.03.07.00.A1-5

CRITERION

1

Criterion: Basic Radio, Part 1, paw 47 and 49.

8. Task completed in allotted time.

Criterion: Doesn't exceed 8 hours.

Student must meet criterion on 6 line items to obtain an over-

all score of satisfactory.
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LAP TEST: CONVERTER CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS

What are two disadvantages of a TRF radio?

a. a variable capacitor and a low Q coil
b. a low Q coil and a trimmer
c. a high Q coil and a trimmer
d. a converter and TRF

2. The signal that is incoming to the IF amplifier from the converter contains:

a. oscillations.
b. sine waves.
c. audio modulation.
d. broadcast signals.

3. What does the arrow symbolize in the primary and secondary windings of a RF
or IF AMP transformer?

a. direction of windings
b. they are installed in this direction
c. a variable iron core
d. requires a special tool for alignment

4. One signal to be mixed comes from the radio station, the other comes from:

a. the local oscillator.
b. the IF amplifier.
c. the trimmer capacitor.
d. the RF amplifier

5. What type cl.F 1.u.be may be used in the radio mixer circuit?

a. tetrode
b. pentagrid
c. triode
d. pentode

313 3
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6. What is the frequency difference between the local oscillator and the in-
coming signal?

a. 1200 kc
b. they are the same or the IF frequency
c. 1655 kc
d. one cannot tell due to lack of information

7. To which stage is the radio converter next connected?

a. detector
b. RF AMP
c. IF AMP
d. oscillator

8. In radio terminology, AVC means:

a. automatic volume control.
b. automatic variable control.
c. DC voltage
d. automatic listening device.

9. The frequency of the oscillator and the frequency of the input tuned circuit
are always the same number of:

a. KHZ.
b. HZ.
c. MHZ.
d. 60 HZ.

10. The IF amplifier in a superheterodyne receiver ls tuned to what frequency?

a. 455 kc
b. 60
c. 12C-) !:r.

d. 165.5 kc
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LAP TEST: BUILDING A SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

How would one describe the signal from the converter tube that is coupled to
the IF ANP in relationship to the two original signals?

a. they differ
b. they are the same.
c. they are similar in respect to oscillation
d. they compare to the frequency of the local oscillator

2. What is the function of the AVC filter in a superheterodyne radio?

a. changes AC to DC
b. frequency tuning
c. coupling
d. changes PDC to DC

3. Does the volume control of a superheterodyne radio have any effect on the
AVC voltage?

a. yes
b. occasionally
c. no
d. possibly

4. The main function of the AVC circuit in a superheterodyne receiver is to:

a. amplify weak signals.
b. amplify strong signals.
c. keep the volume level constant.
d. keep the signal to the IF input the same.

5. In a s4p_rheterodyne radio, [he capacitors parallel with the IF transformer
are used for:

a. sensitivity.
b. frequency tuning.
c. coupling.
d. 1200 KHZ tuning.
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6. Which of the following parts of a pentogrid and pentode tube is AVC voltage
applied to?

a. plate
b. screen grid
c. cathode
d. control grid

7. What shoirld one use to align an IF amplifier in a superheterodyne radio?

a. an AVC bias
b. an audio generator
c. a voltmeter
d. a signal generator

8. What does the AVC circuit do to the sensitivity of a superheterodyne receiver?

a. increases it
b. keeps it constant
c. removes the noise
d. decreases it

9. What device is used in a superheterodyne radio to couple signals in and out of
an IF amplifier stage?

a. transformer
b. resistor
c. capacitor
d. iron core

10. What is the purpose of the AVC circuit in a radio chassis?

a. to control amplification
b. to stre :gthen the signal
c. to cont.-rui the R7 signal
d. LO control c.c grid bits

3"0
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When aligning a receiver without using instruments, what section must be as-,
sumed to have been aligned at the factory?

a. audio output
b. IF AMP
c. converter
d. oscillator

2. The trimmer capacitor for the input tuned circuit and the oscillator tuned
circuit are adjusted at:

a. the middle of the broadcast band.
b. 455 kc.
c. the low end of the broadcast band.
d. the high end of the broadcast band.

3. What is the first step one should take when aligning a radio receiver?

a. turn the instruments on
b. position the pointer
c. turn the radio on
d. Set all equipment warm up properly

4. If a station is tuned in at 1300 kc and the local oscillator is operating,
what is the frequency in the second IF amplifier?

a. 455 kc
b. 1755 kc
c. 1300 kc
d.

5. In a superheterodyne radio, on which component of the converter tube does the

four frequencies usually appear?

a. grid
b. cathode
c. AVC
d. plate

3 7
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6. The coil ,adjustments for both the oscillator circuit and the input tuned
circuit are always made at:

a. the high end of the broadcast band.
b. the low end of the broadcast band.
c. the middle of the broadcast band.
d. 455 kc.

7. In a block diagram, which circuit is next in line from the IF amplifier?

a. audio output
b. AVC
c. detector
d. local oscillator

8. Three circuits have to be aligned in a superheterodyne radio. They are the
IF circuits, the oscillator circuit, and the:

a. R.F. AMP.
b. AVC.
c. mixing circuit.
d. audio drive.

9. A receiver is aligned for:

a. best signal.
b. best selectivity.
c. best performance.
d. customer satisfaction.

10. You are about to align a receiver. This means you are about to adjust the:

a. AVC.
b. R.F. signal.
c. negatim- voltage.
d. __1 signal.

3 1
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LAP TEST: ALIGNING A SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

When adjusting an IF transformer, at what frequency should the generator be
set?

a.

b.

c.

d.

1200 kc
60 kc
1755 kc
455 kc

2. In an IF transformer having separate primary and secondary coils, the secondary
is tuned to:

a.

b.
c.

d.

twice the
the same
one-half
the same

primary frequency.
frequency as the primary.
the frequency of the R.F. frequency.
frequency as the local oscillator.

3. When aligning a superheterodyne radio, the signal generator is connected to the:

a.

b.

c.

d.

oscillator.
antenna terminals.
IF AMP.
AVC filter.

4. The mixer stage in a superheterodyne radio receives signals from:

a.

b.

c.

d.

the oscillator and the IF AMP.
the oscillator and antenna.

the antenna and the I.F. AMP
the detcttor and the oscillator.

5. Two instruments that are generally used for alignment are a R.F. signal gen-
erator and:

a.

b.

c.

d.

sweep generator.
a local station.
a voltmeter.
an ohmmeter.
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6. Trimmer capacitors are used on ganged tuning capacitors to:

a. eliminate the necessity of shielding.
b. prevent oscillation.
c. prevent feedback from plate to grid.
d. overcome slight discrepancies in tuning capacity.

7. What is the frequency range in an A.M. radio?

a. 455 - 1800 kc
b. 500 - 1750 kc
c. 750 - 1450 kc
d. 550 - 1650 kc

8. The trimmer of the antenna of a radio should be adjusted for:

a. local station frequency.
b. maximum AVC voltage.
c. 455 kc
d. maximum volume.

9. When aligning a superheterodyne receiver, one should start with the:

a. I.F. transformer nearest the R.F. section.
b. trimmer capacitor on the tuning capacitor.
c. padder capacitor.
d. R.F. oscillator-tuning coil slug.

10. The top and bottom slug of each I.F. transformer should be adjusted for:

a. local station frequency.
b. maximum volume.
c. 455 kc.
d. AVC volt -age.

3 .10
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LAP TEST: SHORT WAVE SIGNALS

Where does the mixing or beating process take place in a short wave re-
ceiver using a BFO?

a. detector
b. mixer oscillator
c. converter
d. I.F. AMP

2. What is the frequency of the audio heard in a short wave radio using a BFO?

a. 455 KC
b. 544 KC
c. 456 KC
d. 1000 HZ

3. What frequency is the 40 meter band close to?

a. 4 MHZ
b. 40 MHZ
c. 7 MHZ'
d. 6 MHZ

4. The selector on a radio which changes one range of frequencies to another
is called the:

a. selector knob.
b. band switch.
c. fine tuner.
d. turner.

5. Which of the following lengths in English measure would be equal to one meter
in the metric system?

a. 36 inches
b. 37 inches
c. 41.21 inches
d. 39.37 inches

31s
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6. What is a nickname for morse code signals?

a. CW
b. teletype
c. WWV
d. F.M.

7. What components in a radio change when the band selector is respositioned from
A.M. to short wave?

a. antenna and oscillator circuits.
b. local oscillator
c. detector circ'dt
d. I.F. circuit

8. What is the biggest difference between a frequency of a low value and one of
a high value?

a. speed
b. wave-length
c. the need for separate radios
d. frequency

9. The device which is needed to create audio when CW is being transmitted is:

a. WWV.
b. unmodulated signal.
c. BED.
d. short wave.

10. What is the purpose of station WWV?

a. music
b. airplane navigational information
c. freqercy and time signals
d. F.11.

31 2
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LAP TEST: BUILDING SHORT WAVE AND BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS

What is the biggest difference between a standard A.M. radio and a short
wave radio?

a. detector
b. I.F. AMP
c. BFO
d. antenna and oscillator

2. What is the wave length dif 3 MHZ?

a. 100 meters
b. 1500 meters
c. 200 meters
d. 50 meters

3. What does CW stand for in signal characteristics?

a. continuous wave
b. code wave
c. clean amplification
d. clear wave

4. To what components of a rotary band switch are the wires soldered?

a. strips
b. decks
c. wafers
d. arms

5. What term e:cpresses the lbility of a receiver to select one radio station
and reject another?

a. tuneability
b. sensitivity
c. selectivity
d. detectability

31 3
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6. When a receiver is aligned for short wave, which component should not be
realigned?

a. the detector
b. the I.F. AMP
c. AVC
d. the BFO

7. The stages which are foldind in a superheterodyne receiver, but not in a TRF are:

a. local oscillator, detector and converter.
b. .oval oscillator, mixer and I.F. amplifier.
c. R.F. AMP, detector, and mixer.
d. converter, detector, and power supply.

8. As the frequency gets higher, the wave length:

a. gets smaller.
b. doesn't change.
c. gets larger.
d. multiplies.

9. What do the initials "BFO" refer to in a short wave radio?

a. code for CW
b. beat-frequency oscillator
c. before first oscillator
d. code for WWV

10. term pxpresses the ability of a receiver to pick up weak signals?

a. selectivity.
b. detectability
c. tuneability
d. sensiri-vicy


